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MAGPUL®

Helps You Deliver Immediate Response First Aid
When Trauma Occurs
Easy-to-stow kits help you stay prepared to quickly treat
serious injuries. Tuck them into back packs, range bags, glove
boxes, bug-out bags – anywhere you want to keep emergency
medical supplies. Waterproof, transparent bags let you see the
contents without opening. Contents will help stop bleeding
and dress various types of wounds, and they include chemical light sticks for low light conditions. Kits include Celox™, a
bleeding control agent used by military medics in Afghanistan
and Iraq. Pour Celox into the wound, pack, and apply pressure
to stop bleeding fast; will not generate heat and works regardless of temperature or the presence of anti-coagulants. a
b

PHONE CASES

Protects Your Phone, Gives It The “Magpul Look”
Clear

Dark
Blue

Flat Dark
Earth

O.D.
Green

Light
Blue

Black

Red

Bump
Inside

#100-004-342AQ Individual Trauma Kit, 2K36P89 ���� $ 44.99
Teal

Yellow

Gray

Pink

Orange

STK# iPhone 5/5s Bump
STK# Galaxy SIII Field
STK# Galaxy S4 Field
STK# Galaxy S5 Field
Color
#100-013-993AQ
#100-013-983AQ
#100-013-988AQ
100-015-550AQ
Black
#100-013-994AQ
#100-013-984AQ
#100-013-989AQ
100-015-551AQ
Flat Dark Earth
#100-013-995AQ
#100-013-985AQ
#100-013-990AQ
100-015-552AQ
O.D. Green
#100-013-997AQ
#100-013-986AQ
#100-013-991AQ
100-015-553AQ
Pink
100-014-478AQ
100-014-479AQ
100-014-480AQ
100-015-555AQ
Gray
NA
#100-013-987AQ
#100-013-992AQ
100-015-554AQ
Yellow
— Advise # — iPhone 5/5s Bump, 3K20I79 ���������������� $ 25.99 — Advise # — Galaxy S4 Field, 3K13I09������������������������
16.99
— Advise # — Galaxy SIII Field, 3K13C09��������������������
16.99 — Advise # — Galaxy S5 Field, 3K13P09 ����������������������
16.99
STK# iPhone 5/5s Field
#100-011-578AQ
#100-012-871AQ
#100-012-872AQ
#100-012-869AQ
#100-012-868AQ
#100-012-863AQ
#100-012-864AQ
#100-012-865AQ
#100-012-866AQ
#100-012-867AQ
NA
NA

STK# iPhone 5c Field
100-014-952AQ
100-014-960AQ
100-014-961AQ
100-014-959AQ
100-014-958AQ
100-014-953AQ
100-014-954AQ
100-014-955AQ
100-014-956AQ
100-014-957AQ
NA
NA

STK# iPhone 5/5s
Executive Field
100-014-962AQ
100-014-963AQ
100-014-967AQ
100-014-968AQ
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100-014-965AQ
100-014-966AQ

— Advise # — iPhone 5/5s Field, 3K13L09 �������������������� $ 16.99
— Advise # — iPhone 5c Field, 3K13K09������������������������ 16.99

SIMS VIBRATION LABORATORY

INDIVIDUAL TRAUMA KIT - Contains
supplies sufficient to stop bleeding and
dress multiple serious abrasions, lacerations and deep puncture wounds.
SPECS: 7" (17.7cm) O.A.L. 9.2 oz (261g) wt. Contents: 15g (.529 oz.) Celox clotting agent, pair
XL nitrile gloves, 3" (7.6cm) elastic bandage,
4.5" (11.4cm) rolled gauze, 4" (10cm) hemorrhage control bandage, two rolls 21/4" (5cm) gauze, 5" x 9" (12 x 22cm) ab
pad, 6" (15.2cm) light stick.

STK# iPhone 5c
Executive Field
100-014-969AQ
100-014-970AQ
100-014-974AQ
100-014-975AQ
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
100-014-972AQ
100-014-973AQ

RANGE DAY SAFETY KIT

Black
Flat Dark Earth
Pink
Gray
Yellow
Clear
Dark Blue
Light Blue
Red
Teal
O.D. Green
Orange

LIMBSAVER® PROTECTIVE SHOOTING PAD

Strap on the pad and immediately reduce felt recoil and shooting discomfort for increased accuracy. Lightweight,
protective pad is worn on the shooting shoulder and is fully reversible; can be worn by either right- or left-hand
shooters. Incorporates the exclusive NAVCOM III rubber material engineered to disperse recoil across the
variable sized surface nodes. The shooting pad is enclosed in a durable, nylon, one-size fits all harness/
pouch with easily adjustable cotton straps, elastic expansion band and quick-release nylon buckle for allday wearing comfort. Pad is easily removable from the harness for washing. a
b
SPECS: Cordura nylon w/cotton straps, black. 7.5 oz (212g) wt.
#100-004-203AQ Protective Shooting Pad, 7K26N49�������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

#100-008-591AQ Individual Combat Medical Kit, 
2K83J49������������������������������������������������������� $ 94.99

Color

Proper Protection For Eyes, Ears & Skin

— Advise # — iPhone 5/5s Executive Field, 3K13P09$ 16.99
— Advise # — iPhone 5c Executive Field, 3K13H09�� 16.99

Reduces Felt Recoil To Eliminate Flinch

INDIVIDUAL COMBAT MEDICAL KIT Contains critical supplies to rapidly stop
major bleeding, seal chest wounds, and
treat gunshot wounds or amputations.
Designed so victim can self-apply, if
necessary. Some supplies require advanced training for proper use.
SPECS: 9" (22cm) O.A.L. 12.2 oz (348g) wt.
Contents: tourniquet, 35g (1.2 oz) Celox clotting agent, pair XL nitrile gloves, 4" (10cm) emergency bandage, Asherman chest seal, 4.5" (11.4cm) roll gauze, 2" (5cm) roll gauze, 8" x 10" (20
x 25cm) sterile ab pad, 1" (2.5cm) surgical tape, NPA w/Surgi-lube, 6"
(15.2cm) light stick.

Handy kit contains everything you need
to protect your eyes, ears, and skin during a
trip to the range. Includes Brownells Shooting Glasses, with wraparound lenses
of impact-resistant polycarbonate, a
lightweight composite frame, rubbercoated temples, and soft rubber
nosepiece for allday comfort. Lightweight Brownells Electronic Ear Muffs automatically reduce harmful noise above 85
decibels, while amplifying low-level sounds like range commands. Four high-frequency microphones deliver true 360°
sound, while independent left and right volume controls let
you adjust the gain to suit your needs. Auto-shutoff circuit prevents battery rundown. Muffs fold for storage. D-Wipe® Towels
enable fast clean up of harmful lead and powder residue from
your hands and other exposed skin after shooting. Economical
Essentials Kit is great for bringing a friend to the range for the
first time. Contains the shooting glasses, plus E-A-R Ultra-Fit
Ear Plugs molded from safe, washable, nonirritating polymer
rubber that fits any size ear canal.
SPECS: Glasses – Polymer frame, ANSI Z87.1-compliant clear polycarbonate lens. EMuffs – Polymer ear cups, foam ear pads. NRR 29 dB. Uses
6 AAA batteries. D-Wipe Towels - 40 towels per can. E-A-R Ultra-Fit Ear
Plugs – Flexible polymer rubber, with “stay together” cord. NRR 25 dB
#080-000-783AQ Range Day Safety Kit, 8K125F59���� $ 159.99
#080-000-784AQ Range Day Essentials Kit, 
14.99
8K11M19����������������������������������������������������

order on the web

brownells.com

TRAUMA KIT

Professional-Grade Medical Kit For Treating
Traumatic Injuries In The Field
Compact EMT pouch contains the
necessary tools to stabilize life-threatening, traumatic injuries. Supplements
a conventional first aid kit and prepares
you to deal with a scarcity of medical
help during a widespread emergency.
With a quick grab, the pack opens to
provide immediate access to its lifesaving supplies, including a combat
tourniquet, 35g of Celox® hemostatic
agent, NAR 6" emergency trauma
dressing, compressed gauze, trauma shears, 2 rolls of adhesive tape and 2 pairs of Black Talon nitrile gloves. Also contains
an Adventure Medical Suture/Syringe Kit that consists of an
additional pair of gloves, an 18-ga angiocatheter, 18-ga x 11/2"
needle, 21-ga x 11/2" needle, 25-ga x 5/8" needle, nylon suture 5-0,
1cc syringe with needle, Luer Lok 3ml syringe, three anethestic/antiseptic wipes, and four alcohol swabs. Ships directly from
manufacturer. Please allow 7 additional business days for shipping. Some items in this kit are designed for trained personnel
only. Please seek proper training before using this kit.
#100-011-309AQ E-S Trauma Kit, Dark Earth, 
9E149F99��������������������������������������������������� $ 149.99
#100-012-539AQ E-S Trauma Kit, Black, 9E149A99��� 149.99
#100-012-540AQ E-S Trauma Kit, Red, 9E149L99������� 149.99

ECHO-SIGMA EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

COMPACT FIRST AID KIT

Carry The Essentials For Minor
Wound Treatment Anywhere

Compact first aid kit is
small enough to go nearly anywhere and contains everything
needed to provide basic care for
minor injuries. Conveniently
packed inside the water-resistant, zippered nylon case are: 4"
scissors, 3" tweezers, a first aid card, 20 plastic bandages, 12
alcohol swabs, 10 wet wipes, 10 antiseptic swabs, 3 sting relief
swabs, 4 pain-relief tablets, two 3" x 3" sterile gauze pads, 2" x
5-yd gauze roll, one 5" x 9" abdominal dressing, 1/2" x 2.5-yd roll
of tape, and a disposable CPR face shield. Also includes access
to 14 exclusive online training videos. Ships directly from manufacturer. Please allow 10 additional business days for shipping.
#100-011-359AQ Echo-Sigma First Aid Kit, 
9E24P99������������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99

ESCA-TECH

D-LEAD CLEANERS

Remove Harmful Lead & Heavy Metals
Removes lead and other heavy metals
from your skin after shooting and reloading. Available in: one-use Towels or Skin
Cleaner which cleans and conditions the
skin with or without water. a
b
SPECS: D-Wipe Towels: 40 towels per can; DLead Dry or Wet Skin Cleaner: 8 oz. (.23l) bottle.
#100-002-192AQ D-Wipe Towels, 9A4B25�������������������������� $ 4.99
#100-002-193AQ D-Lead Skin Cleaner, 9A3H29�������������� 3.99

b
a

Stock numbers shown in red indicate the
product is made or assembled in the U.S.A

This information is not available for all products at time
of catalog production, but will be regularly updated on
our website.
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protective gear

Good-looking polymer shell slips over your iPhone®
5/5s/5c or Samsung Galaxy S®III/4/5 to protect it from the
knocks, bumps, and scrapes of daily use. Ribs like those on
Magpul PMAG® magazines provide a sure grip in all weather
conditions, and the semi-rigid construction is designed for
snag-free removal from pockets. Flat back keeps the phone
from rocking on even surfaces, and a raised lip helps prevent
screen scratches when laid face down. Charging port, headphone jack, ringer/silent switch, and camera lens are all accessible via flexible pressure pads or openings. Field and Executive
Field covers are made from tough, thermoplastic elastomer
material - the Executive is a slimmer, unobtrusive version with
short PMAG ribs on the sides only. Bump style delivers even
more impact resistance, combining a hard outer layer with
a softer, shock-absorbing gray liner; back side features three
raised, rubbery points that offer traction and keep the case
slightly elevated to avoid abrasions. a
b

ECHO-SIGMA EMERGENCY SYSTEMS
Shooting Accessories

SHOOTING ACCESSORIES INDEX

protective gear

Shooting Accessories

BOYT HARNESS

BOB ALLEN ABSORB-A-COIL HARNESS
Cushions Recoil To Reduce
Shooter Fatigue
Thin,
shock-absorbing,
strap-on
shoulder pad absorbs up to 40% of felt recoil, so you can concentrate on your target
and shoot longer sessions with less fatigue.
Inner neoprene pad absorbs recoil without
affecting length of pull. Tough, polyester/
cotton outer shell and “grippy” suede face
stand up to years of heavy use. An economical alternative to recoil reducers, barrel porting, and muzzle
brakes—no matter how many guns you own, you need only
one harness! An excellent shooting aid for women, youths,
and other small-statured, recoil-sensitive shooters. Elastic side
gusset and adjustable-length strap let you tailor a comfortable
fit. Wear the harness under your Cowboy Action costume to
maintain correct period appearance, while enjoying reduced
recoil during the shotgun stages.
SPECS: Polyester/cotton shell, suede pad exterior, neoprene insert. Khaki.
For right-handed shooters.
#100-002-484AQ Shotgun Harness, RH, Khaki, 
3A14I49��������������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99

BROWNING

Protects Hearing, Amplifies
Conversation & Range Commands

Blocks Dangerous Noise,
Lets Normal Sounds Through
Comfortable, snug-fitting muffs employ advanced dynamic compression
circuitry with less than 1.5 millisecond
“attack time” to reduce the sound of gunfire and other loud noises to a safe 70 dB
level. They allow sounds below 70 dB to
pass through unattentuated, so you hear
range commands and normal conversation. Built-in stereo microphones give
you a realistic 360° sound field that helps you hear what direction sounds are coming from come from, with separate volume
controls for each ear with audible “click” on/off. Leather over
foam padding on the ear cups and the adjustable headband lets
your skin breathe, so there’s no more “sweaty ears” after a day at
the range. The lightweight, hard-polymer ear cups are angled
to provide plenty of clearance for a good cheekweld on both
rifle and shotgun buttstocks. a
b
SPECS: NRR 26. Polymer resin-composite ear cups, supports, and headband. Uses two (2) 1.5 volt N-size batteries (included); expected normal
use battery life: 400 hours.
#080-000-922AQ Pro Series Hearing Protector, 
8D119B99�������������������������������������������������� $ 139.99

Compact, lightweight electronic muffs
let you hear conversation and range commands, while blocking out dangerous
noises like gunfire to protect your hearing.
Ultra-fast response electronics amplify
ambient sounds to a safe 82 decibels (dB),
yet shut down when sounds above 82 dB
are detected to let the muff’s passive hearing protection take over. In amplification
mode, directionally placed stereo microphones even help you hear where the sound is coming from.
Built-in AUX input accepts 1/8" (3mm) stereo plug to connect a
radio or other audio device. Automatic shut-off after 4 hours
to preserve battery life. Low-profile ear cups with bottom half
that angles in sharply for plenty of clearance when shouldering long guns.
SPECS: Molded polymer, O.D. Green. NRR 22 dB. 10.4 oz. (295g) wt. Uses
two AAA batteries, included; 350 hours continuous operation.
#100-004-644AQ Impact Sport Electronic Muffs, 
3F51C99������������������������������������������������������� $ 53.99

JUNIOR RANGE KIT

Protects Young Eyes & Ears At The Range

Developed specifically for younger shooters, these ear
muffs and shooting glasses are 15%
smaller than standard adult models.
The high visibility, safety green ear
muffs ensure your child is easily
seen by yourself and other shooters. Lightweight muffs are built to ANSI S3.19 standards and feature added padding around
the cups and headband for all day comfort.
Wrap around shooting glasses have a tinted,
polycarbonate lens for enhanced eye protection and excellent target visibility. Soft
rubber tips on temple pieces deliver a comfortable, non-slip fit.
SPECS: Earmuffs – Molded polymer. NRR 19dB. Glasses – Polycarbonate
lenses, amber. Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 impact standards.
#150-000-017AQ Junior Range Kit, 5A25J71 �������������

CROSSTAC

IMPACT SPORT
ELECTRONIC EAR MUFFS

HOWARD LEIGHT

PRO SERIES
HEARING PROTECTOR

$ 29.99

PREDATOR LONG RANGE
SHOOTING MAT
Oversized With
Extra-Thick Foam Interior For
Superior Comfort

Fold-up shooting mat with
thick foam padding provides
maximum protection from
rough ground, so you can sit or
lay prone for hours in any shooting environment. A rugged 1000 denier Cordura® exterior
with a waterproof polyurethane coating blocks out moisture
and cold to help keep you dry and comfortable. Oversized, 79"
length accommodates even the tallest shooters. Four panel
design allows you to stow your firearm inside the folded mat
during carry in the field. Large handles and retaining straps
constructed of 2" wide webbing with hook-and-loop fasteners
keep everything contained and mobile. Built in, 1" high foam lip
at the front of the mat provides a stop to prevent forward bipod
movement for fast follow-up shots. a
b
SPECS: Exterior - 1000 denier Cordura® nylon, polyurethane coated,
Coyote Brown. Interior - -20°F rated foam. Opened Size - 79" (201cm)
long, 36" (91cm) wide, 3/8" (1cm) thick. Folded Size – 20" (51cm) long, 36"
wide, 2" (5.1cm) thick.
#100-003-405AQ Shooting Mat, 5A154M99������������������ $ 154.99
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BROWNING

PELTOR

RANGE KIT FOR HER

Kit contains all safety gear needed for a
successful trip to the range. Includes safety
glasses, ear muffs and set of color-coordinated earplugs in a handy hard plastic case.
Ear muffs feature the Browning Buckmark
logo and an adustable, padded
headband. Tinted polycarbonate lenses on safety glasses help
enhance target visibility while
protecting your eyes.
SPECS: Ear muffs up to 27 dB reduction. Earplugs 31 dB reduction.
#100-012-315AQ Range Kit For Her, 5A25B89������������ $ 29.99

U.S. PEACEKEEPER

FOLDING SHOOTING MAT
Folds For Easy Carry;
On-Board Storage For Ammo
& Accessories
Portable shooting mat has
thick, closed-cell foam padding for hours of shooting
comfort on rough, cold, or wet
terrain. Tough, tightly woven
1,000 denier nylon exterior
blocks out moisture and washes up easily after a day at the range, in competition, or in the
field. Rubberized coating at the front provides a non-slip surface for bipod placement to ensure fast follow-up shots. Front
pocket has ammo loops to store up to 20 individual centerfire rifle shells; overlapping cover with polymer quick-detach
buckles allows fast access. A second, zippered pocket holds
additional accessories. The entire mat folds up tight, secured
by three, adjustable wrap-around straps of 2" wide webbing
with polymer quick-release buckles. Two carry options: double-stitched suitcase handle or padded, adjustable shoulder
strap with quick-release snap-clips that attach to steel D-rings
double stitched to the mat.
SPECS: 1,000 denier nylon, polymer hardware, O.D. Green. Open - 82"
(208.3cm) long x 36" (91cm) wide, 3/4" (19mm) thick. Folded - 36" (91cm)
long x 24" (61cm) wide, 4" (10.2cm) thick. 7.2 lbs. (3.3kg) weight.
#100-005-703AQ Folding Shooting Mat, 7C102A29�� $ 115.99

HEARING PROTECTORS

Excellent Noise Reduction Plus Unique Features

Stylish Range Accessories Protect Hearing & Vision

Three styles of hearing protection from an industry leader.
All feature replaceable cushions and adjustable top strap.
ULTIMATE 10 - Dual, internal cups separated
by a layer of compressed foam cut down resonance within the protector and control high
frequency noises. Helps achieve the highest reduction rating possible for muff-style
protectors. Plus, the lower resonance makes
it easier to understand voices around you.
Padded, adjustable, spring-wire top strap is
designed for over-the-head wear.
SPECS: Noise Reduction Rating when worn over the head is 29 dB. 9.3
oz (263g). Foam ear cushions.
#284-100-010AQ Ultimate 10 Hearing Protector, 
4H21C89 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99
“6” SHOTGUNNER - Slim, tapered lower half won’t
interfere with stock comb. Liquid-filled foam
cushions increase comfort. Cups tuck under the
covered, adjustable, spring-steel top strap.
SPECS: Noise Reduction Rating when worn over the
head is 21 dB. 6.5 oz. (184g).
#284-100-106AQ “6” Shotgunner Protector, 
4H19H09����������������������������������������������������� $ 21.99
TACTICAL SPORT - Electronic muffs use
ASIC chip technology to transmit clear,
clean, refined audio, yet they shut down
loud noise impulse so fast you’ll barely
notice it. Two-hour auto shut-off feature saves power, and it runs on readily available AAA batteries (4, included).
Interchangeable orange and black outer
shells let you change colors to fit your shooting situation.
Notches on undersides of ear cups provide plenty of clearance
around rifle or shotgun stock. Audio input port lets you connect
to cell phone, field radiElectronic muffs use ASIC chip technology to transmit clear, clean, refined audio, yet they shut down
loud noise impulse so fast you’ll barely notice it. Two-hour auto
shut-off feature saves power, and it runs on readily available
AAA batteries (4,o, MP3 player, or other audio sources.
SPECS: Noise Reduction Rating 20dB.
#749-007-646AQ Peltor Tactical Sport Hearing
Protector, 4H124J99 ��������������������������� $ 124.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Peltor Tactial 100
Electronic Muffs

3M

Enhances Your Hearing & Blocks Loud Noises
Comfortable electronic earmuffs feature noise-dampening
technology that amplifies lowlevel sounds and instantly suppresses harmful ones, like gun
shots. Adaptive Frequency Response reduces background noise to help you clearly hear
conversations and commands. Features
2-hour auto-shutoff to help preserve battery life and includes a 3.5mm audio input
jack compatible with most two-way radios,
MP3 players, and other electronic devices.
SPECS: NRR 22dB. Runs on 2 AA batteries, not included.
#100-016-326AQ , 4H79N99 ��������������������������������������������� $ 79.99

PREDATOR PLUS P-300P
ELECTRONIC MUFFS

PRO-EARS

Safe, High-Performance Noise Protection & Amplification
Collapsible muff provides the safety
and convenience of Dynamic Level Sound
Compression to protect hearing while letting you hear range commands. True stereo sound with independent right and left
volume controls for up to 15 dB of amplification, so you can hear low-level sounds
naturally, even at extended distances. Safely
compresses out any loud noise over 70 dB
with a reaction/recovery cycle time of only
5.5 milliseconds - without shutting off amplification of low volume sounds such as conversation. Delivers clean, crisp sound quality with an ultra-low total harmonic
distortion rating of .005%. high frequencies are not filtered,
which is good for shooters with high frequency hearing loss.
Extra-soft, foam padded, ProFoam Leather ear cushions seal
out external sounds and adjustable, padded ProTen head band
provides maximum comfort even over glasses. Low profile,
“chop side” outer cups won’t interfere with cheek weld on long
guns. Requires four, 1.5V “N”-type batteries, included, with expected battery life of up to 300 hours - the longest in its class. a
b
SPECS: NRR 26. Composite housing, support, and head band. 9.2 oz.
(261g) with batteries. Includes (4) 1.5V “N” batteries. Expected battery life
300 hours.
#773-000-017AQ Black Predator Plus Electronic
Muffs, 3G167B79����������������������������������� $ 189.99
#773-000-016AQ Green Predator Plus Electronic
Muffs, 3G167D79����������������������������������� 189.99
For more choices of PRO-EARS MUFFS visit brownells.com

RADIANS PRO-AMP

ELECTRONIC EARMUFF
Protects Your Ears From
Damaging Sounds

Dual, electronic, buffering microphones automatically reduce sounds
above 85 decibels to protect your hearing
from gunfire, but amplify low level sounds
to help you hear range commands. Independent volume controls allow accurate
directional pinpointing of even the smallest noise. Low profile ear cups won’t interfere with gunstocks.
Adjustable, Cool Max headband wicks away moisture away
from your head. Collapsible design folds down for easy storage.
SPECS: Dark gray housing, black ear pads and head band. NRR 23 dB.
Powered by three (3), AAA batteries, included.
#100-002-949AQ Pro-Amp Electronic Muffs, 
8B72F29������������������������������������������������������� $ 79.99
For more choices of RADIANS MUFFS visit brownells.com

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

Latest Audio Technology Lets Normal Sounds Through
While Compressing Dangerous Noise To A Safe Level
Lightweight, compact muffs use advanced electronic circuitry that reacts instantly to block the sound of gunshots and
protect your hearing on the range or in the field. Dynamic Level
Sound Compression (DLSC) technology compresses loud
noises to a safe 70 dB level in less than 1.5 milliseconds, while
letting you continue to hear normal conversation and range
commands. Separate amplifier circuits and volume controls in
each ear cup provide directional stereo sound and eliminate
wires that can snag or break. Volume controls offer 50 dB gain
to let you amplify low-level sounds as much as 8 times their
actual level—without compromising protection from hearing
damaging noise.

Dimension 1 models have all the features described above.
Dimension 2 models add input jacks and a 48" cable with standard 3.5mm mini plug that let you feed the audio output from a
radio, mobile phone, MP3 player, CD player, or other electronic
communication device to your muffs. a
b
SPECS: Shock-resistant composite housing, supports, and head band.
All models use four (4) 1.5-volt N-type batteries, included. 200 hour minimum battery life.
STALKER™ - Extra gain extends range and
scope of hearing to help the hunter hear game
from long distances. Lets you hear your own
movement, too, so you hear what the game
hears. “Chop side” ear cups contoured for better
cheekweld when mounting long guns, while
soft fleece pad prevents noise of cup contacting
stock and spooking game. Black and RealTree
Camo models ship directly from manufacturer.
Please allow 3 additional business days for shipping.
SPECS: NRR 25. 11.1 oz (315g) weight with batteries.
#773-000-029AQ Stalker Dimension 2, Green, 
3G244L49 ������������������������������������������������ $ 289.99
773-000-108AQ Stalker Dimension 2, Black, 
3G244J49�������������������������������������������������� 289.99
773-000-109AQ Stalker Dimension 2, RealTree
Advantage Max4 Camo, 
3G244H49������������������������������������������������ 289.99
773-000-121AQ Stalker Dimension 2, RealTree
APG Camo, 3G244H49 ���������������������� 289.99
PREDATOR - Low-profile muffs with pre-set 15
dB amplification are designed for the hunter
or shooter who’s looking for ultra-lightweight
hearing protection with DLSC compression
technology, but who doesn’t need incremental increases in amplification. Predator doesn’t
have the high-frequency filtering used in the
other Dimension Gold models, so it’s an excellent choice for the shooter with high-frequency
hearing loss.
SPECS: 26. 10.6 oz (300g) weight with batteries.
#773-000-032AQ Predator Dimension 1, Black, 
3G244E49 ������������������������������������������������ $ 289.99

PRO-EARS

ULTRA PRO PASSIVE MUFFS
Maximum Hearing Protection,
Comfortable Fit for All-Day Wear
Rugged passive ear muffs provide maximum hearing protection at the range. NRR 30
- one of the highest passive muff protection
ratings available. High-profile ear cups with
soft ProForm® leather seals provide a snug
fit to your head without binding too tightly,
and the ProTen® headband can be adjusted
to fit all head sizes, from adult to youth. Simple height adjustment requires no tools to remain fixed during wear. Suitable for
other high-noise environments, too, including workshop and
industrial applications; comes with a hard hat adapter. Items
marked with * ship directly from manufacturer. Please allow 3
additional business days for shipping. a
b
SPECS: Hard polymer composite body, black, O.D. green, pink, orange,
Neon Green. Black leather ear seals and headband with foam inserts. 12
oz. wt. NRR 30.
#773-000-126AQ Ultra Pro Muffs, Black, 3G28F89������� $ 34.99
#773-000-131AQ Ultra Pro Muffs, O.D. Green, 
3G28E89������������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#773-000-132AQ *Ultra Pro Muffs, Pink, 3G28L89������� 34.99
#773-000-133AQ *Ultra Pro Muffs, Orange, 3G28Q89 34.99
#773-000-134AQ *Ultra Pro Muffs, Neon Green, 
3G28E89������������������������������������������������������� 34.99
For more choices of PRO-EARS MUFFS visit brownells.com

RADIANS

M&P PERFORMANCE
EAR MUFFS
Simple, Easy, “Always On”
Hearing Protection

High-performance passive muffs feature
soft ear cushions and padded headband for
all day comfort. Impressive 28 dB noise reduction rating protects your hearing even
when firing big magnum boomers.
SPECS: Composite polymer cups, black. Vinyl cushions, black. Adjustable headband, black.
#100-015-484AQ Full Size Premium Ear Muffs, 
8B26C59������������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99

Lightweight For All-Day Wear;
Low-Profile Ear Cups Won’t
Interfere With Buttstock
These muffs have the thinnest, lightest ear cups Pro Ears
offers, so you can wear them
all day at the range and not feel
weighed down. They provide a
strong 26 dB of noise reduction
to effectively protect your hearing during those
long sessions. Thin cups mean minimal risk of
muffs interfering with shouldering a rifle or shotgun. Adding to the comfort is an adjustable headband, breathable ProForm™ leather ear cushions,
and simple ear cup height adjustment you can do
on the fly, while you’re wearing the Ultra Sleeks.
Plenty of industrial uses, too: comes with an
adapter for wearing with a hard hat. Realtree APG
Camo, Pink, Pink Camo, Pink Zebra, Neon Green,
and Skulls ship directly from manufacturer. Please
allow 3 additional business days for shipping for
those colors only. a
b
SPECS: Hard polymer composite body. Leather ear seals and headband
with foam inserts. NRR 26. 7.1 oz. wt.
#773-000-135AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Black, 3G28K89��� $ 34.99
#773-000-136AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, O.D. Green, 
3G28K89 ����������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#773-000-139AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Realtree APG
Camo, 3G28D89��������������������������������������� 34.99
#773-000-137AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Pink, 3G28M89��� 34.99
#773-000-138AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Pink Camo, 
3G28K89 ����������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#773-000-140AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Pink Zebra, 
3G28B89 ����������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#773-000-141AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Neon Green, 
3G28D89����������������������������������������������������� 34.99
#773-000-142AQ Ultra Sleek Muffs, Skulls, 3G28E89�� � 34.99

PINK REMINGTON
EAR & EYE COMBO PACK

RADIANS

Fashionable Eye & Ear
Protection For Women

PRO-MAG™ - NRR 33 gives these muffs the
most powerful noise reduction of the Dimension Gold series, yet with the same DLSC to let
you hear normal sounds going on around you.
Large ear cups have extra insulation for heavyduty protection from the big noises without
resorting to supplementary foam plugs. Excellent for the big bore shooter or anyone using
indoor firing ranges.
SPECS: NRR 33. 15.1 oz. (428g) weight with batteries.
#773-000-030AQ Pro-Mag Dimension 2, Black, 
3G244F49������������������������������������������������� $ 289.99
PRO-TAC™ - Designed specifically for law enforcement personnel who need a compact, lightweight muff
that won’t hinder mobility, coupled with powerful noise reduction that still allows them to
clearly hear verbal commands and surrounding
communication. Low-profile “chop side” ear
cups won’t interfere with shouldering tactical
shotguns and rifles, while a soft fleece pad on
the ear cup exterior prevents unwanted noise
from cup-to-stock contact.
SPECS: NRR 25. 11.3 oz (320g) weight with batteries.

Stylish combination
eye and ear protection
pack for women shooters. Fashionable, adjustable pink earmuffs offer a secure customizable fit with ample padding for comfort around the ears.
Slim cup design and gunstock cutouts keep these earmuffs
from interfering with your shooting. Earmuffs have a noise
reduction rating of 22db. Shooting glasses feature a lightweight
synthetic frame with pink and black accents. Soft rubber temples and nosepiece provide comfortable all day wear. Clear
wrap-around lenses, made of Z-87+ impact-rated polycarbonate, provide protection against 99.9% of harmful UVA/UVB rays.
SPECS: Earmuffs – Composite cups, pin, Vinyl cushions, black. Adjustable headband, black. NRR 22dB. Glasses – Polycarbonate lenses, clear,
synthetic frame, pink and black accents.
#100-012-171AQ Pink Eye & Ear Combo Pack, 
8B25D49 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99

Model

WALKER’S GAME EAR

ELECTRONIC MUFFS

Prevents Hearing Damage
& Amplifies Low-Level Sounds

Ultra-lightweight, compact muffs use
Sound Activated Compression (SAC) and
advanced electronic circuitry to block the
harmful noise of gunshots and protect your
hearing from damage. Separate left and right
microphones give superb sound direction
and clarity. Wind-resistant microphones
feature separate volume controls for each
earpiece provide up to 50 dB gain and amplify normal sound, while blocking out sudden and sustained,
harmful noise. Two Adjustable Frequency Tuning (AFT) controls with bass and treble balance allow you to fine-tune specific sounds for individual hearing needs. Ear pads contain an
anti-bacterial agent to help prevent bacterial growth, mold and
fungi. Headband with foam pad allows all day comfort. Alpha
Muffs amplify normal sounds up to 5 times and have one microphone per earpiece. Power Muff Quads give 9x amplification and have two microphones per earpiece (4 total) for even
more precise directionality.
SPECS: Shock-resistant composite housing, supports, and head band. All
models use two (2) 1.5-volt N-type batteries, included. Noise Reduction
Rating (NRR) 24-26 dB. 10.2 oz (289g) weight with batteries.
100-011-463AQ Alpha Muffs, 8A38H79������������������������� $ 45.99
#100-003-959AQ Power Muff Quads, 8A148I29 ����������� 159.99

DELUXE CLOTH EAR MUFF COVERS
Warmer In The Winter,
Cooler In The Summer
Form-fitting, cotton covers
with elastic bands slip over the earpiece of muff-style hearing protectors. Provides a soft, cushioning
barrier between your ears and the
vinyl cups; wicks away sweat in
the summer and keep your ears warm in the wintertime. Plus,
keeps things sanitary when sharing hearing protection with
other shooters. Won’t affect the performance of electronic
muffs or interfere with volume controls. Sold in pairs.
SPECS: Cotton, black. Fits muff-style hearing protectors.
#084-000-227AQ Deluxe Cloth Ear Muff Covers, pair, 
4H7B49������������������������������������������������������������$ 9.99

ROGERS

EAR PROTECTOR BELT KEEPER
Best Danged Gizzie
On The Range!
Seems no matter where you try
to hang muff-style hearing protectors when you’re not shooting (but
might be soon), they’re uncomfortable. Ingenious clip hangs the
muffs on your belt - out of the way,
but close at hand. Slickest little shooting gizzie we’ve seen in
a long time. a
b
SPECS: Made of black plastic. Fits belts up to 21/4" wide.
#727-331-310AQ Ear Protctr Belt Keeper, 7B1E99 ����������$ 2.99

#773-000-035AQ Pro-Tac Dimension 2, Black, 
3G244D49������������������������������������������������ $ 289.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

For more choices of PRO-EARS MUFFS visit brownells.com

order on the web

brownells.com
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protective gear

All Gold Series models are user programmable to change
gain sensitivity, and have an audible indicator that warns
you when the batteries reach 50% and 90% discharge levels.
Auto shutoff circuit cuts power after 4 hours of continuous
operation to prevent accidental battery drain. Non-corroding
gold-plated connectors provide superior conductivity for best
possible sound quality, and fully enclosed military-grade circuit boards stand up to extremes of temperature and weather.
“Smart” 8-bit microprocessor performs a complete diagnostic
of the electronics every time you turn on the muffs, while a
flashing LED gives you visual feedback that the diagnostic is in
progress, so you know your muffs are working properly before
you fire a shot. Extra-soft, padded ProForm Leather ear cushions and a fully padded, adjustable head band provide maximum wearer comfort, even over glasses. Leather allows skin to
breathe more naturally than synthetics during long sessions.

ULTRA SLEEK
PASSIVE EAR MUFFS

PRO-EARS

Shooting Accessories

DIMENSION GOLD™
SERIES ELECTRONIC MUFFS

PRO-EARS

protective gear

Shooting Accessories

E-A-R

DISPOSABLE EAR PLUGS
Fits Any Ear Canal - Economical Box of 50
Inexpensive plugs for hearing protection
in the most hazardous noise ranges. Form fit to
any ear size. Lightweight, comfortable, washable, re-usable. Use alone or in combination
with muffs for super protection. Available with
traditional flat ends or new Round-Tip (RT) for
easy insertion. 50 pair, individually sealed in
counter display box. a
b
SPECS: Approx. overall length 3/4" (19mm), 1/2" (12.7mm) dia. NRR 33 dB.
#284-313-130AQ Disposable Ear Plugs, 50 Box, 
4H19J19������������������������������������������������������� $ 30.99
#284-000-005AQ Round-Tip Disposable Ear Plugs, 50
Box, 4H19P19�������������������������������������������� 30.99
ULTRA-FIT EAR PLUGS - Comfortable,
easy-to-carry ear plugs protect your
ears. Molded from safe, washable, nonirritating polymer rubber. Triple-flange
forms a perfect seal in any size ear canal so one size fits all. Convenient, staytogether cord lets you hang ’em around
your neck when not in use.
SPECS: 1 pr., 1 carrying case, 1 key chain per bag,
50 bags per box. NRR 25 dB.
#284-340-001AQ Ultra Fit Earplug, 1 Pair, 8K3D99������� $ 4.99
#284-340-010AQ Ultra-Fit Earplug, 10-Pak, 
4H16H89����������������������������������������������������� 19.99
#284-340-050AQ Ultra-Fit Earplug, 50 Box, 
4H74L99������������������������������������������������������� 104.99
COMBAT ARMS EARPLUGS - Dual-end, three
flange design meets the demands of modern military and law enforcement personnel
whose hearing protection needs are duty- or mission-specific.
The nonlinear acoustical design of the yellow end provides
“hear through” protection so low level sounds such as normal
speech communication, footsteps, rifle bolts, or approaching
danger can be detected as quickly as possible to maintain mission safety. Internal filter reacts instantly to dampen, high-level
impulse noises like weapon fire and explosions up to 190 dB
Peak. During operations around high-level, steady-state noises like running vehicles, generators and aircraft, the olive-colored side delivers up to 22 dB of constant protection – greater
than many electronic muffs. Molded polymer is washable and
provides a comfortable fit and effective ear canal seal for most
adults. Available in pairs.
SPECS: (1) pair. Molded polymer. 15/16" (3.3cm) long x 9/16" (1.4cm) dia. NRR
22 dB. Includes carrying case and instructions.
#284-000-006AQ Combat Arms Earplugs, 1 Pair, 
4H10N79 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 11.99

RADIANS

Super soft, Jelli earplugs provide maximum hearing protection and all day comfort. Made
of a non-toxic material, these
washable and reusable earplugs
conform gently to your ear canal
for a perfect seal. Earplugs are attached to a durable nylon neck
cord and include a convenient flip-top case for easy storage.
SPECS: Soft gel, red. NRR 28 dB noise reduction. Nylon cord. Includes
plastic storage case.
#100-016-559AQ Jelli Snug Plugs, 8B1P79 ����������������������� $ 2.99

Quantities

RADIANS

Powerful NRR 33 Noise
Reduction, Comfortable Fit
Economical, lightweight, single-use foam plugs deliver a powerful noise reduction rating (NRR) of
33. Compress a plug between the
finger and thumb for easy insertion
into the ear canal, and the bell-shaped foam expands to fit your
individual ear size for a comfortable fit. Red, white and blue
colors stand out at the range.
SPECS: Molded foam, red, white and blue. Approximately 1" (2.5cm) long,
7
/16" (1.1cm) diameter. Sold in 20-pak.
#100-006-711AQ Super Leight Earplugs, 20-Pak, 
3F3E89����������������������������������������������������������� $ 4.99
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FOAM EAR PLUGS

Inexpensive, Disposable,
Effective Hearing Protection
Economical, disposable foam ear
plugs protect your precious hearing
from permanent damage. They provide
up to NRR 32, one of the highest levels
of hearing protection available. These
high-visibility orange (so you can’t lose ‘em) plugs feature a
tapered shape that fits all ear canals. The foam’ll expand slowly
to comfortably fill the ear canal, reducing loud noises from
gunfire or heavy machinery. a
b
SPECS: Foam, orange. Approximate overall length 1" (2.54cm) long, 3/8"
(.95cm) average dia.
100-007-202AQ Foam Ear Plugs, 25 Pairs, 8B4M99����� $ 5.99
100-016-558AQ Foam Ear Plugs, 50 Pairs, 8B5I79 ������� 7.99
#100-007-200AQ Foam Ear Plugs, 100 Pairs, 8B16I29��� 19.99

RADIANS

RAD-BAND

Quick On & Off Hearing Protection
Fitted with super soft Jelli™ Plugs, the
Rad-Band earplugs are angled to properly align with the ear canal for maximum
sound reduction and comfort, plus they
are washable and reusable. The high
density, lightweight headband provides
a comfortable fit and allows you to easily
hang the plugs around your neck when
not using them. Headband permits air
circulation around your head on those
hot days at the range and it won’t interfere with safety glasses.
SPECS: Jelli ear plugs, red. Polymer headband, silver. NRR 23 dB noise
reduction.
#100-016-560AQ Radians Rad-Band, 8B3I79������������������� $ 4.99

HOWARD LEIGHT

SUPER LEIGHT®
SHOOTER’S EARPLUGS

JELLI SNUG PLUGS

RADIANS

CUSTOM MOLDED EAR PLUGS

Plugs Comfortably Conform To The Ears

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR
Comfortable &
Lightweight;
ImpactResistant Eye
Protection
Impactresistant, polycarbonate lens with a lightweight, composite,
wrap-around frame provide unobstructed peripheral vision
and reduced eye fatigue. Rubber coated temples along with a
soft rubber nosepiece allow comfortable, all day wear. Removable neck lanyard keeps the glasses handy and prevents loss
when not being worn.
SPECS: Polymer composite frame; clear polycarbonate lens with rubber
nosepiece and rubber coated temples. Meets ANSI standard Z87.1 for
impact-resistance. Includes neck lanyard.
#080-000-544AQ Clear Glasses, 7C10C89������������������������� $ 13.99

Do-It-Yourself Kit For A
Custom Fit
Easy, do-it-yourself molded
ear plugs provide a snug, permanent custom fit for hearing
protection that blocks out harmful noise. Two-part, silicone kit
mixes together to form a soft, pliable material used to mold to your ear canal. Dries in 10 minutes
and cures in 3 hours. Made from safe, non-toxic and hypoallergenic silicone, plus completely washable for long service
life. Use alone or in combination with muffs for maximum
protection. a
b
SPECS: Silicone, custom fit. NRR 26 dB.
#100-004-143AQ Custom Molded Ear Plugs, Blue, 
8B9L39��������������������������������������������������������� $ 10.99
#100-004-142AQ Custom Molded Ear Plugs, Tan, 
8B9I39���������������������������������������������������������� 10.99

EYEWEAR STRAP
Simple, Convenient & Practical
Simple, flexible strap is a convenient way to keep your glasses
within arm’s reach at the range,
bench, or in the shop. Great for shooting glasses, goggles, or
standard correctional eyewear. High-contrast, bright yellow
makes eyewear easy to find if you take it off and forget where
you set it down. Plus, the tastefully silk-screened Brownells logos on the strap lets everybody know who’s your favorite supplier of firearms accessories, gun parts, and gunsmithing tools!
SPECS: Polyester with PVC loops, yellow. 24" (61cm) long x 7/16" (1.1mm)
wide.
#080-000-750AQ Eyewear Strap, 8K2L29��������������������������� $ 2.99

RADIANS

CROSSFIRE SAFETY GLASSES
Full Protection From Impact & UV Rays

For more choices of RADIANS HEARING PROTECTION visit brownells.com

CUSTOM MOLDED
EAR PLUG KIT

RADIANS

Everything To Make Your
Own Custom-Fit Ear Plugs
In About 10 Minutes

Radians custom molded
ear plug kit lets you create
your own personal ear plugs
with an integral lanyard for
all day comfort and protection. Non-toxic, hypo-allergenic silicone putty easily forms
into a pair of ear plugs that precisely fits the shape of your ear.
Earplugs are washable, plus they will stay soft and retain their
shape throughout their lifespan. Low-visibility tan color makes
it look like you’re not even wearing ear plugs. Kit comes with
easy-to-follow instructions, earplug storage bag, and an optional neck lanyard with self-tapping screw-in connectors that
won’t let go of your plugs. 26 dB NRR. a
b
#100-016-561AQ Custom Molded Ear Plug Kit, 
8B15K09������������������������������������������������������� $ 17.99

SUREFIRE

EARPRO SONIC DEFENDERS
Noise Filter Blocks
Loud Sounds To Help
Prevent Hearing Damage

In-the-ear plugs help prevent
hearing damage by blocking potentially dangerous noise from entering the ear canal. Internal
HocksNoise Braker® blocks sounds above 80dB, but allows attenuated sounds below that level to pass, so your ability to hear conversation is not adversely affected. Made from a soft, comfortable, hypoallergenic medical-grade polymer that’s ergonomically shaped for a tight seal and secure fit that won’t work loose.
Where extra sound isolation is desired, insert attached stopper
plugs to block low-level sounds as well. Available in standard EP3
model (24dB NRR) that fits most people, EP4 Plus with tripleflanged stem designed to provide a secure seal in larger ear
canals (24dB NRR), and EP5 Max with “full block” noise reduction (26dB NRR). All models come with detachable lanyard. a
b
SPECS: Soft polymer. One pair, right and left. Medium size fits most ears.
#152-000-039AQ EP3, Med./Clear, 6H8N89��������������������� $ 12.99
#152-000-092AQ EP3, Med./Black, 6H8J89��������������������� 12.99
#152-000-054AQ EP4 Plus, Med./Clear, 6H9A09����������� 13.99
#152-000-093AQ EP4 Plus, Med./Black, 6H9E09����������� 13.99
#152-000-048AQ EP4 Plus, Large/Clear, 6H9L09���������� 13.99
#152-000-094AQ EP4 Plus, Large/Black, 6H9D09��������� 13.99
#152-000-121AQ EP5 Max, Med./Clear, 6H9K09����������� 11.99
#152-000-118AQ EP5 Max, Med./Black, 6H9E09����������� 11.99
#152-000-119AQ EP5 Max, Large/Black, 6H9C09��������� 11.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Crossfire safety glasses are designed for maximum protection with a up-to-date, stylish look and lightweight fit. The
sleek frames provide substantial coverage while the de-centered lenses deliver optimal vision correctness. These comfortable glasses feature adjustable, rubber, vented nosepieces for
breathability and dual molded temple grips. Glasses meet ANSI
Z87.1+ standards and provided 99.9% protection from harmful
UVA/UVB rays.
SPECS: Rubber nosepieces, molded temple grips. Meets ANSI Z87.1+
standards.
FORTITUDE - Designed for outdoor
sports, these glasses feature bayonet
style frame is ideal for a variety of environments. Glasses are available in with a
shiny black frame and blue mirror lens or a crystal brown frame
with HD brown polarized lens.
#100-015-488AQ Fortitude, Black Frame/Blue
Mirror Lens, 8B12P89������������������������ $ 19.99
#100-015-489AQ Fortitude, Brown Frame/HD
Brown Polarized Lens, 8B40N09�� 49.99
SOLITUDE - These glasses feature Lateral
protection compliance H for medium to
small faces and 100% visually correct lenses. Glasses have a crystal black frame and
are available with either a smoke lens or
silver mirror polarized lens.
#100-015-491AQ Solitude, Black Frame/Smoke
Lens, 8B14H29��������������������������������������� $ 19.99
#100-015-492AQ Solitude, Black Frame/Silver
Mirror Polarized Lens, 8B43L09����� 49.99
MACH 1 - Full frame glasses offer a sleek
modern look with a crystal brown frame
and HD brown polarized lens.
#100-015-490AQ Mach 1, Brown Frame/Brown
Polarized Lens, 8B40B09�������������������$ 49.99

WOMEN’S
SHOOTING GLASSES
RADIANS

Stylish, Lightweight & Comfortable
Radians women’s shooting glasses provides comfortable
protection in a lightweight design. The adjustable rubber
nosepiece and rubber tipped temples allow for all day comfort.
The clear X-TREME™ Anti-Fog lens provides 99.9% UVA/UVB
protection from the harmful rays of the sun and exceeds ANSI
Z87.1 + safety standards. Silver frame is highlighted with pink
accents on the temples.
SPECS: Silver plastic frame and ear pieces. Rubber tipped temples. Adjustable rubber nosepiece. Clear anti-fog polycarbonate lenses. Exceeds
ANSI Z87.1 + standards.
#100-012-172AQ Radians Women’s Shooting
Glasses, 8B10K69������������������������������������� $ 12.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

SIGNATURE SERIES RANGE BAG

NRA STUDENT RANGE KIT
Everything You Need
For Class And Beyond

Quick-Change Lenses
Help You Adapt To Any Lighting Conditions

RADIANS

SHOOTING GLASSES

Origin

RSG-3™ INTERCHANGEABLE
LENS SHOOTING GLASSES

RADIANS

Lightweight, Comfortable,
UV-Blocking Eye Protection
Meets ANSI Standards

Comfortable, lightweight,
metal-framed shooting glasses include three easily interchangeable lenses so that you’re
prepared in any light condition. Clear lenses deliver maximum
light transmission for indoor or nighttime shooting, while the
amber lenses assist with identifying targets in low-light conditions. Orange lenses help reduce glare and provide contrast
when engaging targets in direct sunlight. Wrap-around cable
ear temples and an adjustable rubber nosepiece ensure that the
glasses stay securely in place during movement.
SPECS: Metal frame, black. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ standards. All lenses block
99.9% of UVA/UVB rays. Includes Clear, Amber and Orange lenses, foldover carry case, cleaning cloth and side shields.
#100-011-377AQ Radians RSG-3 Shooting Glasses, 
8B49N09����������������������������������������������������� $ 54.99
Lenses

OUTBACK™ CLEAR LENS &
BLACK FRAME EYEWEAR

Tough, Lightweight &
Distortion-Free
Durable,
wrap-around
style shooting glasses are
lightweight, comfortable and
impact-resistant to keep your
eyes protected from flying debris while at the range. Hardcoat,
scratch-resistant lens provides the shooter with distortionfree, optically correct views of the target, and blocks 99.9% of
harmful UVA/B rays. Rubberized nose pads, temple tips and a
removable neck cord ensure the glasses stay securely in place
while moving or changing shooting positions.
SPECS: Polycarbonate lens, clear. Polymer frame with rubber nosepiece
and temple tips, black. ANSI Z87.1 compliant for impact resistance. Includes neck cord.
#105-000-066AQ Radians Outback Shooting Glasses, 
8B5N69����������������������������������������������������������� $ 6.99

WILEY X

VALOR SAFETY GLASSES

RADIANS

High-Impact Protection;
Interchangeable Lens System
Shatterproof lenses are rated
by OSHA as occupational-grade
protective eyewear, and meet the
new GL-PD 10-12 MCEP standard for impact resistance that
supersedes the old MIL-PRF-31013 ballistic standard. Protects
your eyes from impact and 100% of UV radiation when you’re
outside. Comes with a set of 3 interchangeable lenses in Gray,
Clear, and Rust (orange) tint. Ships directly from manufacturer.
Please allow 3 additional business days for shipping.
SPECS: Polymer frame, black, high-impact resistant polycarbonate lenses. Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 impact and optical performance standard. Fits
medium to large adult-size head.
#100-011-177AQ Valor Glasses, Gray/Clear/Rust, 
7A68A89������������������������������������������������������ $ 79.99
100-012-149AQ Valor Glasses, Polarized Smoke
Gray, 7A94G49����������������������������������������� 109.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Outer Bag:
• Moisture-resistant, 1000 denier, Cordura nylon.
• Large, main compartment with zippered top, measures 18"
long, 9" wide, 12" high.
• Zippered, main, side pocket: 17" long, 21/2" wide, 10" high.
Holds shooting glasses, muffs, and cleaning supplies.
• Two, padded end pockets 7" long, 21/2" wide, 10" high provide
ample room for choke tubes, spare parts, etc.
• Two, flat, zippered pockets 18" long, 7" and 8" high for targets,
notebooks, ballistic sheets, etc.
• Four, brass-plated D-rings provide lockable storage when
used with your own padlocks.
• Adjustable shoulder strap with quick-release, swivel clips.
• 2" wide, wrap-around carry handles with contoured grip
area and hook and loop carry handle.
• Self-healing zippers and solid brass, #9 zipper pulls.
• Full 3/8" thick, bottom panel is composed of two, corrugated,
double-wall, plastic sheets glued, then layered in opposite
directions for superior strength and rigidity.
Inner Bag:
• 1,000 denier Cordura nylon with knit back expanded vinyl
lining for excellent water-resistance.
• Two, fully padded pistol inserts with soft, wool-like Sherpa®
lining and hook and loop closure straps fit inside the fulllength, zippered side pockets for extra security. Accepts
scoped, competition guns, spotting scopes, etc.
• Two, removable, high-strength, plastic dividers with reinforced hook and loop edging for spacing adjustments provides up to three individual compartments.
• Brass-plated D-rings for shoulder strap attachment.
• Full 3/8" thick, double-layered, bottom panel supports heavy
gear.
• Padded end panels for extra protection of inner bag contents.

order on the web

brownells.com

Well-stocked kit contains all the items an NRAcertified instructor might
need at the range to teach
Basic-level NRA courses or any well-equpped shooter will want for a trip to the range. It
will help you ensure both student and instructor safety, and aid
you in providing thorough instruction. It includes: • Howard
Leight Impact Sport electronic ear muffs • Wiley X Saber shooting glasses with clear wraparound lens • Brownells Shooting
Glasses • 3M E.A.R. Ultra-Fit Ear Plugs • National Target selfadhesive target pasters • Cavalry Arms emergency medical kit
• Otis Gun Cleaning Kit • Brownells Friction Defense Xtreme Oil
(4 oz.) • Brownells Xtreme Air (10 oz.) • Brownells 16" x 8" Range/
Bench Gun Mat • Handgun snap caps for 9mm, 38 Spec, 40
S&W, 45 ACP, and 45 Long Colt • NRA Instructor cap • Brownells
Ballistic Nylon Range Bag. The cleaning components will clean
handguns and rifles between .22 and .45 caliber, as well as 12
gauge shotguns. Roomy range bag of rugged, ballistic nylon
will serve you in future training and shooting activities for
many years to come. A portion of the proceeds from sales of
these kits goes directly to the NRA Endowment Fund.
#084-000-377AQ NRA Instructor’s Range Bag, 
4H335N00������������������������������������������������ $ 359.99

LEATHER SIGNATURE
SERIES RANGE BAG

Huge Capacity To Hold
Everything In One Place;
Adjustable & Versatile The
Perfect Range Bag

Durable, amply-sized bag
crafted from 4 oz., tanned, suede
looks great, holds up well, and
customizes to fit your needs.
Self-healing, YKK zippers, with
suede accent pulls, protect a large, multi-sectioned interior
that’s perfect for carrying ammo, hearing protection, notebooks, and anything you need at the range. Adjustable dividers
let you decide how big you want each internal compartment to
be. Carry handles completely wrap around the bag and won’t
tear when carrying a heavy load. Outside, bellows pockets contain Sherpa®-lined, foam-padded, pistol inserts that protect
your handguns from harm or damage. A hard bottom panel,
and a padded, cowhide shoulder strap provide rigidity and
comfortable carry. We were so impressed with these bags, we
proudly put the Brownells logo on each one. a
b
SPECS: Suede, brown, matte finish. Inside dimensions: 71/2" (19cm) high,
7" (17.8cm) wide, 16" (40.6cm) long . Pistol Inserts - 61/2" (16.5cm) tall, 15"
(38.1cm) long.
#100-001-150AQ Leather Signature Series Bag, 
4H149D99������������������������������������������������ $ 179.99

• Six, individually sewn, magazine pouches.
• Self-healing zippers and solid brass, #9 zipper pulls.
• Two, elastic, retaining straps for shooting towels, extra ammo and magazines. a
b
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura® nylon body; plastic bottom support inserts;
leather zipper pull-straps; brass zipper hardware; brass-plated D-rings and
swivel clips. Outer Bag - dark brown. Inner Bag - Tan with dark brown
accents. Overall: 23" (58cm) long, 111/2" (29cm) wide, 12" (30cm) high.
#084-000-118AQ Signature Series Range Bag, 
4H239N29������������������������������������������������ $ 249.99
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range/tactical bags

Economical, practical shooting glasses deliver an unhindered
view of the target for shooting
Revelation any time – day or night. Clear,
impact-resistant polycarbonate
lenses meet ANSI Z87.1 standards
to protect your eyes from flying
brass, debris, and 99% of harmful UVA/UVB rays. Origin glasses
feature a fog-resistant one-piece
lens, 4-position length-adjustable, rubber-tipped temples, and
a self-adjusting rubber nosepiece to prevent slippage. Black
frame. Revelation glasses feature individual lenses, 5-position length-adjustable temples, and a rubber nosepiece. Black
frame.
#105-000-081AQ Origin Shooting Glasses, 8B7L19������� $ 7.99
#105-000-080AQ Revelation Shooting Glasses, 
8B7J39����������������������������������������������������������� 8.99

Comfortable & Lightweight
Eye Protection;
Three Interchangeable
Lenses Included

The Signature Series
Range Bag is a full-featured
bag, designed to perform
and built to last. It’s actually
a versatile, two-in-one bag
system that features a roomy, outer
bag with large exterior, bellow pockets
and an inner, open bag with adjustable
dividers, padded pistol inserts, magazine pouches and much, much more.
Both bags are constructed of long lasting, 1,000 denier, Cordura® nylon with
non-scratching, self-healing, YKK
zippers and solid brass pulls. We added
bag-in-a-bag design makes
top-grain, leather straps to the zipper Our
it easy to bag-out for each stage
pulls to make opening and closing and not carry everything to the
the “high-use” compartments easier line. Plenty of compartments
when wearing shooting gloves. Ad- hold gear plus, the hard bottom and Sherpa lined handgun
justable shoulder strap is made of pouch
protects your match gun.
strong, 11/2" wide nylon webbing and
includes a comfortable pad lined with non-slip, suede leather.
Quickly detachable, brass-plated swivel clips are springloaded
for extra security and allow shoulder strap to be interchanged
between inner and outer bags. Inner bag provides safe transport for match pistols when you don’t want to leave them in
your competition holster. Use the inner bag to carry just what
you need to the firing line and for fast “bag-up” after shooting.
If you have a lot of gear, use the bags separately for nearly twice
the storage capacity. The double-layered, 3/8" thick, corrugated
bottom panels in both bags give full support for heavy loads of
ammunition, pistols, tools, sandbags and other shooting accessories while retaining the original shape of the bag.

NRA INSTRUCTOR RANGE KIT

Complete Kit For The NRA
Instructor - Or Shooter Who
Wants To Be Prepared

protective gear

Polycarbonate glasses protect your eyes and help you see
targets better under all light conditions. Lightweight polymer
frame has soft rubber nosepiece and ear tips for comfortable
all-day wear. See targets clearly indoors or outdoors, dawn
to dark, through the five, interchangeable one-piece lenses:
Green Mirror (best for bright sunlight), Copper (enhanced
depth perception, medium sunlight), Amber (low light), Clear
(indoors/night), and an Orange lens that helps minimize eye
strain. Lenses meet ANSI Z87.1+ impact standard and provide
99.9% UVA/UVB protection. Comes with foam-lined zippered
case and includes replacement nosepiece, neck lanyard, and
cleaning cloth.
SPECS: 2mm thick polycarbonate lenses in Green Mirror, Copper, Orange, Amber and Clear. Polymer frame. Rubber nosepiece and ear tips.
6" (15cm) wide x 13/4" (4cm) high. 1 oz (29g) wt.
#100-010-560AQ Shift Shooting Glasses, 8B63K29����� $ 69.99

The Brownells NRA
Student Range Kit includes everything a
new shooter needs for
the NRA introductory
course, and will remain
useful long after the class.
Kit includes Ultra-Fit Ear
Plugs and Brownells Shooting Glasses for comfortable hearing
and eye protection. Also included is a 2 oz. bottle of Brownells
Friction Defense Xtreme Oil, 10 oz. can of X-Treme Air, and an
Otis Gun Cleaning System. The combination of these cleaning
components ensures that the shooter can properly maintain
any firearm. All of this is packaged inside Brownells robust and
durable range bag with built-in divider for organizing contents. a
b
SPECS: Bag – 600 denier Polyester, brown. 12" (30.5cm) long, 6" (15.2cm)
wide, 8" (20.3cm) high. Cleaning system - includes nylon carrying case,
brass brushes, tips, handles, cleaning solvent, patches, and rods .17 cal to
10 ga. 3 ½" (8.9cm) diameter.
#084-000-376AQ Brownells NRA Student Range
Kit, 4H99J00������������������������������������������ $ 109.00

Versatile, Two-In-One Design;
Holds All Your Gear For
Competition & Range Work;
The Ultimate Range Bag

Shooting Accessories

SHIFT™ INTERCHANGEABLE
LENS SHOOTING GLASSES

RADIANS

Shooting Accessories
range/tactical bags

SIGNATURE SERIES
SHOOTING BAG

BOYT HARNESS

TACTICAL SHOOTER’S BAG

We’ve incorporated many of the same great features
of our original Signature Series Range Bag into a slightly
smaller, more compact bag
with bellows pockets, adjustable dividers, magazine
pouches, six individual shotshell holders and much, much
more. Constructed of long lasting, 1000 denier, Cordura® nylon
with non-scratching, self-healing, nylon YKK zippers and solid
brass pulls. We put top-grain, leather straps on the zipper pulls
to make opening and closing the “high use” compartments
easy when wearing shooting gloves. Adjustable, detachable
shoulder strap is constructed of strong, 11/2" wide nylon webbing and includes a comfortable pad lined with non-slip, suede
leather. Quick-detach, brass-plated swivel clips are spring
loaded for extra security and ease of removal. Double layered,
3
/16" thick, corrugated bottom panels provide full support for
heavy loads of ammunition, pistols, tools, and other shooting
accessories, while retaining the original shape of the bag. The
Signature Series Shooting Bag is a full-featured bag designed
to perform and built to last. a
b
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura nylon body; plastic bottom support inserts;
leather zipper pull-straps; brass zipper hardware; brassplated D-rings and
swivel clips. Dark Brown or Hunter Green. 15" (38cm) long, 13" (33cm)
wide, 9" (23cm) high.
#084-000-306AQ Signature Series Shooting Bag,
Dark Brown, 4H104Q35����������������������� $ 129.99
#084-000-341AQ Signature Series Shooting Bag,
Hunter Green, 4H104K35������������������� 129.99
PISTOL SHOOTER’S BAG - Incorporates
the full-size Shooting Bag’s high-quality
materials and construction features in
a smaller package that’s compact, yet
roomy, and easy to carry. The big central
compartment has an adjustable divider
of sturdy corrugated plastic, perfect for
keeping fresh ammo and spent brass
separate. Or remove the divider completely and store muffs, protective eyewear, shooting gloves, and other gear. One of the full-length,
zippered side compartments contains a fully padded, pull-out
pistol rug with a soft, non-marring interior to protect a fullsize handgun from nicks, dings, and other damage during
transport. The other compartment offers generous storage for
magazines and small items. Strong, double-stitched 2" wide
nylon web carry straps wrap around the entire bag for even
weight distribution and extra support. A leather trimmed, clear
plastic I.D. window doublestitched on the front holds a business card or luggage I.D. tag.
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura nylon body; plastic bottom insert; leather
zipper pull-strap; brass zipper hardware. Dark brown. 12" (30.5cm) long,
6" (15.2cm) wide, 8" (20.3cm) high.
#084-000-308AQ Signature Pistol Shooter’s Bag, 
4H62I57������������������������������������������������������� $ 73.99

RED ROCK OUTDOOR GEAR
Includes Integral
Fold-Out Gun Mat

RANGE BAG

Tough, 600-Denier nylon
range bag has plenty of space
and gear pockets, and includes
an integral fold-out, padded mat
ideal for cleaning or working on
guns in the field. Features PVC
padded internal compartment
with padded divider, a zippered
side sleeve pocket, a hook-and-loop side sleeve pocket and 2
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Rugged nylon bag is built
tough to protect your expensive
gear from abuse by taking it instead. Made with high-quality
features like heavy duty militarygrade #10 YKK zippers, with extra-long, non-slip textured pull
tabs for easy opening, even when
wearing gloves. Convenient outside compartment on each
end, plus three rows of external PALS webbing along one side
to mount a variety of MOLLE-compatible accessories. Three
webbing loops on the inside secure gear. Overlapping skirt on
the zipper keeps out dust, dirt, and sand and helps ensure easy
opening. Reinforced carry handles have hook-and-loop closure for extra security, and rubber feet protect the bottom of
the bag from abrasion. Adjustable, padded, detachable shoulder strap clips to two heavy-duty D-ring attachment points on
the outside. A full length nylon outer pocket is double-stitched
to the main case for easy storage of equipment and accessories
you need to get at quickly.
SPECS: 1000 denier nylon shell, black. 20" (51cm) long, 91/2" (24cm) wide,
111/2" (29cm) high.
#100-004-434AQ Tactical Shooter’s Bag, 3A88Q89����� $ 99.99

BULLDOG

MUDDY GIRL CAMO
RANGE BAG

Stylish Range Bag For The Ladies
Versatile range bag offers plenty of room for all
your shooting accessories
and features thick foam padding protect to your guns
and gear. Heavy duty, water
resistant nylon outer shell is
finished in Muddy Girl Camo
for an added feminine touch.
Double zippered top, with pull
strap, allows you to quickly get at the items you need. Large
main pocket has an adjustable divider to help organize your
gear. Two large exterior bellows pockets offer plenty of storage
space and each includes three interior pockets with a single
row of webbing loops. Each end of the bag has a zippered, internal pocket plus an exterior mesh pouch. Carry handles wrap
completley around the bag and won’t tear, even when the bag
is full. Handles have a hook and loop closure for easy carry. Adjustable, detachable shoulder strap is constructed of 1 ½” wide
nylon webbing with a non-slip rubber pad.
SPECS: Nylon, Muddy Girl camo. 13" (33cm) long, 7" (17.8cm) wide, 9"
(22.9cm) high. 1 ½” (3.8cm) wide nylon shoulder strap, black.
#100-014-526AQ Muddy Girl Camo Range Bag, 
7F42D89������������������������������������������������������� $ 44.99

elastic mesh pockets. 4 double-stack rifle mag pouches on the
front accept a vide variety of rifle magazines, and adjustable
padded strap makes for easy shoulder carry. Available in black
or Coyote.
SPECS: 17" (43cm) wide, 9" (22cm) deep, 12" (30cm) high.
#100-014-226AQ Range Bag, Black, 2E57L29���������������� $ 69.99
#100-014-227AQ Range Bag, Coyote, 2E57J29������������� 69.99

BUG OUT BAG

RANGE BAGS

Built Tough For Maximum
Protection Of Gear
Anywhere You Go

Holds All Your Gear For
Competition & Range

ECHO-SIGMA EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

COMPETITIVE EDGE DYNAMICS
Keeps Your Gear
Neat & Organized;
3 Convenient-To-Carry Sizes
Tough nylon outer shell with
high-density foam padding
protects guns and gear inside
from bumps and dings. Features handy sleeves for magazines and lots of space for eye/hearing protection. Heavy-duty
YKK MAX zippers will handle years of hard use. Rubber feet add
stability and protect the bottom of the bag from abrasion. For
extra support, the carry handle straps wrap completely around
the bag; detachable padded shoulder strap offers comfortable
carry. Pro Range Bag includes a removable, pistol pouch, two
inside and five outside zippered compartments, plus a detachable bag that keeps your spent brass together. Deluxe model offers the same great features as the Professional Range bag, but
with 25% more storage capacity. Includes a removable, external
storage pouch with clip-on latch for attaching to either D-ring.
An extra, oversized ID holder double-stitched to the top cover
helps you locate and identify your bag. Available in black only.
Compact Range Bag has three outside zippered compartments
and is designed to fold flat for easy storage.
SPECS: 600 denier nylon, black. Pro Range Bag – Approximately 17"
(43.2cm) long, 14" (35.5cm) wide, 11" (27.9cm) high overall. Deluxe - 21"
(53cm) long, 14" (35.6cm) wide, 11" (27.9cm) high. Compact Range Bag
– Approximately 16" (43.2cm) long, 7" (17.8cm) wide, 11" (27.9cm) high,
overall.
#399-000-003AQ Professional Range Bag, 
9C69C19������������������������������������������������������� $ 80.99
#399-000-013AQ Deluxe Professional Range Bag, 
9C75H59 ����������������������������������������������������� 89.99
#399-000-015AQ Compact Range Bag, 
9C59H29����������������������������������������������������� 69.99

PROFESSIONAL LIFE SUPPORT PRODUCTS

RANGE-READY BAG
Lots Of Storage: Big Central
Compartment Plus
3 Handgun Pockets
Heavy-duty
Cordura®
nylon range bag was designed with practical input
from law enforcement personnel and is perfectly suited for securely transporting
firearms and other gear to
the range. Two large, 12" x
8" outboard pockets with removable
padded inserts are ideal for transporting larger pistols, while a smaller 7½"
x 7½" pocket is great for small-frame
handguns. Large 15" x 9½" x 9" central
storage area, with a double-zipper
and hook-and-loop enclosure, easily
accommodates hearing protection,
ammunition, targets, plenty of other range supplies – or additional handguns. a
b
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura nylon, black. 17" (43.1cm) long x 13½"
(34.3cm) wide x 9" (22.9cm) high. Padded inserts have 430 denier pack
cloth lining. Plastic bottom support. YKK aluminum zippers and hookand-loop closures.
#100-010-645AQ Range Ready Bag, 9E53G99�������������� $ 59.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Grab & Go Survival Bag With Gear &
Supplies To Last Up To 10 Days
Full-sized disaster preparedness bag
contains all the essentials needed for
short-term survival during an extended
emergency. Includes the entire contents
of Echo-Sigma’s Get Home Bag (also sold
separately), plus a durable Suisse Sport
McKinley sleeping bag capable of keeping
your warm in outside temperatures down
to 0° F (fits most people up to 6′ 2" tall). There
are three complete MREs, nine ration bars (400 calories each),
and five liters water in five-year storage packs – enough to give
an adult sustenance for 3 days (2,400 calories per day) or, with
careful rationing, up to 10 days. Also includes a camp trowel,
battery-operated Eton weather radio, a 190-lumen Fenix LED
light, and an SOG S44 Power-Pliers multi-tool. Keep a BOB at
home, at the office, or in your vehicle, and always be prepared
for whatever emergency may arise. Ships directly from manufacturer. Please allow 10 additional business days for shipping.
#100-011-308AQ Bug Out Bag, Black, 9E499M99������ $ 499.99
#100-011-599AQ Bug Out Bag, Coyote, 9E499M99�� 499.99

ECHO-SIGMA EMERGENCY SYSTEMS
Bag

GET HOME BAG

Mid-Sized Ready-Bag
With Food, Medical Supplies &
Survival Gear To Get You Home
Rugged, purpose-built backpack
contains a host of key supplies to sustain
life and help get you through a major disaster. Ideal to keep at home, in the office or in the car, this mid-sized pack includes an integrated 2.5-liter hydration
system and plenty of compartments to
stow its critical survival gear. Front external compartment holds a pair of work
gloves and an emergency poncho. Top
external pouch contains the Echo-Sigma
basic first aid kit. Internal, front zippered
pouch holds safety goggles, two N95rated masks, emergency sleeping bag,
SOG Special
hand warmers, six AA batteries, signaling mirror, and a survival guide, plus a mini-survival pouch
with a compass, blanket, pens, paper, glow sticks, duct tape,
fire-starting supplies, and water purification tablets. Large, rear
internal pocket contains 2.5 liters of water in sealed packs good
for 5 years in storage, six ration bars (400 calories each), and
an 8′-long tube tent for shelter. Also included are draw-string
garbage bags, 10 extra-long zip ties, and 50′ of military-grade
550 paracord. The 17-lb. bag also comes with a 170-lumen Fenix LED flashlight and a Gerber Vise tool. SOG Special adds to
the basic Get Home bag setup these SOG Armory items: S44
compound-leverage Multi Tool, Seal Pup fixed blade knife,
Escape folding knife, FastHawk axe, and DE-04 Dark Energy
flashlight (231 lumens), all packed in the black bag. All bags ship
directly from manufacturer. Please allow 10 additional business
days for shipping.
#100-011-596AQ Echo-Sigma Get Home Bag,
Black, 9E249K99����������������������������������� $ 249.99
#100-011-307AQ Echo-Sigma Get Home Bag,
Coyote, 9E249F99������������������������������� 249.99
#100-011-595AQ Echo-Sigma Get Home Bag,
Red, 9E249J99 ������������������������������������� 249.99
#100-011-597AQ Echo-Sigma Get Home Bag,
ATACS Camo, 9E289B99������������������� 289.99
#100-011-598AQ Echo-Sigma Get Home Bag,
MultiCam Camo, 9E289Q99����������� 289.99
100-015-058AQ Get Home Bag SOG Special, 
9E469L99������������������������������������������������� 469.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

ECHO-SIGMA EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

ROLLYPOLY FOLDING
DUMP POUCH

MAXPEDITION

FALCON II BACKPACK
Multi-Mission Grab-N-Go Pack

Holds Plenty Of Spare Mags At The Ready;
Sling Over Shoulder For Easy Carry

Compact 3" x 3" x 13/4" pouch takes
up minimal real estate on belt or pack,
yet quickly deploys to its full 6" x 8" size,
with 190 cubic inches of storage with a
quick tug of its hook and loop closure.
Holds seven, 30-round AR-15/M4 magazines stacked vertically or horizontally, and is great for holding spent shells at
the range, and many other storage/transport needs. Locking
elastic drawstring securely keeps items stored in the pouch.
Integral bottom grommet is large enough to quickly drain
water. Tough, double-stitched 1,000 Denier ballistic nylon is
water and abrasion resistant. Fits belts up to 31/4" wide. Included
Duraflex Siamese SlikClip lets you piggyback the Rollypoly on
other gear. Black only.
SPECS: Nylon, black. Fits belts up to 31/4" (8.2cm) wide. Folded - 3" (7.6cm)
long, 3" wide, 13/4" (4.4cm) thick. Opened - 6" (15.2cm) diameter, 8" (20cm)
high. 190 cu. in (3113cc) interior volume. 4 oz. (113g) wt.
#100-008-013AQ Rollypoly Folding Dump Pouch, 
7C22B27������������������������������������������������������� $ 23.99

MAXPEDITION

DOPPELDUFFEL ADVENTURE BAG
Enough Room For Everything; 3 Carry Options
Large, “carry all” bag holds all your
gear with room to spare. Three ways to
carry: by the handle, shoulder strap, or
use the backpack straps. Main compartment is 26" x 13" x 9" and features two
padded dividers. Two zippered 8" x 6" x 2"
mesh pockets on the inside of the main
compartment lid let you quickly find
items. The easy-to-access 10" x 7" x 2"
front/top compartment is roomy enough
for a full-size handgun. Generous 22" x
6" zippered side pockets have internal
mesh compartments. Gel-foam padded topside carry handle molds to your
hand to reduce fatigue. Bag has a detachable and adjustable
2" wide padded shoulder strap, and 2" wide adjustable padded
pack straps with a sternum strap that stow inside the hydration compartment when not in use. A durable, double-stitched
grab/drag handle is located on each end of the bag. Hydration
compartment holds a water reservoir (not included) up to 100
fl. oz. (3L) capacity, and has a large, bottom grommet for drainage. MOLLE/PALS compatible webbing on sides and top let
you securely attach additional gear. Side-mounted compression straps prevent load shifts during carry or transport. Tough,
double-stitched 1,000 Denier ballistic nylon is water and abrasion resistant. Black only
SPECS: Nylon, black. 27" (68.6cm) long, 13" (33cm) wide, 12" (30.5cm)
high. 4 lb., 3 oz. (1.9kg) weight.
#100-008-012AQ Doppelduffel Adventure Bag, 
7C148N95 ������������������������������������������������ $ 161.99

MAXPEDITION

OPERATOR TACTICAL ATTACHÉ

Plenty Of Room For Paperwork,
Laptop, Phone & Other Gear

#100-008-015AQ Operator Tactical Attaché, Black, 
7C115B85�������������������������������������������������� $ 125.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

OLONGAPO OUTFITTERS

SHOTGUN GRAB & GO BAG
Holds Your Shotgun Ammo On The Go

High-strength,
double-stitched
1000 denier Cordura® nylon bag holds
up to 75 shotgun shells and offers several carry options. Three roomy pouches
hold 25 shells each, and feature strong
Velcro top flap closures and elastic cord
restraining system with pull tabs, allowing you to constrict the mouth of the
pouch as you consume ammunition.
Side pouch holds 2 single-stack pistol
magazines, or one double-stack pistol
magazine, flashlight or other item of
similar size. Fully adjustable, six-footlong, 2" wide shoulder strap gives plenty
of length to adjust your carry method.
Fully-detachable 1" wide waist belt keeps bag from sliding
around as you move. Waist belt buckles can be secured under 1" elastic webbing to prevent noise when not in use. Rear
map pouch holds maps, documents and other slim items. All
pouches feature drain holes to keep contents from being waterlogged. a
b
SPECS: 1000 denier, Cordura nylon, Coyote Brown or Black. 15" (38cm)
long, 7.5" (19cm) tall, 3.5"(8.8cm) wide
#100-009-806AQ Shotgun Grab & Go Bag, Black , 
3B77L99�������������������������������������������������������� $ 77.99
#100-009-807AQ Shotgun Grab & Go Bag, Coyote
Brown, 3B77P99���������������������������������������� 77.99

Serious About Firearms
Since 1939

order on the web

brownells.com

Heavy duty, 1000 denier Cordura®
nylon pouch hangs at thigh level for
quick, easy access to your shells when
shooting trap, skeet, and clays. Durable,
doublestitched partition divides the
pouch into two separate compartments,
one to hold a box of shells for 25-round
competition, the other to store empties.
Side mounted pocket is ideal for storing
your shooting glasses, extra choke tubes
or other gear and includes an overlapping cover with hook-and-loop latch for a tight seal that won’t
open unexpectedly. Conveniently located elastic shell holder
stores up to three extra shells for quick access. Brass coated
“D” ring allows attachment of additional accessories like ear
muffs or range cloth. Adjustable belt provides a custom fit to
any size shooter. a
b
SPECS: Pouch - 1000 denier Cordura nylon, brown or hunter green. 7"
(17.8cm) long, 5" (12.7cm) wide, 8" (20cm) high. Pocket - 41/4" (10.8cm)
long, 1" (2.5cm) wide, 7" (17.8cm) deep. 20 oz. (567g) wt.
#084-000-305AQ Dump Pouch, Brown, 4H35Q82������ $ 42.99
#084-000-307AQ Dump Pouch, Hunter Green, 
4H35L82������������������������������������������������������ 42.99

Size

M19A1 & M2A1
AMMO CANS
Sturdy Storage For Ammo
Or Other Gear

All-steel M19A1 (.30-cal.) and
M2A1 (.50-cal.) ammo cans will hold
hundreds of loose rounds and have
many uses around the workshop or
in the field. Brand-new manufactured to U.S. D.O.D. specs — not surplus or refurbished. Stackable, with
a removable lid and a metal handle
that folds down when not in use.
Rubber gasket inside lid seals out dirt and moisture. a
b
SPECS: Steel, Forest Green. M19A1 - Outside: 11" (27.9cm) long, 3¾"
(9.5cm) wide, 7" (17.8cm) high. Inside: 10¼" (26cm) long, 35/8" (9.2cm)
wide, 6¾" (17.1cm) high. 3 lb. 10.9 oz. (1.67kg) wt. M2A1 - Outside: 12"
(30.5cm) long, 61/8" (15.5cm) wide, 7½" (19cm) high. Inside: 11" long, 5½"
(14cm) wide, 6¾" high. 5 lb. 5 oz. (2.4kg) wt.
105-000-225AQ M19A1 Ammo Can, 1Z12B99��������������� $ 13.99
#105-000-077AQ M2A1 Ammo Can, 3Z15G99 ��������������� 17.99

AMMO BOX PLUS
Protects Ammo & Supplies
During Storage & Transport
Large capacity, impactresistant, plastic, dry box keeps
ammo and precision shooting equipment secure during
transport and storage. Lockable,
hinged cover features beefy, fold
down, carry handle and integral
tool compartment. Cam latch
pulls cover down for watertight
seal between gasket and base.
Inside, 131/2" x 71/4" tray lifts out for easy access to 131/4" x 63/4" x
b
51/4" base compartment. a
SPECS: Impact-resistant plastic, black. Approximately 15" (38cm) long, 8"
(20cm) wide, 10" (25cm) high. 2 lb. 13 oz. (822g) wt.
#080-000-188AQ Ammo Box Plus, Black, 3A20K93 ����� $ 25.99
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ammo boxes

Soft-sided, attaché-style case features a total of 18 pockets and compartments. Padded, 15.5" x 4" x 11"
main compartment holds clipboards,
legal pads, and will accommodate up
to 15.4" diagonal screen laptops. Padded rear pocket has room for a PDA or
netbook, plus slots for pens or small tools. CCW compartment
has room for a full-size handgun, plus spare magazines; internal panel securely retains holsters with hook-and-loop at-

tachment systems. Exterior radio pocket accepts most radios,
satellite phones or GPS units; elastic retaining cord holds them
securely, while a hook-and-loop release tab ensures fast access. Water bottle pocket holds a 32 ounce bottle securely, or
use it for a second radio. Flap pockets on front of bag help organize small items, and have a hook-and-loop identification
panel strip and a separate, clear window pocket for a business
card, or I.D. badge. Detachable, adjustable, padded shoulder
strap for hands-free carry. Black only.
SPECS: 1,000 Denier ballistic nylon, black. 17.5" (44.5cm) long, 4.5"
(11.4cm) wide, 12.5" (31.7cm) high. 3 lb. 3 oz. (1.4kg) weight.

Heavy-duty magazine pouch
made from top-quality mil-spec
materials slings over your shoulder, so you can easily carry up to
eight, fully loaded 20-round 7.62
magazines while on the move.
Constructed of woven, water-repelling ballistic nylon that resists
tearing and fraying. Heavy-duty
7.62 G&G in O.D. Green
stitching won’t give way under
stress, and all exposed edges are
protected with tape binding. Adjustable carry strap of extra-tough
nylon webbing lets you position
the pouch exactly where you need
it for fast reloads. Each compartment has a separate flap, so you
won’t expose the other mags to
the elements when you retrieve
7.62 G&G
one. Generously proportioned
Coyote Brown
hook-and-loop fasteners keep the
flaps securely closed, yet release easily when you need a fast
reload. Grommetted drain holes ensure mags don’t get water
logged when you’re on patrol in the rain. Large pocket behind
the mags, with full-width hook-and-loop closure, provides
storage for maps or other flat items. a
b
SPECS: Heavy duty ballistic nylon, Coyote Brown or O.D. Green. 14" long
x 7" high. Holds eight (8) 20-round 7.62/.308 magazines, including M14/
M1A, FN FAL, HK91, SCAR-H (SCAR 17), and Magpul 7.62 PMAGs.
#100-012-179AQ 7.62 Grab & Go Pouch, Coyote, 
3B51D49������������������������������������������������������� $ 56.99
#100-012-180AQ 7.62 Grab & Go Pouch, O.D. Green, 
3B51M49 ����������������������������������������������������� 56.99

SHOTGUN DUMP POUCH
For Fast, Easy Reloading During
Competition

range/tactical bags

Combines the best features of a
small-to-medium day bag or hunting
pack. Cargo capacity of 1,520 cubic
inches in five separate compartments
includes an 18" x 91/2" x 43/4" main compartment and a 16" x 8" x 3" secondary
compartment. Organizer in lower front
pocket holds pens, notepads, and pepper spray, with plenty of slots for other
essentials. Hydration compartment
holds a water reservoir (not included) up to 100 fl. oz. (3L) capacity and has a large bottom grommet for water drainage.
Waist strap expands to 52"; padded 11/4" shoulder straps have
quick-adjust polymer buckles and an adjustable sternum strap
for load-carrying comfort. Side-mounted compression straps
help prevent the load from shifting during carry or transport.
Abrasion-resistant bottom stays where you put it, and won’t
slip or slide on most surfaces. MOLLE/PALS compatible webbing on sides and top provide room let you connect additional
gear or storage. Tough, double-stitched 1,000 Denier ballistic
nylon is water and abrasion resistant. Heavy-duty, self-sealing
YKK zippers have paracord pulls on all main compartments for
no-fumble opening. Black only.
SPECS: Nylon, black. Approximately 19" (48.3cm) high, 11" (28cm) wide,
9" (23cm) deep. 3 lb. (1.3kg) weight.
#100-008-011AQ Falcon II, Backpack, 7C129N09������ $ 139.99

GRAB & GO 7.62 MAGAZINE POUCH

Roomy Utility Pouch Folds
Up When Not In Use

Compact Emergency Bag Contains
Critical Supplies For Survival On The Go
Go-anywhere emergency preparedness
kit is stuffed with life-sustaining supplies to
keep you “running” when unforeseen events
occur. The exterior is covered with MOLLE
webbing so it may be attached to other gear
– or carry it as a stand-alone backpack with
the adjustable nylon straps. Contents are
broken down into three component kits that
may be left inside the main bag or carried
separately: the Emergency Kit includes the Echo-Sigma First
Aid Kit, a poncho, work gloves, two N95‑rated respirator masks,
and goggles to protect you against hazardous environmental
conditions. Sustenance Kit includes six 400-calorie food ration
bars and one liter of drinking water good for 5 years in storage.
The externally-mounted, MOLLE-compatible Miscellaneous
Kit includes water treatment tablets, a compass, an emergency
whistle, lighter, magnesium fire starter, waterproof matches,
tinder kit, 50" of duct tape, two chemical sticks, pen, paper, two
hand warmers and ear plugs. Ships directly from manufacturer.
Please allow 10 additional business days for shipping.
#100-011-306AQ Runner Bag, 9E129C99���������������������� $ 129.99

OLONGAPO OUTFITTERS

MAXPEDITION

Shooting Accessories

RUNNER BAG

Shooting Accessories

MTM

AMMO BOX

TUFF PRODUCTS

Secure, Stackable Storage Of
Ammo Or Small Items
Dry storage box is based on the
popular .30-cal. U.S. military ammo
can. Holds the same amount of ammo as the government original, but
is made of heavy-duty, high-impact
polypropylene, so it’s much lighter.
Features a rubber O-ring seal to keep out moisture and a durable, comfortable carry handle, plus reinforced bottom and
side walls to absorb the impact of an accidental drop or rough
handling. Dual snap-close latches keep the lid snugged down
tight, with double, molded-in padlock tabs for extra security.
Handy stacking ridges on the underside and top of the lid let
you store multiple boxes on top of each other.
SPECS: Molded polypropylene plastic, black. 131/2" (34.3cm) long, 71/2"
(19cm) wide, 51/4" (13cm) high. 22.8 oz. (646g) wt.
#574-000-007AQ Ammo Box, 7Z8A99��������������������������������� $ 9.99

restS & bipods

PLASTIC 50 CALIBER AMMO CAN

Lightweight, Heavy-Duty Can
Holds As Much As The Original
G.I. Can & More

Molded polymer ammo can is
designed to hold the same amount
of bulk ammo as the metal G.I. 50
caliber can, yet it weighs only 1¾
pounds – 3½ pounds lighter than
the original. O-ring sealed lid keeps
out moisture and dirt, and features a large, comfortable handle with plenty of gripping surface for carrying heavy loads.
Heavy-duty, flip-style latches help compress the O-ring, and
two padlock tabs can be used for secure transportation. Stackable, so it takes up less floor space in your gun room or safe.
SPECS: Molded polypropylene plastic, black. Inside dimensions: 57/8"
(14.7cm) long, 11" (27.9cm) wide, 71/4" (18.3cm) high. Outside dimensions: 7½" (19cm) long, 133/8" (34cm) wide 85/8" (22cm) high. 1¾ lbs.
(.8kg) weight.
#749-012-400AQ 50 Caliber Ammo Can, 7Z00MCC $ 13.99
MTM AMMO CAN ORGANIZER - Tough
polypropylene trays stack inside MTM .50
Caliber Ammo Can, turning it into an organized tool box with 22 compartments
of various sizes. Finger tabs help you insert and remove trays from the can, and
fold neatly under when stacked. Trays
will also fit any metal .50 caliber ammo
can with internal dimensions of 11" x 5.5"
.Three trays per set.
SPECS: Plastic, black. 11" x 5.5" x 2" (28cm x 14cm x 5cm).
#100-009-811AQ Ammo Can Organizer, 7Z6B99������

Size

$ 7.99

Z CORR PRODUCTS

AMMO CAN LINERS

Extra Protection For Stored
Ammunition & Parts

ammo boxes

Flexible polymer holder keeps
extra rounds of spare ammo at the
ready for fast reloads. Grasps the
case head, leaving plenty of the
cartridge to grab for quick removal.
In-line design allows two-at-time reloads for revolvers. Small
enough to store comfortably in a pocket.
SPECS: Polymer, black. Sold in 2-paks.
STOCK #
CAL./GAUGE
HOLDS
PRICE
#100-004-941AQ .38/.357/.40 S&W/6.8mm 5 Rds 1C6C79 $ 7.99
#100-004-598AQ .38/.357/.40 S&W/6.8mm 6 Rds 1C6B79 $ 7.99
#100-004-942AQ .38/.357/.40 S&W/6.8mm 8 Rds 1C6G79 $ 7.99
6 Rds 1C6A79 $ 7.99
#100-004-599AQ .30-30/.44/.45/.454/
.50AE/.458 Win Mag/
.460 Wby/.410 bore

UNIQUETEK

MTM

Heavy-duty,
industrial-grade
liner with zipper closure provides
physical and chemical protection
from moisture damage and corrosion for 20 years even if the gasket
fails on your ammo can. Uses VCI
(Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor) technology to safeguard ammunition, components, and sensitive parts from damaging humidity. Leaves no residue; safe for storing powder and primers. a
b
SPECS: Clear blue polymer. Liner measures 11" x 51/2" x 7".
100-012-269AQ 30 Cal Ammo Can Liner, 3C5M49���� $ 6.99
#100-011-777AQ 50 Cal Ammo Can Liner, 3C5H49 ���� 6.99
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QUICKSTRIP

HYSKORE

Holds Extra Rounds For Fast Reloads

BRASS WIZARD

Helps You Pick Up Spent Brass Quickly & Easily
Handy tool makes range cleanup fast and
easy. Simply roll the wire drum over your spent
brass for quick pickup on sand, dirt, grass, and
hard surfaces. No more bending and hunting
for your cases, no more handling dirty brass.
Scoops up all sizes from .380 Auto to rifle cases,
even shotshells and .50 BMG. Aluminum handle has comfortable PVC hand grip at the top,
and is adjustable for length from 30.5" to 49".
Includes a wire “dumper” bracket that attaches
to a utility bucket to enable release of the captured brass with a
simple twist of the handle. a
b
SPECS: Steel basket, chromed, and aluminum handle. Handle length
adjustable from 30.5" to 49".
#100-007-556AQ Brass Wizard, 4B52F29���������������������� $ 59.99

SHELL SORTER
Quickly Sort Mixed Brass By Caliber
Designed to sort several common
calibers, these ABS plastic pans feature
slots which prevent specific size cartridges from passing through. Sorting
trays fit on top of a five gallon bucket,
and with a few shakes all the smaller
brass falls into the bucket, leaving your
brass brass in the tray. For faster results,
stack all three pans together with yellow on top, blue in the
middle, and the black tray on bottom to sort multiple calibers
at once. Yellow tray sorts .45 ACP, .45 GAP, .44 Mag., .50 AE, .243,
.308, 7.62x39mm, and .45 Colt. Blue tray is for .40 S&W, 10mm,
.357 Mag., and .38 Special. Black tray is ideal for 9mm, .380 ACP,
.38 Super, and .223. Trays are sold in sets of three. a
b
#749-013-899AQ Shell Sorter, 3 Set, 7H34K29 ��������������� $ 39.95

LEATHER REST BAGS

CANVAS SHOOTING BAGS

Replaces Hard-To-Find,
Traditional Shot Bags For
Range Work & Varminting

Rugged and dependable,
10 oz. heavy-weight duck
canvas bags just like the shot
bags Ol’ Timers used to shoot
off. Filled with your favorite
fill medium, they provide
stable, portable, no-scratch
support for the forend and
buttstock on the range, in
a prairie dog town – wherever precise accuracy is absolutely
critical. More robust than original shot bags, these have a builtin drawstring for easy closure if you don’t like sewing the ends
up after filling. a
b
SPECS: 10 oz. heavy-weight duck canvas, natural canvas color w/brown
silkscreen. Fill media not included.
#084-000-235AQ Shooting Bag, per each, 4H3E50��������� $ 4.99
#084-000-237AQ Shooting Bag, 3-pak, 4H10K00����������� 12.99

#100-006-612AQ Universal Rest Bag, 7B10H69������������� $ 12.99
#100-006-613AQ Rabbit Ear Rest Bag, 7B18M49����������� 21.99

BULLS BAG

HYSKORE

DANGEROUS GAME™ MACHINE REST

Butterfly Shape Grabs
Rifle Securely For
Consistent Accuracy

Lightweight, “butterfly”
profile est produces a hingelike action that grabs the rifle
securely and provides a rocksteady shooting platform to
help produce consistent accuracy. Heavy-duty nylon
construction with UV-coated
Tuff-Tec/Sure-Grip rubberized upper surfaces that maintain
a firm, non-slip hold on the rifle. Can be filled with sand or
lighter-weight media that make the bag easier to lug around
and won’t compromise its gripping capacity—cat litter, bird
seed, rice, or walnut/corn cob media. Fill spouts on each “wing”
have overlapping covers with hook-and-loop closures for a
tight seal that won’t open unexpectedly and dump the filler.
Included adjustable carry strap snaps onto the two militarygrade polymer D-rings double stitched to the ends of the bag.
Available in compact 10" long model or 151/2" long bench model.
SPECS: 600 denier nylon, rubberized coating, black/gold. 10" (25cm) or
151/2" (39.4cm) long x 15" wide, unfilled. Cradle height approximately 31/2"
(8.9cm). Includes carry strap. Media not included.
#100-005-514AQ 10" Shooting Rest - Unfilled, 
6C34L89������������������������������������������������������ $ 41.99
#100-005-515AQ 15" Shooting Rest - Unfilled, 
6C42B89 ���������������������������������������������������� 50.99

Ultra-Secure Platform For Load Testing
& Determining Accuracy Potential
Heavy-duty, precision rest provides a steady hold for repeatable, shot-after-shot accuracy during load testing and development. Helps you determine your rifle’s maximum accuracy potential. Hands-off operation with foam padded cradles
that clamp the rifle tightly and a remote-control hydraulic trigger release that eliminates any human-induced motion that
could degrade accuracy. Includes light, medium, and heavy
factory calibrated, nitrogen-filled compression dampers that
absorb recoil force from all types of ammunition to prevent
damage to stock, bedding, or recoil lugs. Fully adjustable for
windage, cant, and elevation for easy alignment and precise
targeting. Rugged, all-steel construction weighs almost 24 lbs.,
so anchoring with sand bags or lead usually isn’t required. Use
for AR-15s up to .416 Rigby big game rifles, even .50 BMG, and
patterning shotguns, too.
SPECS: Steel, powder coated finish, black. 32" (81cm) long, 161/2" (42cm)
wide, 12" (30cm) high. 24 lbs. (10.8kg) weight.
#100-004-910AQ Dangerous Game Machine Rest, 
7B234I49�������������������������������������������������� $ 249.99

DESERT MOUNTAIN

BENCH MASTER REST

Lightweight, hard polymer brass
catcher fits over top of receiver of your
Mini-14 Ranch Rifle or Mini-Thirty to
catch and save brass for reloading. Snap
on and off installation—no gunsmithing
or permanent alterations required. Holds a minimum of 60
expended shells. Will not interfere with any moving parts on
the firearm. a
b
SPECS: Polymer, black finish. Fits Ruger Mini-14 Ranch Rifle and MiniThirty. Holds up to 60 shells.

Holds your rifle in position
for shot-to-shot consistency.
All steel construction, coarse
and fine elevation adjustment,
three-point leveling jacks, padded leather forearm bag and
recoil pouch, plus a nylon buttstock strap. a
b
SPECS: Steel frame, painted. 25"
(63cm) long, 111/2" (29cm) wide, 9 lbs.
(4kg)wt. Front adjusts from 8" (20cm) to 131/2" (34cm) high.
#270-100-000AQ Bench Master Rest, 3G63L39���������� $ 69.99

#100-005-436AQ Ruger Brass Catcher, 2A34E49������ $ 38.99

Top grain cowhide, doublestitched for durability and pre-filled
for a no-hassle rest that provides solid
support for the forend or buttstock.
Suede bottom prevents the rest from
slipping at the wrong time. Comes
filled with lightweight, non-organic
plastic-pellet media that won’t decompose, compress, or absorb moisture. Zippered fill ports with internal
flaps let you add, remove, or change
media any time. Choose the small,
portable Universal bag with a wide “V”
or the longer Rabbit Ear bag.
SPECS: Cowhide, black sides, grey top. Uni1
versal – 5 /2" (14cm) long x 51/2" wide x 33/4" (8.3cm) high. Rabbit Ear - 9"
(22.9cm) long x 5" (12.7cm) wide x 4" (10.2cm) high.

FIELD SHOOTING REST

E&L MANUFACTURING RUGER®
MINI-14®/MINI-THIRTY® BRASS CATCHER
No More Scrounging On The
Ground To Find Your Brass!

Solid Support For Forend Or
Buttstock; Non-Slip Suede Bottom

O.H. PRODUCTS

All-Steel Rest Cuts Felt Recoil

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

BULLSHOOTER PISTOL REST

Multiple Use Design Has
Outstanding Versatility

Lightweight, polyethylene rest has a wide “footprint” for excellent stability.
Use it for shooting, or as a
vise for cleaning. a
b
SPECS: Polyethylene, black. 13"
(33cm) long, 7.25" (18cm) wide.
3 lb. 7 oz (1.5 kg).
#666-100-013AQ Bullshooter Pistol Rest, 6F50H09�� $ 54.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

BENCH REST BAGS

ACCU-SHOT

Smooth, Top Grain Leather - U.S. Made

STANDARD FRONT BAG - Use on top of 2" thick
wood block. Good for sporter to varmint forends.
SPECS: 53/8" (13.6cm) L x 53/8" (13.6cm) W x 4" (10.2cm) H (in
center). 2" (5.1cm) - 21/2" (6.3cm) between ears.
#723-200-002AQ Standard Front Bag, 
3B22H79 �������������������������������������������������� $ 24.99

RANSOM

#723-400-016AQ No. 16 Brick Bag, 3B22C99�������������� $ 22.99
NO. 18 PILLOW BAG - An alternate design for excellent support of arm or elbow.
SPECS: 6" (15.2cm) long x 6" (15.2cm) wide x 2" (5.1cm)
high.
#723-400-018AQ No. 18 Pillow Bag, 3B17J99��������������

$ 17.99

MACHINE REST

Ultimate Handgun Accuracy Tester Eliminates Human Error Fitted Inserts For Popular Handguns
The finest handgun machine rest; very well made and
extremely reliable. Shows pistolsmiths, competitive shooters and accuracy buffs the true
shooting potential of their guns and ammunition. Designed,
thoroughly tested, and performance proven to duplicate the
human wrist and hand action during shooting, but without the
element of human error. Positive stop pad gives exact repositioning after each shot. Adjustable for elevation. Interchangeable grip inserts of special polyurethane, bonded to aluminum
plates, add versatility. Pur¬chase the Rest, then select grip inserts to fit your gun(s) from the table. a
b
SPECS: 93/8" (23.8cm) x 8" (20.3cm) x 63/8" (16.8cm). 7 lbs. (2.9kg).
#164-100-000AQ Ransom Rest, only, 4F414I99���������� $ 414.99

STOCK #
INSERTS FOR
#164-001-002AQ
Colt Government Model
#164-001-067AQ
McCormick/STI/SVI
#164-001-066AQ
Para-Ordnance
#164-001-038AQ
Ruger GP-100/Super Redhawk
#164-001-019AQ
S&W K/L Frame Round Butt
#164-001-020AQ
S&W K/L Frame Square Butt
#164-001-026AQ
Blank, for fitting other guns
— Advise # — Ransom Grip Inserts, 4F58Q99 ���������� $ 58.99
RANSOM WINDAGE BASE - Get positive
control over windage with your Ransom
Rest by mounting it on this fully adjustable base.
SPECS: 12¾" (32.4cm) x 95/8" (24.4cm) x 31/8"
(8cm). 5 lb. (2.2kg).
#164-003-000AQ Ransom Windage Base, 4F232F99 $ 232.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

ATLAS BIPOD
Lightweight Bipod Gives
Wide Range Of Adjustment
Aluminum bipod features
stainless steel locking components and independentlyadjustable legs that allow up
Picatinny
to 180° front-to-back moveQuick-Detach
Lever Mount
ment, 30° left-to-right pans
and 30° of cant. Makes it easy
to align your crosshairs and
track a target, regardless of position or terrain. Legs extend from 5" to 9". Grippy rubber feet
keep the bipod secure on most surfaces. Available with three
attachment options: BT10-LW17 has a Picatinny quick-detach
lever mount. BT10 comes with a 2-screw Picatinny mount and
BT10-NC is a “no-clamp” model that uses adapters, sold separately (see Brownells.com), to fit any 17s lever-style mount or
the AICS spigot mount. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black finish.
#100-012-043AQ Atlas Bipod w/2-Screw Picatinny
Mount, 5E219L99����������������������������������� $ 219.99
#100-012-045AQ Atlas Bipod w/QD Picatinny
Mount, 5E279P99��������������������������������� 279.99
#100-012-044AQ Atlas Bipod No-Clamp, 5E219P99 � 219.99

RAILS & ADAPTERS - Rails and adapters serve as attachment
points for Atlas Bipods and expand mounting options. 1913
Rail is available in 3.35" length that accommodates hole patterns with 1.76" – 2.78" center-to-center spacing. Fits curved
surfaces. Also available in 4" length that accommodates hole
patterns with 2.2" – 3.5" center-to-center spacing and fits flats
surfaces. Tube Rail fits inside free float tubes. AFAR Kit fits most
types of stock accessory rails. May not fit all Anschutz or Freeland rails. Adapter For AI/AICS plugs into AI/AICS stocks and
accepts the No-Clamp version of the Atlas Bipod. Picatinny Rail
Set gives three 2" sections of Picatinny rail that fit onto the AI/
AICS adapter at three, six and nine o’clock and allow Picatinnyrail style Atlas Bipods to be used. Bottom Rail is six o’clock rail
only. Bipod Rail Mounting Fasteners fit into stocks to provide
sockets and screws to directly attach Picatinny rail sections.
Must be installed by gunsmith.
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black finish.
#100-012-057AQ
#100-012-058AQ
#100-012-061AQ
#100-012-060AQ
#100-012-046AQ
#100-012-047AQ
#100-012-048AQ
#100-012-059AQ

1913 Rail 3.35", 5E19E99 �������������������� $ 19.99
1913 Rail 4", 5E29E99�������������������������� 29.99
Tube Rail, 5E39I95������������������������������ 39.95
AFAR Kit, 5E34N95������������������������������ 34.95
Adapter For AI/AICS, 5E69H99������ 69.99
Picatinny Rail Set, 5E54H95������������ 54.95
Bottom Rail, 5E24M95������������������������ 24.95
Bipod Rail Mounting Fasteners, 
5.00
5E5M00 ����������������������������������������������������

LEG EXTENSIONS & FEET - Leg Extensions easily snap on and
off, and give 3" more elevation to Atlas Bipods. Extra feet feature steel quick-detach detents letting them snap on and off,
so you can change bipod feet to match shooting terrain and
conditions. Rubber Feet are replacements for damaged factory originals. Cleat Feet are made of aluminum and feature
seven claw points that firmly grip the ground. Spike Feet are
sharply-tapered stainless steel spikes that stick into the earth.
Ski Feet are broad, circular aluminum skis connected to the
quick-change ends with ball joints, allowing rifle to level on
any surface.
SPECS: Aluminum, matte black finish. Spikes are stainless steel, natural
finish.
#100-012-049AQ
#100-012-051AQ
#100-012-053AQ
#100-012-052AQ
#100-012-050AQ

order on the web

3" Leg Extensions, 5E49J99 ������������ $ 49.99
Cleat Feet, 5E49B99���������������������������� 49.99
Spike Feet, 5E49A99���������������������������� 49.99
Rubber Feet, 5E19K99������������������������ 19.99
Ski Feet, 5E49Q99�������������������������������� 49.99

brownells.com

Provides Rock Solid Support Without
Weighing Down Your Rifle
Solid, glass-filled nylon bipod
mounts to any sling swivel stud to provide superior forend support, yet is so
lightweight you’ll hardly know it’s there.
Telescoping legs with non-skid rubber feet adjust from 9" to 13" high to accommodate shooting prone or from the
bench. Snap-n-lock button allows legs
to conveniently fold and lock to the front
or rearward position. Interchanging
swivel collars let you assemble the unit
for swivel motion or a locked position.
Included neoprene pad protects the mounting surface of your
stock. Additional hardware allows direct mounting to round,
mil-spec AR-15 handguards without modification. Includes
instructions. a
b
SPECS: Glass filled nylon, black, matte finish. 8.4 oz. (238g) wt. Adjusts
from 9" (22.9cm) to 13" (33cm) high.
#019-000-016AQ Featherweight Bipod, 9A28L69��������� $ 33.99

ACCU-SHOT

ATLAS PSR BIPOD
Bipods Give Rock-Solid Support For Tactical Rifles
PSR Bipod adds to the
features of Accu-Shot’s
original Atlas bipod based
on feedback from civilian
shooters and military/law
enforcement professionals.
The PSR features strengthened bosses and limited leg
rotation for extra stability.
Standard PSR legs extend
5" to 9", while Tall PSR extends 7" to 13". Both available
with quick-detach Picatinny mount or a
no-clamp attachment that fits any 17S size
lever-style mount when using the A.R.M.S.
17s, American Defense AD-170, Badger
Ordnance TRAMP, or LaRue Tactical LT271
adapter (all sold separately). Aluminum construction gives strength without weighing
down your rifle. a
b
SPECS: Machined 6061 T6 Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black
finish.
#100-014-176AQ Std PSR Bipod No-Clamp, 
5E259K99��������������������������������������������������� $ 259.99
#100-014-177AQ Std PSR Bipod w/QD Picatinny
Mount, 5E319J99����������������������������������� 319.99
#100-014-178AQ Tall PSR Bipod No-Clamp, 
5E279E99��������������������������������������������������� 279.99
#100-014-179AQ Tall PSR Bipod w/QD Picatinny
Mount, 5E339K99��������������������������������� 339.99

BIPOD STORAGE POUCH - Specially-designed,
extra-thick nylon pouch holds an Atlas Bipod,
accessories and extra feet. MOLLE back allows
pouch to be attached to belt or other web gear.
Heavy-duty zipper features dual pull tabs for
quick access.
SPECS: Nylon, Black, Coyote, or Green
#100-012-055AQ Bipod Pouch, Black, 5E49I99���������� $ 49.99
#100-012-054AQ Bipod Pouch, Coyote, 5E49Q99 ���� 49.99
#100-012-056AQ Bipod Pouch, Green, 5E49D99�������� 49.99
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Gorgeous, handmade, smooth leather bench bags that allow rifle to slide freely during recoil. Made from 3-3-1/2 oz., top grain
cowhide, finished in a beautiful cork color. Bag bottoms made from same leather but sueded for a good grip on rest or bench.
DuPont nylon stitching won’t rot or mildew. Bags with a “C” sufix have a smooth sliding, Cordura bag with a suede base and tiedown tabs to stay in position on the rest. Brass eyelets won’t corrode or abrade the tie-down, Superb! NOTE: Bags shipped empty.
Fill with sand or lead shot that you provide. a
b
HEAVY BOTTOM RABBIT EAR REAR BAG - An exNO. 1 & 1C SMALL OWL EAR FRONT BAGS - Detra thick bottom sets flat on the bench. Slopes to
signed specifically for use on mechanical, rifle
match stock angle; “ears” prevent side shift.
rest. Accommodates most sporter-style
SPECS: 63/4" (17.1cm) L x 5" (12.7cm) W x 25/8" (6.7cm) H
forends.
3
1
(in
front). 25/8" (6.7cm) high ears.
SPECS: 5 /4" (14.6cm) L x 2 /4" (5.7cm) W x 1" (2.5cm)
H (in center). 11/2" (3.8cm) - 13/4".4cm) between ears.
#723-300-004AQ HB Rabbit Ear Rear Bag, 3B34F99 $ 34.99
#723-100-001AQ No. 1 Small Owl Ear Bag, 
NO. 13B CUSTOM RABBIT EAR REAR BAG - A 1" taller
3B19G99���������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99 rabbit ear bag with double thick sides and heavy
#723-000-005AQ No. 1C Small Owl Ear Bag, 
bottom that sets flat on the bench. Slopes to match
19.99 stock angle; “ears” prevent side shift. All-leather
3B19H99����������������������������������������������������
construction.
NO. 2 & 2C REGULAR OWL EAR FRONT BAGS
SPECS: 63/4" (17.1cm) L x 5" (12.7cm) W x 35/8" (9.2cm) H (in
- Wide ear spacing accommodates varmint
front). 25/8" (6.7cm) high ears.
forearms.
#723-000-002AQ 13B Rabbit Ear Rear Bag, 3B49E99 $ 49.99
SPECS: 53/4" (14.6cm) L x 21/4" (5.7cm) W x 1" (2.5cm) H
(in center). 2" (5.1cm) - 21/2" (6.3cm) between ears.
NO. 14BC CUSTOM BUNNY EAR BAGS - Similar to
#723-100-002AQ No. 2 Regular Owl Ear Bag, 
the Rabbit Ear, but with shorter, lower, ears to ac3B19I99������������������������������������������������������ $ 19.99 cept extra wide buttstocks; will not interfere with
cheekpiece. Thick, leather base sets flat on the
#723-000-006AQ No. 2C Regular Owl Ear Bag, 
19.99 bench for zero movement. Double-thick sides
3B19A99����������������������������������������������������
help retain a consistent bag height. Available with
NO. 3C WIDE CORDURA OWL EAR FRONT BAG
Cordura ears, only.
- Wide, flat, Cordura bag is the choice of bench
SPECS: 63/4" (17.1cm) L x 5" (12.7cm) W x 35/8" (9.2cm) H (in front). 11/4"
rest shooters. Helps bench rest guns track
(3.2cm) high ears.
straight for precise, repeatable accuracy. Suede
#723-000-009AQ No. 14BC Bunny Ear Bag, 
base and tie-downs.
3B49B99���������������������������������������������������� $ 49.99
SPECS: 53/4" (14.6cm) L x 21/4" (5.7cm) W x 1" (2.5cm) H (in center). 23/4"
(7cm) - 3" (7.6cm) between ears
NO. 14 BUNNY EAR REAR BAGS - Identical to the
Rabbit Ear Bag except the ears are shorter and
#723-000-007AQ No. 3C Wide Owl Ear Bag, 
3B19C99���������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99 half as high. Accommodates thicker buttstocks
and will not hit cheekpieces.
NO. 9 LARGE OWL EAR FRONT BAG - Nearly
SPECS: 63/4" (17.1cm) L x 5" (12.7cm) W x 35/8" (9.2cm) H
twice as wide, front to rear, as narrower bags.
(in front). 11/4" (3.2cm) high ears.
Good, all-around bag for sporter and varmint
#723-300-014AQ Bunny Ear Rear Bag, 3B26K29�������� $ 29.99
forends.
SPECS: 41/4" (10.8cm) L x 51/4" (13.3cm) W. 2" (5.1cm) - 21/2"
NO. 16 BRICK BAG - Brick-sized bag that makes
(6.3cm) between ears.
a perfect rest for arm or elbow.
SPECS: 8" (20.3cm) long x 4" (10.2cm) wide x 11/2" (3.8cm)
#723-000-001AQ Large Owl Ear Front Bag, 
3B22C99���������������������������������������������������� $ 22.99 high.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSAL FEATHERWEIGHT BIPOD

Shooting Accessories
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rests & bipods

Shooting Accessories

BOG GEAR BOG-POD®

SHOOTING STICKS
Lightweight, Portable Bipods Provide
The Ultimate Shooting Rest
Lightweight aluminum legs and a
high-strength polymer cradle combine to
offer the ultimate shooting rest in the field
or at the range. Cradle swivels 360 degrees
for easy horizontal corrections without
binding or twisting. Rubber feet prevent
slippage or can be removed to expose carbide tips for a better grip on hard ground or
ice. Telescoping legs stay open with a turn
of the twist lock. Legs lock together for easy
transport. Dense foam leg covers ensure a non-slip handhold.
Sportsman Bipod is designed for kneeling and sitting positions
only; lightweight for easy carry in the field. Red/Camo Legged
Devil™ Tripod features three adjustable legs for a rock-steady
platform. Adjusts for kneeling to standing. Inch marks on legs
for fast, return setups.
SPECS: Aluminum legs, anodized black, matte finish. Polymer cradle, rubber feet, steel hardware. Sportsman’s Bipod - 221/2" to 44" usable height,
25" OAL when retracted. 19 oz. (539g) wt. Red/Camo Legged Devil Tripod
- 22" to 64" usable height, 33" OAL when retracted. 24 oz. (680g) wt.
#100-006-634AQ Sportsman Bipod, 7A35I29����������������� $ 39.99
#100-006-636AQ Red Legged Devil Tripod, 
7A88Q29 ����������������������������������������������������� 99.99
#100-006-637AQ Camo Legged Devil Tripod, 
7A114J49 ����������������������������������������������������� 129.99

COMMAND ARMS

PICATINNY RAIL BIPOD
Compact, Streamlined,
Fast-Deploying; Clamps
Directly To Handguard Rail
Compact bipod clamps directly to handguard bottom rail
and deploys instantly to provide a stable shooting platform
wherever you need it. Legs conveniently fold forward, parallel
to handguard, when not in use,
and are independently adjustable to four positive-locking height settings (8" to 11"). Tough,
non-slip rubber feet provide a stable purchase on the support
surface. A 3" Picatinny rail on the underside allows installation
of a vertical grip or other tactical accessory. Legs may be removed completely, leaving the locking hub and any attached
accessory still on the handguard. No external springs to snag
on other gear; tactile release button is easy to activate by feel,
without taking your eyes off a potential target.
SPECS: Stainless steel and reinforced polymer, black. 17.8 oz. (504g)
weight.
#100-004-541AQ Picatinny Rail Bipod, 6C179Q79�� �� $ 197.99

DUPLIN RIFLES

RORER SPEC BIPOD

F-Class Bipod Can Be Adjusted From Prone Position
Machined
aluminum and stainless
steel bipod gives rocksolid support without
weighing down your
rifle. Built to specifications from champion
F-Class shooter Jeff Rorer, bipod weighs barely over 1 lbs., and
gives almost 6" of elevation adjustment. It features a footprint
that you can adjust while still in the prone position, and readily
mounts onto Freeland-Style or Anschutz accessory rails. a
b
SPECS: Machined aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black finish. Adjusts 14 1/2" - 21" (36cm - 53cm ) wide. 17 oz ( 481g) . wt.
#100-012-954AQ Rorer Spec Bipod, 8C349Q99���������� $ 349.99
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KENG’S FIREARMS

BIPODS

Closest Thing To A Traveling Benchrest
Mounts to QD swivel studs on bolt
action and single-shot rifles for ultimate
field accuracy. Won’t change zero; added
weight steadies gun. Spring-loaded, telescoping legs have fixed notch and sliding
adjustments for leg height; fold parallel to
barrel for carrying. Series 1A2 bipods have
solid base and do not swivel or rotate. Series S bipods rotate 45° for instant leveling
on uneven ground. Buffer springs and
adjustable tension on hinged base help
eliminate tremor. All Adapters fit either
Series bipods. Not recommended for lever actions. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum and high carbon steel, anodized, black finish. Adjustment height range is from resting surface to center of bore. Model BR: For
benchrest use. BRM has equally spaced height adjusting notches. Model
H: For prone/sitting. Model L: For bench or prone. Model LM: Notch only
height adjustments. Model 25: Three Section legs. Model 25C: Extra tall
three section legs. #9 Adapter requires swivel stud mounted to stock.
STOCK #
STYLE HEIGHT MODEL
PRICE
6A73E99 $ 73.99
#416-005-001AQ
1A2
6" to 9"
BR
6A104C99 $ 104.99
#416-005-000AQ
S
6" to 9"
BR
6A73B99 $ 73.99
#416-005-101AQ
1A2
6" to 9"
BRM
6A104E99 $ 104.99
#416-005-100AQ
S
6" to 9"
BRM
6A73L99 $ 73.99
#416-001-121AQ
1A2
9" to 13" L
6A104C99 $ 104.99
#416-001-221AQ
S
9" to 13" L
6A73H99 $ 73.99
#416-002-123AQ
1A2
9" to 13" LM
6A104B99 $ 104.99
#416-002-223AQ
S
9" to 13" LM
6A124I99 $ 124.99
#416-025-226AQ
S
11" to 25" 25
6A89M99 $ 89.99
#416-025-227AQ
1A2
13" to 27" 25C
6A124D99 $ 124.99
#416-025-228AQ
S
13" to 27" 25C
416-003-015AQ #5 Adapter fits AR-15 round
handguard, includes sling swivel, 
6A11H19������������������������������������������������������� $ 12.99
416-006-100AQ #6 Stud fits accessory rails approx.
3
/8" across slot, 6A8F99�������������������������
9.99
BIPOD ADAPTER - Mounts a swivel stud on
forend accessory rails. Fits rails approximately 5/16" wide.
SPECS: High carbon steel, anodized, black finish.
#416-106-101AQ #6A Stud Adapter, 6A8F99������������������� $ 9.99

Sinclair

TACTICAL/VARMINT BIPOD
Provides A Solid Shooting Platform;
Mounts To Sling Stud
Sinclair’s heavy-duty aluminum
bipod attaches quickly to the forward
sling swivel stud. A hardened capture pin tightens with two tensioning knobs to pull the stock against
heavy, low-compression felt pads
for a secure, movement-free mount.
(The pads protect the stock’s finish,
too.) Leg length is adjustable from 53/4"
to 121/4", and the legs can be adjusted
individually to adapt for uneven terrain. Positive leg stops ensure settings
won’t work loose under the effects of recoil. Cant adjusts up
to 40° left or right. Can even be mount on an AR-15 using any
standard sling stud adapter (available separately). a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, and carbon steel, black. 26 oz.
3
1
(737g) wt. Adjusts from 5 /4" to 12 /4". Adjustment height range is measured
from resting surface to bottom of stock.
#749-011-672AQ Sinclair Tactical/Varmint Bipod, 
8H229C99������������������������������������������������ $ 229.99

VERSA POD

Tactical & Hunting Shooting Rest System
Modular, two-piece design
provides easy, push-button bipod
removal. In the field you can carry
the legs on your rifle or in a backpack. Multi-pivot head pans right
and left; cants to compensate for
uneven ground. Height adjustable
legs may be folded to the front or
rear. Mounting adapter included,
additional adapters let you quickly
interchange bipods between rifles.
Model 50, 51, 52 - bench/prone, has
rubber feet. Mounts to QD swivel
stud. Model 1 - bench/prone, has
grooved metal feet. Mounts to QD
swivel stud. Model 2 - bench/prone,
has rubber feet. Mounts to QD swivel stud. Mounting Adapters
let you change your Versa Pod’s mounting system and feature
an integral hand stop for a comfortable hold, plus a push-button, QD sling swivel. a
b
SPECS: Bipod - Steel and aluminum, black, matte finish. Adapter - Polycarbonate, black.
STOCK #
MODEL
HEIGHT
#100-003-383AQ
50
5" to 7"
#100-003-384AQ
51
7" to 9"
#100-003-385AQ
52
9" to 12"
#100-000-299AQ
1
9" to 12"
#100-000-300AQ
2
9" to 12"
#100-000-304AQ Universal Adapter w/o sling
swivel Attaches to QD swivel stud
#100-000-560AQ Picatinny/Weaver Rail Adapter
Attaches to Accessory Rails

PRICE
3K86I19 $ 104.99
3K86K19 $ 104.99
3K89B19 $ 106.99
3K67M59 $ 82.99
3K67A59 $ 82.99
3K20N89 $ 29.99
3K35I59

$ 46.99

PICATINNY RAIL VERSA PODS - Two, distinctly different bipods attach quickly to any Mil.
Std. 1913 Picatinny rail for faster deployment
when changing from field to bench shooting.
Lightweight Picatinny (LW) features a convenient flip lever that locks securely to the rail,
but can be flipped back for complete bipod
removal in just seconds. Pan and tilt adjustments are controlled by tightening the dual locknuts with a
wrench. Heavy Duty Picatinny (HD) attaches to Picatinny rails
with a dual-screw, locking dovetail mount. Pan and tilt feature
includes an instantly-adjustable, friction-locking thumbscrew
that adjusts to expand or limit movement. Both models feature
spring-loaded legs with non-skid rubber feet; legs are individually adjustable from 7" to 9" height.
SPECS: Steel, matte black. Lightweight - 17 oz. (.48kg) wt. Heavy Duty
- 11/2 lb. (.68kg) wt.
#100-002-874AQ LW Picatin. Versa Pod, 3
 K179D39�� $ 209.99
 K219D19�� 239.99
#100-002-875AQ HD Picatin. Versa Pod, 3
VERSA POD BATTLE PACK - Combines the highly adaptable Model 52
Versa-Pod with three interchangeable sets of legs that let you configure the bipod for a wide variety of
terrain and shooting applications.
Kit includes legs with non-skid rubber feet for bench, range, or vehicle hood; “ski” feet for wet, porous terrain like mud, clay, or wet grass; and raptor feet for the
roughest, slipperiest conditions. Quick-deploy legs can be adjusted anywhere from 9" (fully retracted) to 12" (fully extended)
high. Pan-and-tilt mechanism lets you pivot the rifle left, right,
up, or down to compensate for uneven ground. An adjustable,
friction-locking thumbscrew limits the range of pivot movement or even locks in the setting completely. Mounts to almost
any rifle using any Versa Pod adapter.
SPECS: Steel and aluminum, matte black finish. Leg height adjustment:
9" (22.9cm) to 12" (30.5cm). 20.4 oz (578g) weight. Separately available
adapter required to mount on rifle.
#100-004-397AQ Versa-Pod Battle Pack, 5A120Q09 $ 129.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

SIERRA 7

BIPOD

Steady Shooting Platform For Serious Shooters
Developed by an Army Marksmanship Unit shooter, this revolutionary
bipod was designed to meet the needs
of modern snipers. Mounting latch
locks bipod securely to any Picatinny
rail. Both the pan and cant features
move from locked to free with a partial
turn of the locking levers. Pan feature
smoothly travels 45 degrees in each
direction, making engaging moving
targets or transitioning between targets much easier. Canting feature allows 30 degree tilt to each
side. Spring loaded legs are machined from 7075 aluminum
and are independently adjustable for a firm footing on uneven
terrain. Leg locking clutch allows legs to be rotated in 45 degree
increments for deployment or storage. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, matte finish. 32 oz. (.9kg) wt. Adjusts from 9"
(22.9cm) to 12" (30.5cm). Adjustment height range is measured from resting surface to bottom of stock.
#100-013-079AQ Sierra 7 Bipod, 3K00BHH������������������ $ 362.00

SMITH ENTERPRISE

RED ARROW BIPOD

Quick-Deploy, Height-Adjustable ’Pod
Doubles As Vertical Grip When Closed
Compact bipod attaches to a
Picatinny forend rail to give you
a solid rest in the field or at the
range. Spring-loaded legs deploy independently when you
hit the pushbuttons, and they
can be folded together to form
a sturdy vertical grip when not
in use as a bipod. Five-position
height adjustment from 6¼" to 8" when fully extended. Rail
clamp’s quick-release lever lets you mount and remove the
bipod easily without tools. a
b
SPECS: Polymer body, steel legs, matte black finish.
#851-000-089AQ Red Arrow Quick-Detach Bipod, 
1E174F99 �������������������������������������������������� $ 174.99

PICATINNY BATTLE PACK Same features as the standard
Battle Pack listed above, with
a Model 50 Versa-Pod that
comes with an integral adapter
for clamping directly to a MILSTD 1913 Picatinny handguard
rail. Leg extended length adjusts from 7" to 9" – excellent
for an AR-15/M16 rifle fitted
with a straight 20 round magazine. Comes with a zippered MOLLE-compatible carry pack of
heavy duty, digital camo pattern, woven nylon to hold the main
bipod assembly and all three sets of legs.
SPECS: Steel and aluminum, black, matte finish. Approx. 10" (25.4cm) long
x 6" (15.2cm) wide x 4" (10.2cm) deep. Leg height adjustment range: 7"
to 9" (17.8cm to 22.9cm). Carry Pack – Woven nylon, digital camouflage
pattern.
#100-005-526AQ Picatinny Battle Pack, 7"-9" Legs, 
3K254F99�������������������������������������������������� $ 254.99
PICATINNY RAIL ADAPTER - Attaches
to rail with an oversized, 1/2" knob;
tighten by hand or a wrench for rocksolid stability.
SPECS: Steel, matte black. 1/2" clamping
knob. Attaches to Picatinny rail systems with
no permanent modifications.
#100-002-144AQ Picatinny Rail Adapter, 3K43K39����� $ 49.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

Quickly Attaches To Any Picatinny Rail For Solid Support
This lightweight bipod from Smith Enterprise attaches to any MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny
rail and features aluminum legs that instantly
extend at the push of a button. Six precisioncut locking notches allow you to adjust elevation from 7" to 9", while the aluminum ski feet
give excellent stability on any surface or terrain. Steel, TiG-welded main body stands up
to hard use and helps ensure a long service life.
Two adjustment nuts help you find the perfect
amount of tension for the rail attachment,
and the right-side throw lever enables instant
mount and dismount. Legs fold forward or
backward for easy carry, even when extended. a
b
SPECS: 4140 steel, matte black finish, 7075 aluminum, gray and black
finish. 1¼" (3cm) long. 7½" (19cm) tall retracted. 10¼" (26cm) tall fully
extended. 1 lb 2 oz. (514g) wt
#851-000-090AQ Lightweight QD Bipod, 1E269D99 $ 269.99

ADVANCED COMBAT BIPOD
Fast, Simple, No-Fail Design With
Variable Height Adjustment
Sometimes the simplest design works
the best. This compact bipod has legs that
fold down and back up with the push of
a button, silently and smoothly, allowing
you to stay focused and on target. Individual leg height is set with a recessed
push-button that eliminates any chance
of an accidental release. Legs are preset
for the optimum traverse angle and left/
right cant; will never require adjustment.
Non-slip, molded feet grab and hold the surface, so you won’t
drift off target during rapid fire. Minimum leg length is 8" from
bottom of rail, adjustable in three positions up to 21/2" longer to
fit individual shooters. Machined aluminum base with durable,
polymer composite legs. Secures to Picatinny rail with steel
latch and Allen head screws. Includes wrench. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum base, steel hardware, polymer composite legs, matte
black. 9" (22.9cm) long, 37/8" (9.9cm) wide, 1" (2.5cm) high.
#100-003-402AQ Advanced Combat Bipod, 
9B219Q99 ������������������������������������������������ $ 219.99

PICATINNY BIPOD ADAPTER
Provides Secure Bipod
Attachment For Railed
Handguards
Low-profile adapter clamps
solidly to any Picatinny rail handguard to provide a secure mounting point for bipods that attach
to sling swivel studs. Increases your accessory mounting options without making permanent alterations to gun. Stud and
base are precision machined from a single billet of high-grade
6061 T6 aluminum for maximum strength to handle the rigors
of tactical deployment. Two robust cross-bolts and oversized,
slotted hex nuts of heat-treated 4140 carbon steel lock the fullcontact clamping bar tightly to the ail, and ensure the mount
won’t shift position even under heavy recoil. Also accepts a
standard quick-release sling swivel, for rapid transition from
bipod operation to sling use. a
b
SPECS: Body - 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black.
Thumbscrews & Bolts – 4140 carbon steel, black oxide finish. 2.125"
(5.4cm) long, 1" (2.5cm) wide. Mount extends .357" (9.5mm) below rail.
2.7 oz. (76g) weight.
#080-000-540AQ Picatinny Bipod Adapter, 
8K42A30���������������������������������������������������� $ 49.99

MODPOD SYSTEM

American Defense

Harris Bipod Mount
Gives Your Harris Bipod
Greater Versatility

Quick-deploy tactical bipod system gives the operator an
exceptionally stable shooting platform for long-range targeting, while adding minimal bulk and weight to the weapon. Innovative two-piece design clamps directly to Picatinny side
rails on forearm—no separate mounting hardware to misplace,
lose, or accidentally leave back at base. Each leg is completely
self-contained with captive clamp, locking bar, cross-bolt, and
thumbscrew. Leaves bottom rail free for mounting other accessories, and ModPod is a perfect bipod option for weapons
fitted with a grenade launcher, shotgun, or tear gas launcher.
The absence of a complicated pivot mechanism under the
handguard means the ModPod also keeps the weapon’s center of gravity low, providing an exceptionally secure shooting
stance. Telescoping legs have three positive-locking height
positions—fully retracted, mid-point, and fully extended—to
help you set the exact amount of elevation you need or adapt to
uneven ground. Large, silent, push-button releases the leg and
frees it to rotate a full 360° with positive locking points every
90°. For added versatility, legs can be mounted at the front of
the handguard and folded to the rear, or at the rear and folded
forward to avoid interfering with ejection port or operator’s access to weapon controls on carbines and short-barreled rifles.
Aggressively textured foot pads bite into the ground for firm
support and resistance to slippage under recoil. a
b
SPECS: Steel pivot mechanism, aluminum rail clamps, and reinforced
molded polymer legs, matte black and tan. Leg length: 9" (22.9cm) retracted, 111/4" (28.6cm) fully extended.
#100-004-291AQ Modpod System, 3A179H99������������ $ 179.99

The AD-BP mount gives your
Harris bipod quick attach/detach capability, so you can swap
it from one gun to another as
needed. Clamps securely to any
MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail; flip open the quick-release, and
your bipod is ready to move. Screw-adjustable for gripping tension. Made of 6061 T6 aluminum with a durable, matte black,
Type III hard-anodized finish. a
b
#100-005-765AQ AD-BP Harris Bipod Mount, 
7B67Q99����������������������������������������������� $ 67.99

BADGER ORDNANCE

BIPOD ATTACHMENT RAIL
Add Picatinny Rail Segment
For Bipod Mounting
Aluminum rail permanently
attaches to your rifle’s forearm
and allows you to mount a bipod with Picatinny adapter.
Features QD sling insertion
point and gives 3" of rail space.
Requires permanent modification to the stock. Gunsmithing
required. Mounting hardware included. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black finish. 39/10" (10cm)
long. 4/5" (2cm) wide. 12/5 oz. (37g) wt. Screw spacing 3¼".
#093-000-052AQ Bipod Attachment Rail,
3K29D99 �������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99

SINCLAIR

BADGER ORDNANCE

GEN 3 F-CLASS BIPOD

TRAMP BIPOD MOUNT

Solid, Stable,
Lightweight
The Sinclair FClass Bipod is used
by shooters in F-Class
Competition, varmint
hunting, load testQuick Adjust
ing, tactical shootElevation Knob
ing, sighting in rifles,
Quick Cant
and more. It provides
Lever
an extremely strong,
stable, and comfortable platform for nearly any rifle. It was
designed with input from many shooters, including members of the “Team Sinclair” shooting team - who’ve won the
F-Class National Championships. Now in its third generation,
it is available in fixed configuration and with a quick-adjust
elevation knob for fast target acquisition and reliable followup shots. Made from 7075 T6 aluminum, it’s light yet rigid. The
Elevation Bipod weighs 1 lb. 15 oz. and the Fixed Bipod weighs
1 lb. 11 oz. Adjustable legs have laser etched graduations so you
can easily return to a favorite setting. The locking feature enables you to adjust and lock changes for rifle cant quickly and
easily. The rifle mounts to the bipod using its sling swivel stud
and the captured bipod’s pin system. Two tensioning knobs let
you pull the stock against heavy, low compression felt pads for
a movement-free mount. a
b
749-013-031AQ F-Class Bipod w/Quick-Adjust
Elevation – Matte Black, 
8H249N99������������������������������������������������ $ 249.99
749-013-029AQ F-Class Bipod Non-Elevation –
Matte Black, 8H199A99���������������������� 199.99
749-013-032AQ F-Class Bipod w/Quick-Adjust
Elevation – Satin Silver, 
8H249B99������������������������������������������������ 249.99
749-013-030AQ F-Class Bipod Non-Elevation –
Satin Silver, 8H199M99 �������������������� 199.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Quick-Attach Picatinny Mount
System For Harris Bipods
Easy-to-install Tactical Rapid
Adjustable Mounting Point affixes
quickly to a MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny
rail, providing a stable, secure attachment solution for Harris Bipods. Tension-adjustable and constructed of durable, lightweight Delrin® resin, the system adds
very little weight or bulk to the firearm. a
b
SPECS: Delrin and aluminum. 27/8" (7.3cm) long. 1.7 oz. (48.2g) wt.
#093-000-042AQ TRAMP Mount, 3K59L99������������������ $ 59.99

FA ENTERPRISES

BIPOD ADAPTER

Versatile Bipod & Sling Mounting
Swivel stud mounted to an aluminum block slides onto Picatinny
and Weaver-style accessory rails.
Lets you mount a sling or bipod
where you want it. Clamps tightly with no external nuts to snag.
Great on AR-15s and rifles with accessory rails. a
b
SPECS: 6061-T6 alum., Anodized, matte black. 23/4" (6.9cm) long.
#246-000-018AQ Bipod Adapter, 6B34I99�������������������� $ 34.99

order on the web

brownells.com

COMMAND ARMS

UNIVERSAL EQUIPMENT MOUNT
Drop-On Installation; Lets You
Mount Accessories To
A Railed Handguard
Molded, RX-18 polymer, equipment mount lets you attach slings,
bipods, and anything else that fastens,
using a sling swivel stud, right to your handguard. Attaches
easily to Weaver-style and Picatinny-rail handguards with a
push-button catch/release. Accepts swivel stud-mounted bipods. a
b
SPECS: RX-18 polymer, black, matte finish. 21/2" (6.4cm) long, 11/8" (2.8cm)
wide, 13/16" high (swivel stud to top of mount). Drop-on installation. Accepts swivel stud mounted bipods.
#100-001-154AQ Universal Equip. Mount, 9C16H99 $ 16.99

DOUBLE STAR

PICATINNY RAIL BIPOD ADAPTER
Ultra-Secure Attachment Of
Stud-Mounted Bipod
To Railed Handguard
Precision machined aluminum
and steel adapter clamps securely
to bottom of railed handguard to let you mount a bipod that
requires a sling swivel stud attachment point. Steel locking bar
and three hardened steel hex head screws that also serve as recoil lugs attach to Picatinny and Weaver-style rails for an ultrasolid platform that won’t slip even under heavy recoil. Streamlined design adds minimal bulk and weight to your weapon. a
b
SPECS: Hardcoat anodized aluminum and parkerized steel, matte black.
5
1
7
2 /8" (6.7cm) long, approx. 1 /8" (2.9cm) wide, extends /16" (1.1cm) below
rail. 2.9 oz. (81g) weight.
#100-003-741AQ Bipod Adapter, 2Z21N59 ������������������ $ 24.99

GG&G

BIPOD ADAPTER
Mounts Harris Bipods
& Other Stud-Mounted Accessories
To Railed Forearm
Bolt-on,
low-profile
adapter
clamps to the Picatinny rail on the
underside of a tactical rifle’s forearm to allow mounting of a
swivel stud-mounted bipod. Expands the accessory mounting
versatility of your rifle without requiring permanent alterations to the weapon. Cross-bolt and locking bar mechanism
provides secure rail engagement, even on worn or undersize
rails. Radiused edges, counter-sunk bolt head, and locking
bar recessed into the mount body give a smooth, streamlined
profile and help resist catching on sling, vegetation, or other
gear. Precision machined from solid 6061 T6 aluminum billet
and Type III hardcoat anodized for extra strength and corrosion resistance, with a hard, non-reflective surface. Locking
bar, cross-bolt, and stud are steel for maximum strength and
durability. a
b
SPECS: Body - 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black. Locking Bar, Cross-Bolt, Stud – Hardened steel, black oxide finish. 21/4" (5.7cm)
long, 11/4" (3.2cm) wide. Mount body extends 3/8" (9.5mm) below rail. 2.3
oz. (64g) weight.
#336-000-028AQ Bipod Adapter, 6C31Q99������������������ $ 31.99

Looking for a DEAL?
Go online and click on our
SALE & CLEARANCE tab!!
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rests & bipods

TANGODOWN

VLTOR

Quick-Deploy Bipod
Provides A Stable
Shooting Platform;
Adds Minimal
Weight & Bulk

Shooting Accessories

LIGHTWEIGHT QD
MIL STD 1913 BIPOD

SMITH ENTERPRISE

Shooting Accessories

MIM MANUFACTURING

UPRISER ARMS

TANK’S RIFLE SHOP

COMPETITIVE EDGE DYNAMICS

ROTA-POD

BIPOD SWIVEL MOUNT

BIPOD SPEEDY KNOB

CED7000 SHOT ACTIVATED TIMER

Allows All Harris Bipods
To Rotate

Innovative adapter fits
between your rifle and Harris
bipod, allowing you to swivel
the rifle while still using the
bipod. Adapter mounts easily to your rifle and its rotation can be locked in any position
with the “Lock Level” handle. Adapter models are available
for mounting on either a Picatinny rail or a sling swivel stud.
Picatinny model can be mounted or detached with the push of
a button. Sling swivel stud adapter features a padded contact
surface to prevent adapter from scratching your rifle stock. a
b
SPECS: Aircraft aluminum and stainless steel. Type III hard anodized,
matte black finish. Picatinny Adapter - 5.6 oz (158.8g) wt. Sling Swivel
Stud Adapter - 6.6 oz. (187.1g) wt.

rests & bipods

#100-015-310AQ Picatinny Harris Bipod Adapter, 
8F84K49������������������������������������������������������� $ 87.99
#100-015-311AQ Swivel Stud Harris Bipod Adapter, 
8F73E79������������������������������������������������������� 76.99

PRO MAG

Machined aluminum bipod
mount lets you rotate the rifle a
full 360° to change firing position without having to reposition
the bipod legs. Accepts any bipod
that attaches to a QD sling swivel
stud on the forearm. Pulling
Wingnut for shipping purposes only
and twisting the plunger-style
knob frees the mount to rotate on an ultra-smooth internal,
precision-bearing pivot. Twist and release the knob to lock
the rotation mechanism in the forward position and provide
a stable, rock-solid, non rotating shooting platform. Rubber
pad on the top of the mount prevents rattling and protects the
stock’s finish, so you can remove the mount and reinstall the
original swivel stud any time. Adds approximately 11/4" to bipod
height. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, black. 41/4" (10.8cm) long,
15/8" (4.1cm) wide, 11/4" (3.1cm) overall height. 6.6 oz. (187g) weight. Instructions and mounting hardware included.
#100-006-923AQ Bipod Swivel Mount, 8A69B99��������� $ 69.99

BIPOD RAIL ADAPTER
Clamps To Bottom
Handguard Rail For Installation
Of Swivel-Mounted Bipod

E. ARTHUR BROWN

Machined aluminum mount
clamps to Picatinny handguard rail to
provide a secure attachment point for
a swivel-stud mounted Harris or ATK folding bipod. Knurled,
steel crossbolt and locking bar can be quickly tightened with
two fingers, or secure the rail with a slot-head screwdriver for
solid, no-slip operation. Steel swivel rotates 360°.
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, hardcoat anodized, black. Approximately
2" (5cm) long, 15/16" (3.3cm) long, extends 3/4" (1.9cm) below rail. 2.5 oz.
(69g) weight.
#687-000-046AQ Bipod Rail Adapter, 7H18Q21������������� $ 20.99

YANKEE HILL

BIPOD ADAPTER
timers

Rotating Mount Allows A
Full 360° Field Of Fire;
Attaches To Sling Swivel Stud

Rock Solid Platform For
Bipod Attachment
Lightweight, slimline design
eliminates the “clunky” extra baggage look that goes along with trying
to mate a bipod to a railed handguard.
The rugged, aluminum platform with
fixed attachment stud provides a superior fit to Weaver or Picatinny, accessory rails. Two hex-head crossbolts give uniform
clamping pressure, so adapter remains rock solid while shooting. Specifically contoured to accept Harris and similar bipods
that attach to a swivel stud. a
b
SPECS: Aircraft-grade aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black finish.
25/8" (6.7cm) long, 11/4" (3.2cm) wide, 5/8" (1.6cm) high. 2.2 oz. (62g) wt.
#100-002-072AQ Bipod Adapter, 9A17B29���������������������� $ 19.99

S-LEVER

Quick Lock, Quick Release Adjustment
Lever For Harris S-Series Bipods

Easy-to-install lever replaces the knob
on Harris S-series bipods, so you can release the tension, tilt the rifle to level the
scope crosshairs, and then with a quick
flick of the lever, lock it down so you’re
ready to fire. Lightweight, fiber reinforced
nylon lever is easy to grasp and springloaded so you can reposition it to prevent snags without losing the tilt setting. Installs with simple hand tools. Instructions
included.
SPECS: Lever - Fiber-filled nylon, black. Hardware – Carbon steel, blued.
Approximately 2" (5cm) long, 13/8" (3.5cm) deep, 5/8" (1.6cm) wide. .6 oz.
(17g) weight.
#419-000-001AQ S-Lever For Harris Bipods, 
9A11L49 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 12.99

KMW

SADLAK INDUSTRIES M14/M1A
Heavy-Duty Bipod
Attachment Point

Reinforced post replaces the
front sling swivel stud to provide a
more secure attachment point for
quick-detach bipods. Two steel plates provide a much greater
surface area than the standard swivel post to help ensure a tight
hold during heavy recoil and rough handling. One plate fits in
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COMPETITIVE EDGE DYNAMICS CED8000

SHOT ACTIVATED TIMER
The Smallest, Lightest,
Most Compact, Full Function
Competition Timer Available
Dramatically improve your shooting scores! The CED8000 state-ofthe-art electronic timer provides every timing function any competitive
shooter needs in a small, easy-to-use,
easy-to-carry, dependable package.
No complicated toggle switches or
key pads; simply turn on the timer
and start shooting. Features include:
Easy-to-read illuminated LCD display • Unlimited shot record and review • 999.99 second time record capacity • Split
time recorded and shown for all shots fired • Programmed NRA
Bianchi, PPC and Field Shooting events • Sportsman Challenge
Countdown and Gunsmith Modes • Par-time function • Repetitive mode • Combined Comstock function (programmable
up to 199.9 sec.) • Low-battery indicator • Power down mode
(after 30 min. of non-use) • Input jacks for airsoft or stop plates
• Auxiliary jacks for earphone and external horn • Self-diagnostic system • Low frequency buzzer • Convenient steel belt clip
and much, much more
SPECS: High impact plastic housing, blue. 33/4" (9.5cm) long, 31/2" (8.9cm)
wide, 11/2" (3.2cm) high w/display closed. 8.6 oz. (244g) wt. Includes padded Cordura carrying case and instruction booklet. Uses one 9 volt, alkaline battery (not included).
#399-000-007AQ CED8000 Shot Activated Timer, 
9C159K99�������������������������������������������������� $ 159.99

POD-LOC

#100-000-326AQ Pod-Lock, 4K22H89���������������������������������$ 24.99

REINFORCED QD BIPOD POST

Install or remove your Harris Bipod in just seconds. Mounts in place
of the Harris mounting/attachment
screw. Also works with Harris #6A
Adapter for accessory rails. a
b
SPECS: Steel, blue. .750" (19.2mm) diameter knob.
#901-100-000AQ Bipod Speedy Knob, 1K7H99���������������� $ 7.99

COMPETITION ELECTRONICS

PROTIMER IV

No Tools Required To Lock & Unlock Bipod Swivel
Spring loaded lever replaces the Harris
lock nut, provides plenty of leverage to lock
or unlock the swivel using only your fingers.
Provides a dust and dirt shield that protects
the clutch mechanism from damage. Spring
loaded lever may be parked against the stock
to minimize snagging. Installation requires no
modification to bipod. Used by the U. S. military, NSN 1005-09-000-2008. a
b
SPECS: Synthetic handle, stainless steel mechanism,
black, matte finish. Handle 11/2" (3.8cm) long. Fits Harris S-series bipods.

the barrel channel, the other on the outside of the stock, and
they clamp together with a steel Allen head screw and threaded
swivel stud. Can be permanently bedded in the stock for added
support. Accepts all bipods that mount to the standard sling
swivel stud. a
b
SPECS: Steel, Parkerized, matte black. 17/16" (3.7cm) long x 1/2" (1.3cm)
wide. .6oz. (17g) weight. Drilling of stock required; instructions included.
#100-005-336AQ Reinforced QD Post, 6A33K43�������� $ 39.99

Compact & Lightweight So You
Hardly Know It’s There

Fast, No-Tool Knob
For Harris Bipod

Power & Features For Club &
Individual Needs
Two shot modes and three
timer modes fulfill all match and
individual practice needs. Operate
external horns, man on man, moving targets and stop plates. Start
button lock-out prevents accidental erasure of a competitor’s shot string. Remote start feature
operates the timer from a start plate or starts a moving target
so you can practice under realistic match conditions. Functions include instant, random or setable delay start, shot review
and split time, auto power down after 10 minutes of non-use,
horn off/on and shot sensitivity adjustment. Par time lets you
select string or continuous sequence, plus set required times
for 6 shot strings and 9 shots per string, then save in memory.
Couple two timers together for man-on-man operation. Hit
factor of each stage is automatically calculated. Records up to
69 shots for review. Off-On buzzer switch, steel belt clip and
low battery indicator. a
b
SPECS: Plastic, matte white finish. Powered by one 9 volt battery, not
included. 5.5" (14cm) x 2" (5cm) x 4.5" (11.4cm). Weighs 12.2oz. (345g).
External printer compatible. Includes detailed instructions.
#225-154-000AQ Pro Timer IV, 2K199G99�������������������� $ 199.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Now you can practice improving your
shooting times with a full-featured timer that’s
so compact you’ll forget you’re wearing it. Entire unit is roughly the size of a cell phone and
just as easy to operate. Plus, it can be upgraded
for wireless connection to a CED BigBoard
or CED Time Keeper for displaying results up
to 50 yards away from the timer. Contains 25
features including: • Custom PAR for single or
multiple time settings • Variable delay intervals
to .01 seconds • Easy-to-read illuminated LCD display • Split
and first time shots on each shot fired • Countdown Mode •
Memory storage including recall and unlimited shot record
and review • 999.99 second time record capacity • Auxiliary
jack for external loud horn, visual starts or target turning •
Digital sensitivity shot detector with adjustable software filter •
Rechargeable battery • Combined Comstock function • MultiPar mode (for multiple Par setting from one timer activation) •
Universal plug-in charger, wrist, and neck lanyards included.
SPECS: High impact plastic case, black. 37/8" (9.8cm) long, 13/4" (4.4cm)
wide, 11/16" (1.7cm) thick. 2.9 oz. (80g) wt. Universal plug-in charger, wrist,
and neck lanyards included.
#399-000-008AQ CED7000 Timer, 9C129C99�������������� $ 129.99
BELT CLIP - Convenient clip lets you carry your
CED 7000-series timer on your belt or pants
pocket, freeing both hands for shooting. Highimpact polymer body with soft, protective rubber
insert securely grips the timer and protects it from
shock, while stainless steel buckle holds the timer
close to your body. Sturdy piano hinge allows you
to rotate the timer up to see the screen and work
the controls.
#399-000-011AQ Belt Clip, 9C14C99 ��������������������������������� $ 14.99

COMPETITION ELECTRONICS

POCKET PRO II
Packed With Features To Help
You Improve Your Speed
Digital shot timer is easily configured for the information you need to
know when practicing your shooting to you improve your speed and
ultimately your match scores. Main
screen allows you to set-up the timer
to display only the information you
want to see. Review four shots at once with shot numbers,
times, and splits on the LED screen. Keep track of your shot
time with shot number, split and start delay type. Adjusts for
shot sensitivity via the display menu and shot dead time to
eliminate echoes while shooting. Onboard date/time display
lets you keep complete records as you chart your progress, and
internal memory stores up to 100 shots. a
b
#225-000-001AQ Blue Pocket Pro II, 2K121L19������������� $ 129.99
#100-011-303AQ Gray Pocket Pro II, 2K121I19������������� 129.99

Always Giving You More...
That’s Value...That’s

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

CLUB TIMER III
Compact, Ergonomic Design
Is Simple To Use;
Ideal For Clubs Or Individuals

CALDWELL

BALLISTIC PRECISION
CHRONOGRAPH PREMIUM KIT
Convenient, Portable Unit
Delivers Precise Velocity
Measurements

PACT

PROCHRONO DIGITAL

M2 CHRONOGRAPH

PROFESSIONAL
CHRONOGRAPH XP

Advanced Technology Helps
You Determine Best Loads

Gives Accurate Analysis
Of Ammo Velocity
Takes guesswork out of analyzing ammunition performance. Extra large shooting area for accurate
shot placement and easier setup.
Displays 9 strings of fire, 99 shots
each, plus delete string or current
shot, high and low velocity, extreme spread, standard deviation
and average velocity. Threaded for
1
/4-20 tpi camera tripod. Measures
speeds from 22 to 7000 in fps or
meters per second. Optional indoor
light kit required for indoor use.
Light kit available by special order.
Optional Indoor Lighting System
available. PC USB Interface provides everything needed to display
all your data from the ProChrono Digital chronograph in an
easy-to-read format on your computer screen. Control all of
the chrono functions from your computer, list velocity strings,
compute ft./lbs. of energy, power factors, and even create
graphs for easy data comparison and interpretation. Uses the
computer USB port for a cable connection to the ProChrono
Digital chronograph. User-friendly software allows two chronographs to be used with one PC for easy side-by-side chronograph velocity comparisons. Includes 25 ft. long USB cable,
USB adapter interface, and software CD. a
b
SPECS: ProChrono Digital - Plastic case, white, matte finish. Powered
by a 9 volt battery, not included. 16" (40.6cm) x 4" (10.1cm) x 33/4" (9.5cm)
Weighs 2 lbs. (907g). External printer compatible. Includes wire support
rods, diffusers and detailed instructions. PC USB Interface - Includes
25′ (7.6m) long USB cable, USB adapter interface, and software CD with
instructions. Requires Windows® 98, Windows® 2000, Windows® XP or
Windows Vista® operating system. Compatible with ProChrono Digital
chronograph only.
#225-100-101AQ ProChrono Digital Chronograph, 
2K109N09������������������������������������������������ $ 119.99
#225-000-004AQ ProChrono PC USB Interface Kit, 
49.99
2K44Q49 ��������������������������������������������������
PROCHRONO PAL - Determines the actual
velocity of factory and reloaded ammunition. Large shooting area for accurate shot
placement and easier setup. Displays velocity, number of shots, average velocity,
high and low velocity. Lightweight design,
threaded for 1/4"-20 tpi camera tripod. Measures from 22 to 7000 feet per second. Optional Indoor Lighting Kit required for indoor use. Light kit available by special order.
SPECS: Plastic case, white, matte finish. Powered by a 9 volt battery,
not included. 16" (40.6cm) x 4" (10.1cm) x 33/4" (9.5cm) Wt. 2 lbs. (907 g).
Includes wire support rods, diffusers; instructions.
#225-100-100AQ ProChrono Pal, 2K79M89 ���������������� $ 99.99

#225-000-005AQ Indoor Lighting Kit, 
2K57F79���������������������������������������������������� $ 66.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

STOCK #
#399-000-012AQ
#399-100-002AQ
#399-100-105AQ

MODEL
CED M2 Chronograph
Infrared Screen Set
Chronograph Carry Case

PRICE
9C199D99 $ 199.99
9C89Q99 $ 89.99
9C38F89 $ 49.99

SHOOTING CHRONY

BETA CHRONY CRONOGRAPH

Eliminates Velocity Guesswork

Saves time and money searching
for the most consistent load. Provides
precise speed and cumulative data
on factory loads or reloads. Compact,
easy to set up and operate; powered
by one, 9 volt alkaline battery. Attaches to a 1/4"-20 tpi camera tripod. Measures high, low and average velocities
from 70 to 5,000 fps, extreme spread
and standard deviation; measures
feet and meters per second; saves
data for later review or download to
computer. Gives info on each shot, each string and string to
string data.
SPECS: Steel case, 141/2" (36cm) long, 4" (10cm) wide, 2.5 lb (1kg) wt.
Includes diffusers, support rods and complete instructions.
#796-100-002AQ Beta Chrony Chronograph, 
6G114B99�������������������������������������������������� $ 114.99

BELL & CARLSON

EZ-ROOST

Have More Fun Shooting

Unique, system lets you see
when you hit your target without
squinting or using binoculars.
Plastic target holders hold clay pigeons and mount onto steel posts
that you set in the ground. a
b
SPECS: Four plastic holders and four
steel posts.
#137-000-009AQ EZ-Roost, 7C12C59������������������������������ $ 13.99

order on the web

brownells.com

Determine Exact Velocity To
Fine Tune Loads

Accurately keep track of
shot velocity data to work your
loads up to perfection. Builtin software tracks average
velocity, standard deviation,
average deviation, and complete spread all at the touch
of a button without having to
interrupt your shot strings in
the middle. Determines correct 100 yard zero setting and
where to set point of impact to
achieve maximum point blank range for bullet load combinations. Calculate windage, altitude compensation, free recoil, kinetic energy, Taylor knockout, momentum, IPSC power factor
and more. Allows a complete statistical analysis of every shot
string. Download all of your velocity data to your computer in
spreadsheet form to save and evaluate all of your shooting data
over many years of range time. Includes built-in alpha numeric
printer, full-function ballistic computer, as well as a complete
library of virtually every cartridge manufactured today. Made
in the USA. a
b
SPECS: Includes Professional Chronograph computer, two sky screens,
and mounting bracket.
#100-002-499AQ Professional Chronograph XP, 
5A221I43 �������������������������������������������������� $ 239.99

BIRCHWOOD CASEY

SELF-ADHESIVE TARGET SPOTS
Create Instant Bullseyes For All
Types Of Target Practice

Bright stick-on 1" diameter target spots
are easy to use and convenient for creating
instant bullseyes for target practice, sighting
in, and other shooting activities that require
a target that’s easy to see, even at long range.
High-contrast, radiant orange-red ensures a
sharp sight picture for smaller groups. Crosshair lines aid in aligning scope reticles. 360
spots per pak. a
b
SPECS: Orange-red adhesive-backed paper, with
black markings, on waxed, peel-off backing sheets.
#167-339-010AQ 1" Orange Target Spots, 360-pak, 
1K2N99������������������������������������������������������

$ 3.99

BIRCHWOOD CASEY

DIRTY BIRD TARGET

Produces A Multi-Color Splatter
For Superior Downrange Contrast

Four, black target rings separated
by differ¬ent fluorescent colored outlines produce a halo of color around
every bullet hole, so you can instantly
see your point-of-impact without
having to run downrange. Because
each target ring has its own underlying fluorescent color (green, yellow,
orange, or pink), you know exactly where each bullet impact
occurs in relation to the green, center bull’s-eye. Constructed
of weather-proof, plastic-film laminate. Includes 20 sheets,
each with a single 8" diameter target. a
b
#167-000-032AQ MC8-20 8" Targets, 20-pak, 
1K6L99 ������������������������������������������������������

$ 7.99
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CHRONOGRAPHS

INDOOR LIGHTING KIT - Features 72
LEDs that emit invisible, infra-red
light for optimum contrast over the
optical sensors and reliable, indoor
chronograph operation. Eliminates
possible invalid readings when using incandescent or florescent light
sources that can vary in intensity and coverage. Portable and
fast setup, just mount the light arcs and connect power. Red
“ON” indicator illuminates when operating. 120 VAC adapter
included. Will operate on a 24 VDC source (two 12 Volt batteries wired in series). Shipping box protects the unit during
storage and transport. Includes complete instructions. Fits all
ProChrono model chronographs.
SPECS: Adapter input - 120 VAC 60Hz. Light Arc Input/Adapter Output - 24
VDC 200mA. Power Consumption - Approx. 200mA (100 mA per arc).

Lightweight,compact system
with a large, easy-to-read LCD
screen records velocities from 50
fps to 7,000 fps and provides output data in feet or meters. Voice
chip technology lets you hear
each shot. Permanent memory
stores up to 500 shot strings, or
1,000 shots total. Convenient,
one-touch calculation of IPSC/
IDPA Power Factors, plus a built-in calculator to make crunching numbers in
the field easy. Data Collector software
and USB 2.0 cable let you store data for
permanent reference on a PC. Low battery indicator and no-data-loss auto
shutdown mode help preserve battery
life. Moisture resistant key pad provides quick access to data.
Includes two skyscreens, 20′ shielded cable, and 2′ mounting
bracket/tripod adapter. Optional accessories: Infrared Screen
Set permits chronograph use in all light conditions, even total
darkness, indoors or out. Includes AC adapter. Chronograph
Carry Case with handle and shoulder strap has separate compartments for chronograph, screens, mounting brackets, and
sensors; includes straps to attach tripod.
SPECS: Chronograph - High impact plastic housing, blue. 7.75" (20cm)
long, 4.5" (11.5cm) wide, 1.5" (3.5cm) high. Skyscreen Brackets - Aluminum and plastic. 2′ (61cm), 4′ (122cm), 6′ (183cm) long. Carry Case - 600
denier Cordura fabric. 18.5" (45cm) long x 6" (15cm) wide x 7" (18cm) high.

timers

Technologically
advanced chronograph uses
a high speed, 48 MHz processor to provide accurate
ballistic data. Chronograph
can be set to display velocity measurements in either
fps or meters per second
on the large LCD screen.
Unit includes a light kit
with 36 high resolution IR
LED sensors for shooting
in reduced light. Each unit
is factory calibrated to be
+/-.25% accuracy and measures speeds from 5 to 9,999 fps. Chronograph can be plugged
into your smart phone or tablet using the unit’s 15' audio cable.
A free downloadable app displays and records the velocity of
each shot along with other data identifying the current load
and environmental conditions. App also calculates average
velocity, standard deviation, minimum velocity, maximum
velocity, and velocity spread for the shot string. Data can be
exported through email, SMS messaging, or simply stored for
later use. Extra wide sunshades ensure accurate readings on
sunny or cloudy days. The sturdy, height adjustable tripod allows you to set up almost anywhere. Chronograph also works
for archery, paint ball, and air gun use. Comes with a heavy duty
carry bag made of ballistic fabric and equipped with heavy duty
zippers. Chronograph uses one 9V battery (included), and 4 AA
batteries (not included) for the light kit.
SPECS: Includes chronograph, IR LED light kit, light kit battery pack, tripod,
15' (4.6m) audio cable, and heavy duty carry case. Tripod adjusts from
15" - 42" (38.1cm – 106.7cm).
#100-014-067AQ Ballistic Precision Chronograph
Premium Kit, 7A131M29�������������������� $ 134.99

COMPETITIVE EDGE DYNAMICS

TARGETS

Compact, lightweight unit fits in the
palm of your hand; provides highly accurate timer functions designed to make you a better, faster
shooter. One of the very best choices for Club shoots because
it is so simple and accurate to use. The rugged, impact resistant case is ergonomically designed to be easy to carry or the
stainless steel clip will securely hold the unit onto your belt for
individual practice sessions. The large, can’t miss GO button
can be set for either Delay or Instant operation. Delay Mode allows a delay from .01 second up to 99.99 second before the extra
loud buzzer rings. In Instant Mode the Go button is pressed
and held on the “Are You Ready?” command and the buzzer
will sound instantly when the GO button is released. All critical
shot information is shown on the digital, easy-to-read display,
which can be set quickly to function in one of three different
modes. Timer Mode: Displays the number of shots and time
between shots, from first to last. Review Mode: Shows incremental times from the first to the last shot fired. Set Mode: Used
to switch between Delay and Instant and enter or clear a PAR
time. Uses a single, 9-volt battery (included), with auto power
down after 15 minutes. a
b
SPECS: Plastic housing , black. 33/4" (9.5cm) wide, 43/4" (12 cm) high, 13/8"
(3.4cm) thick. Weighs 8 oz. (226g). Complete instructions included.
#100-002-498AQ Pact Club Timer III, 5A137M29������ $ 139.99

COMPETITION ELECTRONICS

Shooting Accessories

PACT

Shooting Accessories
TARGETS

BIRCHWOOD CASEY

CLAY CLIPS

SHOOT•N•C® TARGET

CLAY PIGEON TARGET
HANGER

Highlights Your Hits So
They’re Easy To See
No need for spotting scopes or binoculars. When the bullet hits, the black is
replaced by a bright halo of fluorescent,
chartreuse color that makes the hit instantly visible to the naked eye. Convenient, peel-n-stick, self-adhesive backing. 8" Crosshair – Round target with
fluorescent orange “crosshair” pattern, shows bullet holes as
splashes of bright fluorescent orange on impact. Available in
paks of 6 or 50 targets. Includes repair pasters. 1", 2", 3" Bullseye
- 12 sheets with 72-1", 36-2", 24-3" targets. 9" Oval - 5 targets, 15
replacement centers. a
b
SPECS: Vinyl targets, adhesive back.
#167-343-150AQ 3" Round - 30 Bulls, 1K4J49 ������������ $ 5.99
STOCK #
#167-343-150AQ
#167-345-101AQ
#167-345-500AQ
#167-348-050AQ
#167-000-006AQ
#167-348-500AQ
#167-000-007AQ
#167-000-028AQ
#167-000-008AQ
#167-347-500AQ
#167-349-050AQ
#167-000-009AQ
#167-348-120AQ
#167-000-058AQ

TYPE/SIZE
3" Bullseye
6" Bullseye
6" Bullseye
8" Bullseye
8" Bullseye
8" Crosshair
12" Bullseye
17.25" Bullseye
1", 2", 3" Bullseye
7" Silhouette
9" Oval
12"x18" Silhouette
8" Sight-In
17.75" Sight-In

QTY.
12 pk
12 pk
60 pk
6 pk
30 pk
50 pk
5 pk
5 pk
12 pk
60 pk
5 pk
5 pk
15 pk
5 pk

PRICE
1K4J49 $ 5.99
1K4G49 $ 5.99
1K14F89 $ 15.99
1K4I49 $ 5.99
1K14H89 $ 15.99
1K21L19 $ 23.99
1K6Q99 $ 7.99
1K14F89 $ 15.99
1K4E49 $ 5.99
1K14F89 $ 15.99
1K6K99 $ 7.99
1K8F29 $ 9.99
1K6F99 $ 7.99
1K14P89 $ 15.99

BIRCHWOOD CASEY

SHOOT-N-C® TARGET
Perfect For Open Sights
& Low Light Conditions
Light gray, self-adhesive targets offer superior downrange contrast so you
easily see your point of aim with iron
sights indoors, or outside under lowlight conditions. Wherever the bullet
hits, the light gray surface is replaced
by an intense black splatter visible to
the naked eye. Perfect for sighting in
low-power scopes, and these targets offer a challenge for longrange shooting. Included repair pasters let you renew each target for extended use. a
b
#105-000-086AQ 8" Bullseye Target, 6-Pak, 1K4F19��
#105-000-087AQ 12" Bullseye Target, 5-Pak, 1K6L99

$ 4.99
7.99

GUNSITE ACADEMY

OPTION TARGET
Learn To Acquire Targets Quickly
Used by Gunsite Academy to train
shooters to see targets quickly and aim
for specific shot placement . Three-color
camouflage, humanoid outline has an
8" center mass X ring, head shot outline
and outline of a hand holding a gun as a
threat indicator. Pak of 100. a
b
SPECS: Paper. 18" (45.7cm) wide, 30" (76.2cm)
tall.
#447-000-002AQ Gunsite Option Targets, 
7D45D59 �������������������������������������������������� $ 59.99
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MOUNTAIN PLAINS

DATA TARGETS

Helps You Sight In Guns & Develop Loads

Lets You Hang Clay Targets
In Any Configuration
Easily mount clay pigeons to a
cardboard target backer, or hang them
from a line with these wire clips. Made
of stainless steel, the spring tension
clips fit over the side of the clay, and
can be pushed through a cardboard
backer or hung from a line using the integrated loop. Reusable
clips stay in the backing, unless directly hit, and are quickly
reloaded with another clay. a
b
SPECS: Stainless steel.10 clips per pack.
#100-014-377AQ Clay Pigeon Target Hanger,
9G4L99����������������������������������������������������������� $ 5.99

DO-ALL TRAPS IMPACT SEAL

#749-001-024

#749-000-992

Great For Improving
Off The Hip Shooting Skills
Reactive targets give you instant visual and kinetic feedback each time your
Gun Ball
shot connects. Unlike traditional stationary paper targets, these targets bounce, fly, and roll unpredictably. Makes each shot a unique and unexpected scenario, so
you can hone your fast-action shooting skills. Made of a supertough self-healing polymer material that absorbs the impact
from thousands of rounds from .22 to .50 caliber - even shotgun loads.
SPECS: Self-sealing polymer, orange.
#100-007-525AQ Gun Ball Target, 4" Diameter, 
6F32L09���������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99

#749-001-024AQ Three - 11/2" Diamonds with 3/4"
Centers, 9E6C99����������������������������������������$ 8.99
#749-001-023AQ Six - 1" Diamonds with 1/2" Centers, 
9E6J99������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99
#749-001-025AQ Two - 2" Diamonds with 1" Centers, 
9E6A99������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99
#749-001-008AQ One - 3" Diamond with 11/2" Center, 
9E6E99������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99
#749-000-992AQ One - 4" Diamond with 2" Center, 
9E6E99������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99
#749-000-993AQ One - 5" Diamond with 21/2" Center, 
9E6D99������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99
#749-010-321AQ One - 4" V shape with Side Bars, 
9E6Q99������������������������������������������������������������ 8.99

11" x 17" Sizes:
#749-001-334AQ One - 61/2" Diamond in 10" Cirlce, 
9E7K99������������������������������������������������������������$ 9.99
#749-010-322AQ Two - 4" V Shapes with Side Bars, 
9E7P99������������������������������������������������������������ 9.99
#749-010-323AQ One - 4" V Shape with Side Bars, 
9E7M99 ���������������������������������������������������������� 9.99

NATIONAL TARGET

SELF-ADHESIVE
TARGET PASTERS
Fast Target Repairs No “Lickum” Required

NATIONAL TARGET

1" FLORESCENT PASTERS - Adds
increased visibility to new targets,
helps get extra shooting sessions out
of beat-up ones. Bright, florescent
orange color works especially well on overcast days, at long
ranges, and for older shooters whose eyes don’t focus like they
used to. Stick ’em over the black, bull’s-eye on grid targets for
improved visibility , use to repair “shot-up” targets, or make
custom targets using your paper or cardboard.
SPECS: 125 per roll. 1" (25mm) diameter. a
b
$ 2.99

1" SQUARE PASTERS - There’s no need to quit shooting once
your targets are all “shot-up.” 1" square target pasters come with
extra-strong adhesive to hold them securely to your targets for
fast and easy repairs. Available in rolls of 1,000, in the colors
listed below.
SPECS: 1000 per roll. 1" (25mm) square.a
b
#644-000-017AQ 1" sq. Black Pasters, per roll, 
4D5C99������������������������������������������������������
#644-000-018AQ 1" sq. Buff Pasters, per roll, 
4D5A99������������������������������������������������������
#644-000-020AQ 1" sq. Brown Pasters, per roll, 
4D5H99 ����������������������������������������������������

SIGHT-IN TARGETS

High Contrast Improves Sight Picture
Brilliant fluorescent red on a white
background, with
grid divided into 1"
squares for precise
sight adjustments.
ST-3 has an easy-tosee red bull. ST-4 has
5 separate sighting
points, including a
diamond center with bold 90° alignment lines. a
b
SPECS: ST-3 - 14" (35.5cm) x 14". 6" (15.2cm) diameter bull. ST-4 - 15"
(38cm) x 17" (43cm). Sold in paks of 100.
#644-000-001AQ ST-3 Sight-in Target, 4
 D24N00��������� $ 39.99
 D13P39 ��������� 19.99
#644-000-002AQ ST-4 Sight-in Target, 4

$ 7.99
7.99
7.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

B-6

#749-001-334 #749-010-323

Targets feature blue shapes and ¼" grid lines over a white
background, providing plenty of contrast to see crosshairs and
aiming dots. Ideal for sighting in scopes at 100 yards or meters,
or for scoped rimfires at any distance. Grid lines help you make
precise adjustments and multiple aiming points let you sight
in or develop loads without leaving the bench. Targets feature
a table to record data such as cartridge, primer, powder, bullet
and velocity, and are pre-drilled for permanent record keeping
in a three-ring binder. Choose size and style below. Sold 25
targets per pak. a
b

B-8

B-16

B-16RC

From Airguns To High Power
Approved Targets
For All Your Shooting

81/2" x 11" Sizes:

GUN BALL GROUND
BOUNCING TARGET

#644-000-014AQ 1" Florescent Pasters, per roll, 
4D1B99������������������������������������������������������

B3

B2

TQ-4(P)

OFFICIAL NRA PISTOL TARGETS
B-2 50-FT. SLOW FIRE TARGET - 101/2" (26.7cm) x 12" (30.5cm)
b
Overall; 31/16" (7.8cm) diameter black (7 - 10 rings).a
#644-002-001AQ B-2 Targets, per 100, 
4D10E09������������������������������������������������������� $ 18.99
B-3 50-FT. TIMED & RAPID TARGET - 101/2" (26.7cm) x 12" (30.5cm)
b
Overall; 31/16" diameter black (9 - X rings).a
#644-003-001AQ B-3 Targets, per 100, 
4D10N09����������������������������������������������������� $ 18.99
B-6 (CP) 50-YD. SLOW FIRE REPAIR CENTER - 101/2" (26.7cm) x
b
101/2" overall; 8" (20.3cm) dia., black (8 - X rings).a
#644-006-001AQ B-6 (CP) Centers 100,
4D6G09 ��������������������������������������������������������� $ 9.99
B-8 (CP) 25-YD. RAPID FIRE REPAIR CENTER - 101/2" (26.7cm) x
b
101/2" overall; 55/16" (13.5cm) dia., black (9 - X rings).a
#644-008-001AQ B-8 (CP) Centers 100, 
4D6E09����������������������������������������������������������� $ 9.99
B-16 25-YD. SPECIAL SLOW FIRE TARGET - 101/2" (26.7cm) x 12"
b
(30.5cm) overall; 51/2" (14cm) diameter, black (7-10 rings).a
#644-016-001AQ B-16 Targets, per 100, 
4D10I09������������������������������������������������������� $ 18.99
B-16RC 25-YD. RED CENTER UNOFFICIAL SLOW FIRE - 101/2"
(26.7cm) x 12" (30.5cm) overall; 51/2" (14cm) diameter, black (7-9
rings). 10-X rings red. Not NRA approved. a
b
#644-000-005AQ B-16RC Targets, per 100, 
4D11G39������������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99

OFFICIAL NRA RIFLE TARGETS

TQ-4 (P) 100-YD. OFFICIAL PRACTICE TARGET - 14" (35.5cm) x
14" overall; 8" (20.3cm) diameter, black (7-X rings).a
b
#644-104-001AQ TQ-4 (P) Targets, per 100, 
4D9H99������������������������������������������������������� $ 14.99

Start Earning $$ - Have a web page dedicated to
firearms? Become a Brownells affiliate and earn money!
More info on our homepage at www.brownells.com

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

THOMPSON TARGET

IDPA PRACTICE TARGET

CLIP & SHOOT™ TARGET STAND &
HALO™ REACTIVE TARGETS

Practice To Match Standards
Official size and scoring rings let you
fine tune your shooting skills to improve
competition performance and scores.
Inexpensive alternative to cardboard
targets. Buff target against a black background gives excellent target visibility;
aids shooter concentration. a
b
SPECS: Paper, sold in paks of 100. 22" (55.9cm)
1
x 34 /2" (87.6cm). 18" (45.7cm) x 303/4" (78cm)
center.
#644-000-012AQ IDPA Practice Targets, 
4D27H29�������������������������������������������������� $ 28.99
ACTION PISTOL PRACTICE TARGET - Paper targets are NRA
approved for 50 yard shooting for pistol. Silhouette style for
USPSA/IPSC shooting with A, B, C and D zones.
SPECS: Paper, 35" (88.3cm) x 22" (55.1cm) overall.

NATIONAL TARGET

POLICE TARGETS
Practice Often, Stay-In-Tune

#644-027-001AQ B-27 Targets, 4D40F09������������������������� $ 69.99
#644-028-001AQ B-27 Target Centers, 4D13E69����������� 23.99
#644-000-015AQ B-27E Targets, 4D30F09����������������������� 39.99
#644-000-008AQ B29 Black Targets, 4D15H89��������������� 24.99
#644-000-006AQ B29 Orange Targets, 4D12M59 ��������� 19.99
#644-000-011AQ B34 Black Targets, 4D18D09��������������� 29.99
#644-000-009AQ B34 Orange Targets, 4D16Q49 ��������� 29.99
#644-021-001AQ TQ-21 Targets, 4D40B09��������������������� 69.99

REDFIELD

SIGHT-IN TARGET
Makes Sighting-In Scopes
So Much Easier

#750-190-034AQ 100 Sight-In Targets, 5E13F29����������� $ 16.99

WANT MORE?

This innovative target stand features a two-clip system that securely
holds your targets in place. No need
to use staples or tape. Simply fold
the two tabs over, push the tab-pins
through and you’re ready to start
shooting! Made of heavy duty, durable corrugated polypropylene which will last through 1,000’s of shots. Can be set up in
seconds and the 18" support rods easily push into the hardest
ground. Light weight stand has a large tote handle for convenient carry and is completely self-contained for easy storage.
Includes two Halo™ reactive targets printed on a special high
quality card stock, that when hit reveal a bright white halo
around the bullet hole, making your shots easy to see. a
b
SPECS: Corrugated polypropylene, yellow. 191/4" (48.9cm) high, 15"
(38cm)wide, 1/2" (1.3cm) thick. Reactive Targets – 121/2" (31.8cm) wide,
19" (48.3cm) high.
#100-013-376AQ Clip & Shoot Target Stand, 
8A7A69����������������������������������������������������������� $ 8.99
#100-013-377AQ Scope Alignment Halo Target,
5-pak, 8A6G59 ������������������������������������������� 7.99
#100-013-378AQ 10" & 4" Bullseye Halo Target,
5-pak, 8A6H59������������������������������������������� 7.99
#100-013-379AQ 4" Bullseye Halo Target,
5-pak, 8A6K59��������������������������������������������� 7.99
#100-013-382AQ 10" & 3" Bullseye Halo Target,
5-pak, 8A6A59������������������������������������������� 7.99
#100-013-380AQ Human Silhouette Halo Target,
5-pak, 8A6B59�������������������������������������������� 7.99

MATTERHORN INNOVATIONS

REVERSA TARGET SYSTEM

#100-012-176AQ Stake-N-Shoot, 8" Diameter, 
1D119D99��������������������������������������������������� $ 139.99
#100-012-177AQ Colt Speed Plate, 6" Diameter, 
97.99
1D84L49�����������������������������������������������������

BEAST ENTERPRISES

“THE BEAST” TARGET STAND
Fast, Convenient Setup For All
Types Of Paper Targets
Three-piece, all-steel target
stand sets up and takes down
quickly. Accepts nominal, 1" x 2"
pine furring strips spaced for stapling 18" x 24" pieces of cardboard
or USPSA approved, Milpark targets. Support legs attach with
bolts and wing nuts and are drilled for hold down stakes for
shooting in windy conditions; lifetime warranty. a
b
SPECS: Steel, painted, black. 211/2" (54cm) wide, 71/2" (19cm) high, 18"
(45cm) wide legs.
#109-150-000AQ The Beast Target Stand, 
1Z38G09������������������������������������������������������� $ 43.99

Portable Steel Target Stand For Target
Practice & Plinking

TARGETMASTER T2 TARGET STAND
Adjustable Width For
Different-Size Targets
Heavy duty, all-steel target stand easily adjusts from
18" to 34" to hold a variety of
different-width targets. Steel
channels accept nominal 1"
x 2" furring strips, and large,
easy-to-grasp adjustment knobs tighten against the wood
strips for a secure hold. Fully adjustable center pipes slide together to change width settings and are secured in place by a
fifth adjustment knob. Completely portable—just slide the center pipes into the legs for convenient storage and transport. a
b
SPECS: Steel, painted, black. Adjustable 18"-34" (45.8cm-86.4cm) wide,
71/2" (19cm) high, 18" (45.8cm) wide legs. Approx. 10 lbs. (4.5kg) wt.
#100-005-066AQ Targetmaster T2, 8D66G99����������������� $ 66.99

OVER 100,000 PRODUCTS TO CHOOSE FROM ONLINE!

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

order on the web

brownells.com

#100-000-229AQ IPSC/IDPA Target Stand, 
3K39M29����������������������������������������������������� $ 45.99

NEVCO TARGETS

IDPA/IPSC TARGET STANDS

Compact & Lightweight For Easy
Transport & Setup

Compact, lightweight construction for easy use. Rigid steel
channels accept nominal 1" x 2"
furring strips to support your target. Units are stackable to minimize
storage space and decrease setup
Folding
time. Approximately 181/2" wide to
fit all standard IPSC targets. Extra
deep channels provide added target leg support. Folding model folds
flat for easy storage and transport.
Drive-In model features a 10" long
Drive-In
heavy-duty steel spike with a 2" x
2" square striking head for driving
into the ground with your foot or a
hammer. a
b
SPECS: Steel, black, matte finish. Folding
- 19" (48.3cm) long x 5" (12.7cm) high x 1" (2.5cm) thick (folded). 3 lb. 2
oz. wt. Drive-In – 18" (45.7cm) long x 151/2" (39.4cm) high x 1" thick. 31/2 lb.
(1.6kg) wt. Furring strips not included.
#100-003-723AQ Folding Target Stand, 
6B31I89��������������������������������������������������������� $ 39.99
#100-005-007AQ Drive-In Target Stand, 
6B33Q39 ����������������������������������������������������� 35.99

WALKER FOUNDRY

BLU ARC

Portable target system sets up in minutes for hassle-free target practice and
plinking. Large, 3′ x 2′ cardboard target
has multiple black-and-white bullseyes
and tabbed slots that fold out to hold 12
individual clay birds for a satisfying cloud
of clay dust every time you hit one. Two,
one-piece ¼" diameter steel rods, each
with two spring steel clips, secure the sides
of the cardboard target. Forked legs press
into the ground for a rock-solid anchor. Stand and targets sold
separately. a
b
SPECS: Stand - Steel, powdercoated finish, orange. 52" (132cm) tall x
¼" (6.4mm) dia. Target - Corrugated cardboard. 31" (79cm) high x 23½"
(60cm) wide.
#100-006-684AQ Reversa Cardboard Target, 1 Each, 
1D3B59����������������������������������������������������������� $ 4.99
#100-009-873AQ Reversa Target Stand, 1D17D29����������� 19.99

Lightweight, steel construction combines excellent
strength and durability, with
ease of setup. No bolts, screws
or nuts to work loose. 181/4"
wide to hold standard IPSC target. Uses nominal 1" x 2" furring
strip as uprights. Stackable design minimizes storage space,
allows additional creativity when laying out IPSC and IDPA
courses. Separately available a
b
SPECS: Steel. 183/4" (47.6cm) x 18" 45.7cm) x 51/4" 13.3cm). 4 lb. 9 oz. wt.
Furring strips not included.

TARGET STAND
Rugged, Portable, Weather Resistant
Heavy-duty, cast iron
construction provides years
of use. Gives individual
shooters and clubs an extremely durable stand that’s
completely unaffected by
weather. Accepts nominal 1" x
2" furring strips. Staple on a 18"
x 24" cardboard backer or use
with IDPA and USPSA targets. Easily portable; stake or sand bag
for additional stability in windy conditions. a
b
SPECS: Cast iron, black, painted finish. 16" (40.6cm) wide x 20" (50.8)
long. 15 lb. (6.8 kg) wt.
#100-000-146AQ Target Stand, 
2K53K31������������������������������������������������������� $ 59.99

www.brownells.com
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Designed specifically for
sight-in and group shooting
with scoped guns. Bold, 90° lines
help in lining up crosshairs. Grid
divided into 1" squares; simplifies
windage and elevation setting.
Brilliant, flourescent, orange
color. Check settings on rangefinder scopes, too. Complete instructions. a
b
SPECS: 16" (40.6cm) x 16" overall. 12" (30.5cm) x 12" grid. Pak of 100.

Eliminates The Need For Tape Or
Staples To Secure Your Targets

Heavy-gauge steel target is built to
withstand the pounding of competition and hard practice. Simply stomp or
pound the stake into the ground and start
shooting. Industrial-grade compression
springs allow the popper plate to flex and
Colt Speed
shake when hit. Each good shot produces
Plate
an audible ring and visual reaction, so
misses are easily detected. Welded rein- Stake-N-Shoot
forcing plates help keep the stake from
turning when shot off center. Steel target face is reversible
for extended life and safely deflects bullet fragments into the
ground. For use with handguns and rifles with muzzle velocities less than 3,100 fps, and will withstand standard full metal
jacket ammunition. Not recommended for armor piercing or
steel core ammo, shotgun slugs, BBs or pellets. a
b
SPECS: Stake – ¼" (0.6cm) thick steel, black powder coat finish. 13" (33cm)
3
long, 3" (7.62cm) wide. Target Plate - /8" (0.95cm) thick AR500 steel,
laser cut, unpainted. 8" Stake-N-Shoot Target – 20" (50.8cm) long, 8"
(20.32cm) dia. 30" (76.2cm) long. 13 lb. (5.9 kg) wt. assembled. 6" Colt
Speed Plate Target – 14" (35.6cm) long, 6" (15.2cm) dia. 24" (61cm) long.
10 lb. (4.5kg) wt. assembled.

Easy-To-Carry &
Store, Allows Flexible
Course Layout

10/22 PERFORMANCE PARTS

The two most popular humanoid
targets. B-27 - Black, with white scoring
rings. 50 yard target gives 25 meter scoring. B-27E has a reduced length silhouette without changing centersize. TQ-21
- Federal, “blob”, gray target with black,
center of mass, score ring. a
b
SPECS: Paper target, sold in paks of 100. B-27
- 24" (60cm) x 45" (114cm) target, 121/2" (31cm)
x 181/2" (47cm) center. B-27E - 221/2" (57.1cm) x
341/2" (87.6cm) target, 121/2"(31cm) x 181/2" (47cm)
center. TQ-21 - 42" (106cm) x 24" target, 25"
(26.7cm) x 12" (30cm) scoring ring.

IPSC/IDPA TARGET STAND

STAKE-N-SHOOT
Rugged Steel Popper Target Gives
Instant Feedback; Easy To Set Up

10/22 PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
PARTS

#644-000-016AQ IPSC (P) Pistol Targets, 
4D26F69���������������������������������������������������� $ 28.99

GREAT INDUSTRIES

CHALLENGE TARGETS
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COMMAND ARMS AR-15/M16

HKS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL

MAGLULA AR-15/M16

MAGAZINE LOADER

MAGAZINE SPEEDLOADER

BENCHLOADERTM

Refill Any Capacity Magazine
Quickly—No Bruised Fingers
Easy-to-use loader snaps over top
of any AR-15/M16 magazine to help you
quickly and efficiently insert rounds
without pinching, bruising, or cutting
fingers and thumbs. Lets you load up
mags fast, so you spend more precious
range time shooting. Wide thumb pad
provides plenty of leverage to compress
the magazine spring, even when close
to full capacity. Quick-release tab locks
Magazine Not Included
into mag catch notch to prevent unwanted movement during loading. Rugged, molded polymer
construction with a textured, no-slip surface.
SPECS: Molded polymer, black. Fits any capacity AR-15/M16 and STANAG-compatible magazines in .223/5.56mm or 6.8mm. Also fits Ruger®
Mini-14®.
#100-004-133AQ AR-15/M16 Magazine Loader, 
6C9H79 ���������������������������������������������������� $ 10.99

CRABTREE TOOL & DIE

Load Pistol Mags Almost As Fast As You
Can Shoot, Without The Sore Fingers
Simple, easy-to-use design lets you load
pistol magazines quickly without dinging
the feed lips and pinching your fingers, so
you spend more precious range time shooting, less loading magazines. A real life saver
for squeezing those last few rounds into
mags with heavy springs. Slide the loader
over the magazine and grasp both firmly as
you repeatedly depress the ribbed, no-slip
thumb lever to relieve the spring pressure
and insert rounds. Depending on model, a
slot or an adjustable stop in the loader’s base prevents movement of the magazine while loading. Models available to fit
most Double Stack (DS) and Single Stack (SS) magazines. a
b
SPECS: Plastic, black.
#392-000-019AQ HKS 451 Magazine Speedloader, 
3K8C99������������������������������������������������������ $ 9.99
STOCK #
#392-000-012AQ

MAGAZINE CLIP LOADER
Fast, Painless Way
To Load Pistol Magazines

#392-000-014AQ

Helps load magazines quickly, without wear and tear on your
fingers and thumb, so you can
spend more time shooting and
less time reloading. Easy-to-use,
just slide over the magazine until
it grabs the follower side button,
then push down with your thumb to compress the spring and
begin inserting rounds until full. Durable, one-piece molded
polymer is solvent-resistant. Easily stores in your pocket, range
bag, or on a key chain. a
b
SPECS: Molded polymer, black. 11/4" (3.2cm) long, 15/8" (4.1cm) wide, 1/2"
(1.3cm) high. Fits Ruger®, Browning®, and High Standard .22 LR single
stack pistol magazines.
#100-004-406AQ Magazine Clip Loader, 2C5H19������ $ 6.99

L.U.L.A.
MAGAZINE LOADER/UNLOADER
BUTLER CREEK SEMI-AUTO

Load & Unload Magazines Fast; Saves
Overworked Fingers & Thumbs
Tough, lightweight, reinforced, polymer
loader/unloader saves fingers, thumbs, and
wasted time. Extends magazine life and lessens wear and tear on feed lips. Staggered,
triangular pieces of plastic securely grasp
rounds for effortless loading/unloading when
you move the lever back and forth. Fits in your
pocket.
SPECS: Reinforced polymer. AR-15/M16 fits 10, 20,
30, 100 rd, .223 caliber magazines. AK-47/Galil fits all
Magazine not
Ak-47 (7.62mm) and Galil (5.56/.223) metal and plastic
included.
magazines. Colt SMG fits Colt SMG 9mm-type metal
and polymer magazines. FN FAL fits 10-, 20- and 30-round FAL metric
and inch type magazines; also fits L4A1 and L1A1 magazines. M1A/M14
fits 10-, 20-, and 30-round M1A/M14 magazines and AR-10 magazine with
rear magazine catch. MP5 fits 15- and 30-round 9mm MP5, HK94 and
SP89 metal magazines.
#100-000-637AQ
#100-001-414AQ
#593-000-044AQ
#593-000-047AQ
#593-000-046AQ
#593-000-043AQ

AR-15/M16 Mag Loader, 7K25E69 $ 26.99
AK-47 Mag Loader, 7K25L69 ����������
26.99
Colt SMG Mag Loader, 9A27F49����
28.99
FN FAL Mag Loader, 7K27G49��������
28.99
M1A/M14 Mag Loader, 7K27M49��
28.99
MP5 Mag Loader, 7K27B49��������������
28.99
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#392-000-013AQ

FITS
MODEL
DS Browning High Power/BDM, CZ
940
75/85/99, Ruger P85/89/93/95, Sig
P226/228/229, S&W .40 cal., Taurus .40
cal. PT100/101
DS Glock 17/19/22/23/26/27/31/32/
GL-940
33/34/35/39, H&K USP, S&W Sigma
9mm & .40
DS Beretta 92F/96F, EAA Witness 9mm 941
& .40, MRI Baby Eagle, Ruger P91/94,
S&W 9mm, Taurus PT92/99/957,
Walther P88/99

— Advise # — HKS Magazine Speedloader,
3K8I99����������������������������������������������������������

$ 9.99

Colors

Takes The Pain Out Of Loading All Types Of
AR-15/M16 Magazines - Including PMAGs!
Latest version of the famous Maglula BenchLoader makes
it easy for you to load a 10-, 20- or 30-round magazine in less
than 30 seconds. Load hundreds of magazines a day without
the pain, pinched fingers, or bruises of hand-loading—perfect
for military/law enforcement armorers, shooting ranges, and
any high-volume AR-15 shooter. Foolproof design, with only
one moving part, makes it impossible to load magazines incorrectly and requires no maintenance. The BenchLoader is
gentle on feed lips, and its open loading tray makes it easy to inspect rounds for defects prior to loading. Numbered indicators
show the number of rounds in the tray, so no more guessing
how many rounds have been loaded. Easily handles a vast array
of 5.56/.223 AR-15/M16/M4 magazines, including metal USGIpattern mags like those made by Brownells, Magpul PMAGs,
older Lancer models (may not work on new L5AWM), Surefire
60- and 100-round mags, SA80, H&K metal 416 (may not work
on H&K plastic), and most polymer magazines. Easy to operate,
even when wearing gloves in cold weather, and it’s portable,
too, so it fits easily in your range bag.
SPECS: Reinforced molded hard polymer, black. Stainless steel magazine
retention bar. 16.5" (42cm) long. 12.7 oz. (360g) wt. Does not load blank
rounds; may not load rounds with irregular bullet styles.
#100-016-523AQ Maglula BenchLoader, 
9A149P99���������������������������������������������� $ 149.99

Thumb-saving, lightweight magazine
loader provides fast, painless 30-round
magazine loading in less than 13 seconds. Accepts 10-round stripper clips or
loose rounds for easy loading of 10-, 20-,
and 30-round magazines, and is capable
of unloading a 30-round magazine in 15
seconds. Ambidextrous, grooved thumb
slide provides a non-slip grip for rightor left-hand loading. Constructed of
durable, reinforced polymer for dependable operation under
extreme field conditions. Fits all AR 15/M16 metal and plastic
magazines.
SPECS: Polymer, black. 515/16" (13.5cm) long, 11/8" (2.8cm) wide, 13/16" (3cm)
high. 1.2 oz. (34g) weight. Accepts 10-round stripper clips or loose rounds.
Fits all AR-15/M16 magazines.
#100-003-330AQ AR-15/M16 Striplula, 7K25J69�������� $ 26.99

MARBLE ARMS
Reloads Tubular Magazines Fast;
Keeps Ammo Clean & Ready
Convenient storage dispenser holds
50 rounds of .22 LR ammo for fast, easy,
reloading of tubular magazines. Clips to
your belt and keeps rounds clean and ready
for instant access—no more fumbling for
loose ammo in your pocket. Prevents dirt,
dust, and debris from contaminating lubricated bullets and damaging your rifle bore.
Each of the 10 staggered, top-loading “silos”
holds five rounds. Grooved detents let you
slide the lid open to expose one silo at a time and dump the
rounds into the mag tube. a
b
SPECS: Injection-molded polymer, matte black. 53/8" (13.7cm) long, 11/4"
3
(3.2cm) wide, /4" (1.9cm) thick. 3.2 oz. (90g) weight.
#579-000-180AQ Catch .22 Mag Loader, 
9G6B49������������������������������������������������������

$ 9.99

MASEN

MAGAZINE LOADER for
PARA ORDNANCE
& GLOCK®
Gives Extra Leverage
For Fast Reloads & Happy Thumbs

Saves your thumbs and increases the refilling speed. Fits
over the magazine, while dual thumb pads give increased
leverage on the follower for fast, easy reloading without the
hassle. Simple, one-piece design works for both right- and lefthanded shooters.
#555-203-000AQ Para Clip Loader, 
6E5G79������������������������������������������������������

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Hand-held loader fills pistol magazines quickly and
easily, so you spend
less range time loadingmags and more
of it shooting. Smooth, positive operation protects fingers and
thumbs while you load hundreds of rounds painlessly—as fast
as one round per second. Also lengthens magazine life by reducing wear and tear on feed lips. Hold the magazine upright
with the bottom resting on a solid surface. Place the loader
over the top of the mag, press down lightly while squeezing
the lever to depress the follower, drop in a round, and work the
lever quickly to push it into the mag. Repeat the process until
the magazine is full. Constructed from tough, reinforced, black
polymer. Locks closed when not in use, so it takes up minimal
space in pocket or range bag. UpLula fits single- and doublestack 9mm, .357 SIG, .40 S&W, 10mm, and .45 ACP magazines,
plus some .380 mags. Will not load Glock 6-round single-stack
.45 caliber, Smith & Wesson 7-round single-stack 9mm, or
magazines with less than 8mm between feed lips. Baby UpLula
fits smaller single-stack pistol magazines, including most .22
LR, .25 ACP, .32 ACP, and .380 ACP. Does not fit Ruger® Mark I
or 22/45™, S&W 22A/22S, or Walther P22.
SPECS: Reinforced polymer, black or pink. UpLula - 27/8" (7.3cm) long, 1¼"
(3.2cm) wide, 3¼" (8.3cm) high. Fits single and double stack magazines
from 9mm to .45 ACP. Baby UpLula - 2½" (6.3cm) long, 15/16" (2.4cm) wide,
3¼" (8.3cm) high. Fits single-stack .22 LR, .25 ACP, .32 ACP, and .380 ACP
(9mm Short/Kurz) magazines.
#100-003-052AQ Uplula Pistol Mag Loader, Black, 
9A33N49 ������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99
100-015-266AQ UpLula Pistol Mag Loader, Pink, 
34.99
9A33N49 �������������������������������������������������
#100-005-262AQ Baby UpLula Pistol Mag Loader,
34.99
Black, 7K33E49�������������������������������������
100-015-268AQ Baby UpLula Pistol Mag Loader,
34.99
Pink, 9A33H49�������������������������������������

CATCH .22 MAGAZINE LOADER

STRIPLULA™

UPLULA MAGAZINE LOADER
Loads Pistol
Magazines Fast,
Protects Fingers &
Thumbs

Mag and
Ammo Not
Included

MAGLULA AR-15/M16
Easy, Painless Way To Load AR-15/M16
Magazines In The Field

BUTLER CREEK
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL

$ 6.99

MAGLULA RUGER® MINI-14®

STRIPLULA™
Greatly Speeds Loading
& Unloading Mags
Tough, polymer loader makes it
possible to load a 20-round magazine in less than 8 seconds. Also
accepts 10-round stripper clips and
loose rounds and allows unloading
a 20-round mag in 10 seconds. Ambidextrous, grooved thumb slide provides a non-slip grip for
right- or left-hand loading. Designed to load factory Ruger .223
Mini-14 magazines.
SPECS: Polymer, black. 53/8" (13.6cm) long, 11/8" (2.8cm) wide, 11/4" (3.2cm)
high. 1.2 oz. (34g) weight. Fits factory Ruger .223 Mini-14 magazines,
10-round stripper clips, and loose rounds. May fit some aftermarket
magazines as well.
#593-000-048AQ Mini-14 Striplula, 7K25Q69������������� $ 26.99

Web Bench
Your #1 Internet Newsletter
for Professional Gunsmithing Information

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

MCFADDEN MACHINE .22 AUTO

Saves time and aggravation plus wear and tear on
your thumb. Easy and straightforward to use. Just empty a 50
round box of .22 LR ammo into the hopper, insert a magazine
(the follower is automatically held down) and ten rounds are
instantly loaded into the magazine. a
b
SPECS: Lexan plastic, amber. 11" (28cm) long. Fits Ruger® Mark II, Ruger
22/45TM and Browning Buckmark.
#100-000-619AQ Ultimate Clip Loader, 9A16N69����������$ 19.99

THERMOLD

PISTOL MAGAZINE LOADER
Makes Loading Fast, Easy & Painless

Molded polymer, pushbutton-operated loader
helps you quickly load a centerfire pistol magazine
with less wear and tear on your fingers and thumb—
and the magazine. Compresses the mag spring uniformly, so inserting the rounds puts less pressure on
the feed lips and helps extend magazine life. Push
the spring-loaded plunger down onto the magazine
follower, slide a round in the opening, release the
plunger, and push the round the rest of the way into
the magazine. Repeat until magazine is full. a
b
SPECS: Zytel nylon, black. Fits magazines up to .550" (14mm) wide.
#100-005-860AQ Single Stack Magazine Loader, 
7C5N39����������������������������������������������������������� $ 6.99

VOLQUARTSEN RUGER® MARK I/II/III™

MAGLATCH
Lets You Load Mags Fast
Without A Sore Thumb

CARTRIDGE CHECKER

Helps Prevent Ammo-Related
Malfunctions

MILDOT ENTERPRISES

MILDOT MASTER CALCULATOR
Instant Solutions
For Mil. Dot Ranging

No need to remember complicated
formulas or make complex calculations. Practical analog calculator is
comprised of only two parts, uses no
batteries, fits easily in a shirt pocket
and is impervious to weather. Quickto-align scales provide direct readout
of range and bullet drop/wind drift, plus
converts yards to meters. Also determines angle of fire, eliminates hold over errors for uphill or downhill shots. a
b
SPECS: Calculator - 31/4" (8.4cm) wide, 61/2" (16.5cm) long. Includes 27
page 81/4" x 11" instruction book.
#889-100-000AQ Mildot Calculator, 9H29C89��������������� $ 39.99

Selection • Service • Satisfaction

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

GUARANTEED

Handy data books keep ballistic
data at your finger tips, for quick
targeting adjustments and deadon accuracy. Helps you maintain
a complete, detailed, long-term
record of a rifle’s performance. Each book
contains 200 pre-printed fill-in the-blank
pages to document trajectory data for a variety of targeting scenarios, including “cold
bore,” reticle hold, zero target, zero/call, IPSC
torso, special stationary, moving/profile, and
unknown distance targets. Additional pages
for range cards, field sketches, sniper observation logs, and round counts, plus USMC click/
wind charts and information pages with formulas. Small (45/8" x 7"), 6-ring book has waterproof, “Rite-inthe-Rain®” all-weather paper, ideal for use in the field. Large
(51/2" x 81/2"), 3-ring book has pages printed on heavy-duty 90
lb. card stock. Both styles available with either a waterproof
plastic cover or in Sniper format with a zippered outer cover of
durable, water-resistant Cordura nylon. Sniper books include
a 5" x 3" “Rite-in-the-Rain” note pad and permanent ink pen.
All books come with a CD-ROM that has an electronic user
manual on how to make the most of the book, as well as 300
“to-scale” printable targets, true scaled in yards or meters for
MOA or MIL. a
b
SPECS: Plastic cover, metal binder rings. Sniper models have a Coyote
tan nylon, zippered outer cover. Large - 51/2" x 81/2". 3-ring binder. 90 lb.
card stock pages. Small - 45/8" x 7". 6-ring binder. Rite-in-the-Rain pages,
plus 3" x 5" spiral bound note pad and permanent ink pen.
#080-000-893AQ 3-Ring Data Book, Large, 
5E29P99������������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99
#080-000-894AQ 3-Ring Sniper Data Book, Large, 
5E59C99������������������������������������������������������� 59.99
#080-000-895AQ 6-Ring Rite-In-The-Rain Data
Book, Small, 5E49H99��������������������������� 49.99
#080-000-896AQ 6-Ring Rite-In-Rain Sniper Data
Book, Small, 5E74B99����������������������������� 74.99

SNIPER TOOL DESIGNS

COSINE INDICATOR
Improves Accuracy When
Shooting Up Or Down Hill
Precision-machined,
aircraft-grade
aluminum instrument eliminates guesswork when adjusting your scope to fire at
elevated, or very low targets. The orange
needle moves with your rifle and displays
a number that indicates the percent your
rifle is off level. Multiply the indicated percent by the target distance to easily calculate the adjusted distance for gravity.
Indicator shown with
Dovetailed bottom fits onto the aluminum
Optional Mount
mount (listed below) which fits Picatinny
and Weaver-style rails. Or, mount an extra Weaver-style ring on
your scope tube and clamp the Indicator in the ring’s dovetail.
Ring not included. Lets you keep your face on the cheekpiece
and see the Indicator. Mil-Spec version is waterproof for 35
minutes and 1 meter of water. a
b
SPECS: Aircraft-grade aluminum, anodized, black. Cosine Indicator - 1"
(2.54cm) diameter of dial, .75" (1.9cm) thick. Mount - 1.37" (3.5cm) wide,
1" high.
#100-001-423AQ Standard Cosine Indicator, 
6A129A99�������������������������������������������������� $ 129.99
#100-003-770AQ Mil-Spec Cosine Indicator, 
6A169B99��������������������������������������������������� 169.99
#093-000-014AQ Cosine Indicator Mount, 
3K54J49����������������������������������������������������� 59.99

order on the web

brownells.com

Durable, All-Weather Log Books Made For Outdoor People
Rite In The Rain products are what their name promises:
all-weather paper products that let you write anywhere in any
weather conditions. A Rite In The Rain notebook is a guarantee that the critical notes you take in the field or at the range
will be readable when you get home. Manufactured with virgin fibers for maximum durability, with an environmentally
safe, water-repellent matte-finish coating, these paper goods
are also fully recyclable. Exclusive Field Flex cover material will
flex thousands of times but will not break down or tear. Pages
are perforated for easy removal. a
b
FIELD BOOK KIT - Contains a bound
notebook with Field Flex cover and
pages of 32 lb. tan paper with a universal grid pattern for notes or scaled
drawings. Comes with all-weather
black ink pen that writes on wet paper; ink cartridge is pressurized, so it
works at any angle. Rugged tan Cordura nylon outer cover has a zipper
closure and handy pockets on the inside. Originally developed
for military use, contains 16 pages of tactical reference material
at the back of the book.
SPECS: Notebook – Paper: 32 lb. stock, tan tint. 45/8" (11.7cm) x 7" (17.8cm),
160 pages (80 sheets). Cover - Ballistic nylon, tan. 51/2" (14cm) x 81/2"
(21.5cm). Pen - Plastic case, black, black ink.
#100-008-878AQ Rite In The Rain Field Book Kit, 
8E40K89������������������������������������������������������� $ 45.99
ALL-WEATHER MEMO BOOK - Green, Field Flex
bound memo book fits neatly in shirt or jacket
pocket. 20 lb. paper stock printed with light universal grid lines. Always carry one to take notes in
the field. Useful reference material printed on the
inside covers.
SPECS: Paper – 20 lb. stock, light green tint. 31/2" (8.9cm) x 6"
(11cm), 120 pages (60 sheets). 3 oz. (85g) wt. Cover – Field
Flex heavy tag stock, O.D. green.
#100-008-873AQ All-Weather Memo Book, 
8E5L19 ���������������������������������������������������������� $ 5.99
ALL-WEATHER SPIRAL BOUND NOTEBOOK - Spiral
bound notebook fits in a shirt or hip pocket. Cover
made of tough, flexible, waterproof Polydura plastic. Inside front cover features metric and English
measurement equivalents, plus metric map scales.
SPECS: Polydura plastic cover. Available with dark green
cover/green-tinted paper, black cover/light gray paper, or
tan cover/buff paper. 3" (7.6cm) x 5" (12.7cm). 100 pages
(50 sheets).
#100-008-871AQ 3" x 5" Notebook, Green, 8E3M49�������� $ 3.99
100-015-486AQ 3" x 5" Notebook, Black, 8E3A49���������� 3.99
100-014-274AQ 3" x 5" Notebook, Tan, 8E3J49�������������� 3.99

LYMAN

HAWKEYE SHOOTERS OPTIC AID
Gives Target Shooters A
Focused Sight Picture
Lightweight, plastic diopter
mounts to your eyeglasses to instantly improve eye focus and eliminate “fuzzy” targets and iron sight
distortion. Rubber suction cup mounts diopter directly to eyeglass lens without scratching, and allows easy positioning for
perfect sight path. Improves depth of field and level of sharpness from near to far. Ideal shooting aid for those whose eyes
simply don’t focus the way they used to. a
b
SPECS: 11/16" (17.5mm) O.D. x 1/8" (3.2mm) thick disc. Fixed, 1/16" diameter
3
aperture. /4" (19mm) diameter suction cup.
#539-000-007AQ Hawkeye Optics Aid, 5K16B89����������� $ 19.99
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shooting aids

Precision machined aluminum
gauge is the quick, accurate, easy
way to check reloaded ammunition—or suspect factory ammo—to
verify that it is dimensionally correct for proper function in your rifle. A majority of semi-auto
jams are caused by oversized cases; if your ammo doesn’t fit the
case gauge, it won’t fit your chamber. Anodized red or blue for
easy caliber identification. Red .223/5.56 Wylde gauge fits .223
SAAMI and 5.56 NATO. Blue .308/7.62 gauge fits .308 SAAMI
and 7.62mm NATO. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, anodized red (.223/5.56 Wylde) or blue (.308/7.62).
#452-000-102AQ .223/5.56 Wylde Case Gauge, 
2E24H00 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 29.99
#452-000-103AQ .308/7.62 Case Gauge, 2E24P00������� 29.99

Convenient & Durable With
Pre-Printed Pages For Critical
Ballistic Information

Make sure all your ammo is in
spec before you shoot that critical match. Helps you avoid jams,
misfires, feeding problems, and
other malfunctions caused by outof-spec ammo that can cost you precious points—or a whole
match. Machined aluminum with check holes precision bored
using the same high-quality Clymer reamers EGW chambers
its barrels with. 4-Caliber Handgun model lets you check
four popular cartridges commonly used in practical shooting matches: 9mm, .38 Super, .40 S&W, and .45 ACP. Cowboy
checker helps you check .357 Mag, .44-40, .44 Mag, and .45 Colt
for the various cowboy games. 7-Hole Cartridge Checker lets
you simultaneously check seven rounds of rifle or pistol ammo.
12 Gauge model can check six shotshells at once. a
b
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, anodized, black.
#296-000-125AQ 4-Caliber Cartridge Checker, 
6B17A14������������������������������������������������������� $ 19.99
#296-000-189AQ Cowboy Cartridge Checker, 
6B21I43��������������������������������������������������������� 24.99
#296-000-190AQ .223 Rem Cartridge Checker, 
6B25Q71������������������������������������������������������� 29.99
#296-000-191AQ 5.56 Cartridge Checker, 6B25C71����� 29.99
296-000-220AQ .30-06 7-Hole Cartridge Checker, 
6B38G57������������������������������������������������������� 44.99
296-000-221AQ .300 Blackout 7-hole Cartridge
Checker, 6B34D29 ��������������������������������� 39.99
296-000-222AQ .308 Win 7-Hole Cartridge Checker, 
6B34B29������������������������������������������������������� 39.99
#296-000-202AQ .380 ACP Cartridge Checker, 
6B17Q14������������������������������������������������������� 19.99
296-000-226AQ .38 Super 7-Hole Cartridge Checker,
6B17E14 ������������������������������������������������������� 19.99
296-000-224AQ .357 Magnum 7-Hole Cartridge
Checker, 6B17G14����������������������������������� 19.99
296-000-225AQ .40 S&W 7-Hole Cartridge Checker, 
6B17M14������������������������������������������������������� 19.99
296-000-223AQ 10mm Auto 7-Hole Cartridge
Checker, 6B17E14����������������������������������� 19.99
296-000-227AQ .45 ACP 7-Hole Cartridge Checker, 
6B17Q14������������������������������������������������������� 19.99
#296-000-203AQ 12 Gauge Cartridge Checker, 
6B42A86������������������������������������������������������� 49.99

JP ENTERPRISES AR-15/M16/AR-STYLE .308

MATCH CASE GAUGE

PRECISION RIFLE DATA BOOKS

Helps Prevent Jams
By Making Sure Each Round
Meets Specs Before Shooting

RITE IN THE RAIN®
NOTEBOOKS

magazine loaders

Fast, painless way to load Ruger
rimfire magazines: “latches” to the
loading button and bottom of the
mag to keep the spring and follower
compressed. Eliminates the need for
constant thumb pressure to keep the
Magazine not
follower retracted, so you can load
included.
more magazines faster—without a
sore thumb afterward. Ambidextrous design provides a non-slip
grip for right- or left-hand loading. Constructed of durable,
reinforced nylon polymer for long-lasting reliability. a
b
SPECS: Nylon polymer, black. Fits Ruger Mark I, Mark II, and Mark III magazines. Will not fit 22/45™ magazines.
#930-000-122AQ Mag Latch, 3Z7H29 ��������������������������������� $ 8.99

Colors

Shooting Accessories

Load A 10-Round Magazine
In Less Than 10 Seconds

EGW

Calibers

ULTIMATE CLIP LOADER

CHEEKEEZE

Shooting Accessories

MERIT

DELUXE OPTICAL ATTACHMENT
The Original - Attaches Firmly To Glasses
- Eliminates “Fuzzy” Sights
Instantly adjustable aperture mounts directly on prescription or shooting glass lens
to improve eye focus, thereby eliminating
iron sight and target “fuzzing”. Raises scores and lets both rifle
and pistol shooters keep shooting even when the eyes won’t
focus as well as they used to. Thin, sharp, aperture edge gives
crisp sight picture. Suction cup mounting won’t scratch or mar
lens, holds tight for one-handed adjustments. a
b
SPECS: 5/8" (15.9mm) O.D. x 1/4" (6.3mm) thick disc. Aperture adjusts from
.020" (.508mm) to .155" (3.94mm). 9/16" (14.3mm) diameter suction cup.
#571-001-000AQ Optical Attachment, 1G46Q89����������� $ 64.99

SAFETY & TRAINING AIDS

“INSTA GRIP”
For Any Part That Needs
A Little More “Bite”
Cut, peel, and stick to handgun
grips, bull barrels, rifle or shotgun
stock forearms and butt plates for a
better grip. a
b
SPECS: Black only. Medium and Heavy texture. Two sizes: 1" (2.5cm) W.
x 12" (30.4cm) L., 12 pieces per pkg.; 2" (5.1cm) W. x 12" (30.4cm) L., 6
pieces per pkg. Assortment has 18 pieces: 6 ea., 1"x2", Med. and Heavy;
3 ea., 2"x12", Med. and Heavy.
#084-093-112AQ 1x12 Medium Insta-Grip, 
4H15N98 ������������������������������������������������������$ 19.99
#084-093-106AQ 2x12 Medium Insta-Grip, 
4H16L90�������������������������������������������������������� 20.99
#084-093-212AQ 1x12 Heavy Insta-Grip, 4H15D46������ 19.99
#084-093-206AQ 2x12 Heavy Insta-Grip, 4H13D60������ 16.99
#084-093-000AQ “Insta-Grip” Assortment, 
4H26G67������������������������������������������������������ 31.99

I.N.C. INC

HAND-EEZ PALM SWELL
Sorbothane® Absorbs Shock & Vibration
Fills the hollow of the hand with a cushion
of soft, recoil-absorbing Sorbothane rubber
to ease finger and hand cramps and shooter
fatigue. Makes any rifle or shotgun more
comfortable to shoot. Peel-’n-stick adhesive
installs easily. a
b
SPECS: Sorbothane rubber, checkered face. 4"
(10cm) long, 11/2" (3.8cm) wide Available right- (R/H)
or left-hand (L/H).
#440-705-100AQ Right-Hand Hand-Eez, 4D7J00��������� $ 9.99
#440-705-101AQ Left-Hand Hand-Eez, 4D7Q00 ����������� 9.99

BRAUER BROS.

LEATHER LACE-ON CHEEKPIECE

shooting aids

Instant Comb Height Increase
Minimizes cheek slap and improves eye-to-scope alignment
without altering your stock. Topgrain leather cheekpiece features
3
/4" thick foam pad to cushion your
cheek and raise the line of sight.
Soft, corduroy lining won’t scratch
stocks. a
b
SPECS: Tanned cowhide, smooth texture, cordovan color. Nylon laces,
brass eyelets. 8" (20cm) long. 2 oz. (56g) wt.
#138-101-010AQ Lace-On Cheekpiece, 8C19H29 ������� $ 24.99
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RIFLE
BATTLE SADDLE
CHEEK REST

GARRETT INDUSTRIES

Stick-On Pad Cushions Your
Cheek From Recoil Pain
Puts an easy-to-install cushion between your tender cheek
and any rifle or shotgun stock. Space age, peel-and-stick polymer foam actually absorbs the force of recoil to help alleviate
the pain caused by a hard-kicking rifle or shotgun. A great way
to make small adjustments to comb height. a
b
SPECS: Polymer foam, black. 6" (15cm) x 5" (12cm), 1/16" (1.6mm), 1/8"
1
(3.1mm), or /4" (6.3mm) thick. Fits right and left hand stocks.
#946-000-008AQ 1/16" Cheekeeze, 6D8L99 ������������������������� $ 9.99
#946-100-125AQ 1/8" Cheekeeze, 6D9L99��������������������������� 13.99
#946-100-250AQ 1/4" Cheekeeze, 6D10D99 ����������������������� 15.99

D&E

SCOPE EZE

Instantly Adds Comb
Height For Heavy Recoiling
Rifles, Slug Guns
Recoil-absorbing, rubber
pad raises the line of sight. Cushions the cheek from recoil
for faster, more comfortable shooting. Works for both scopemounted and open-sight-equipped rifles and shotguns. Made
from extra-dense, polymer-foam rubber. Stick-On - Peel-off
adhesive backing won’t shoot loose or shift position. Caution:
Installation considered permanent. Adhesive may damage
some stock finishes. Strap-On - Removable/replaceable; velcro
and elastic straps attach pad to stock. a
b
SPECS: Polymer foam, black. 6" (15cm) long. 1.3 oz. (37g) wt. Height tapers
above factory; drop at comb shown in chart. 1/4" Slimside - 1/16" (1.6mm)
thick sides with 1/4" (6.3mm) thick, parallel top. 3/8" Slimside - 1/16" (1.6mm)
thick sides with 3/8" (9.5mm) thick, parallel top. Elevator - 1/8" (3.2mm)
sides with 1/8" to 1/2" (12.7mm) tapered top. Fits right- and left-hand stocks.
STICK-ON
STOCK #
TAPER/MODEL
PRICE
6D27M79 $ 34.99
#946-101-750AQ
¼" (6.3mm) to ¾" (19mm)
5
6D27D79 $ 39.99
#946-101-900AQ
/8" (15mm) to 1" (2.5cm)
7
6D33E39 $ 44.99
#946-101-925AQ
/8" (22mm) to 1¼" (3.1cm)
1
6D35J59 $ 49.99
#946-101-950AQ
1 /8" (2.8cm) to 1½"
(3.8cm)
6D22B29 $ 29.99
#946-000-001AQ
¼" Slimside
3
6D23F39 $ 29.99
#946-000-007AQ
/8" Slimside
6D22F29 $ 29.99
#946-000-002AQ
Elevator
STRAP-ON
STOCK #
#946-102-001AQ
#946-102-002AQ
#946-102-003AQ
#946-102-004AQ
#946-000-004AQ
#946-000-005AQ

TAPER/MODEL
¼" (6.3mm) to ¾" (19mm)
5
/8" (15mm) to 1" (2.5cm)
7
/8" (22mm) to 1¼" (3.1cm)
11/8" (2.8cm) to 1½"
(3.8cm)
Slimside
Elevator

KICK-EEZ™

PRICE
6D27H79 $ 34.99
6D27M79 $ 39.99
6D33I39 $ 44.99
6D35C59 $ 49.99

Lets You Add A Cheek Rest
To Your Rifle Without
Drilling Holes
Made of durable Kydex, this
ambidextrous rest provides a secure cheek weld and encourages proper eye alignment when using large scopes. Adjustable cheek pad has a full 2" of height adjustment and can be
completely lowered for use with iron sights. Fits most rifles
and does not require drilling holes in stock for installation. An
adhesive pad provides a secure base for the rest and four setscrews solidly hold the rest in place on the stock. To remove the
cheekpiece, simply unscrew the Kydex portion and peel of the
lower adhesive pad. Cheek rest and pad won’t leave residue or
mar the stock. a
b
SPECS: Kydex, black. 7.5" (19cm) long. 5.2 oz. (147.4g) wt.
#100-015-692AQ Rifle Battle Saddle Cheek Rest, 
3D60D00����������������������������������������������������� $ 79.99

SMITH ENTERPRISES

STRAP-ON CHEEK PAD
Provides Positive Cheek-ToStock Contact For Improved
Shooting Form & Comfort

CHEEK-EEZ

Softens Felt Recoil, Prevents
Cheek Bruising
Peel and stick to any cheekpiece and
put an end to feeling beat up the day after
shooting. Genuine, recoil absorbing Sorbothane®, is pre-cut with an adhesive back to fit quickly on shotguns or rifles. Four thicknesses for fast height adjustments. a
b
SPECS: Sorbothane rubber, black. 6" (15cm) x 5" (12cm), 1/16" (1.5mm), 1/8"
(3.1mm), 3/16" (4.7mm), 1/4" (6.3mm) thick.
#440-703-116AQ 1/16" Cheek-Eez Pad, 4D8I18����������������� $ 15.77
#440-703-180AQ 1/8" Cheek-Eez Pad, 4D8A18����������������� 15.77
#440-703-316AQ 3/16" Cheek-Eez Pad, 4D10D29������������� 21.05
#440-703-140AQ 1/4" Cheek-Eez Pad, 4D11G34��������������� 22.10

NEXT LEVEL TRAINING

SIRT PERFORMER TRAINING PISTOL
Inert Training Replica Uses Lasers
To Assist In Learning Proper
Pistol Mechanics
Training pistol with the look, feel
and approximate weight of a Glock
17/22 provides enhanced dry-fire
practice. The Shot Indicating Resetting Trigger (SIRT) system assists shooters in developing
proper grip and trigger control without spending money on
ammunition. Auto-resetting trigger activates two red lasers –
one when pressure is applied to the trigger to serve as a takeup/trigger prep indicator (may be deactivated), while the other
displays “shot” placement. Features standard sights and a functional magazine release that enables users to practice reloads
using the included weighted training magazine.
SPECS: Molded polymer, black frame and red slide. 24.5 oz. (695g) wt.
with magazine. Lasers are 5mW Max, 650nm wavelength, and are windage/elevation adjustable. Includes one training magazine, Allen wrenches, instructions, and training DVD. Uses one CR-123 battery, included.
#100-010-966AQ SIRT Performer Training Pistol, 
5C249H99������������������������������������������������ $ 249.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

TAC OPS CHEEK PADS
Increases Shooting
Comfort & Provides
Storage For Ammo &
Other Gear
Made for the rifle shooter who requires a lot from a
cheek pad, the Tac Ops pad offers a soft, synthetic suede cheek
rest for increased shooting comfort with minimal increase in
comb height. Stitched and reinforced nylon body has a zippered pocket for carrying little necessities like a windage and
elevation card, cleaning gear, or small shooting accessories.
Heavy, reinforced elastic cartridge carrier outside the pocket
securely holds up to 8 rounds at your fingertips, ready to load.
Three hook-and-loop cinch straps provide fast, secure installation, adjustment, and removal. Rear strap includes a hookand-loop lined drag handle. a
b
SPECS: Cordura nylon shell, Black, O.D. Green, or Multi-Camo. 73/4"
(19.6cm) long, 4" (12.7cm) tall at buttplate end, 3" (7.6cm) wide. Adds approximately .35" (8.9mm) to cheek height. 7 oz. (198g) wt.
#100-004-629AQ Tac Ops Cheek Pad, Black, 
8B32A43������������������������������������������������������� $ 39.99
#100-004-631AQ Tac Ops Cheek Pad, O.D. Green, 
8B32K43������������������������������������������������������� 39.99
#100-004-630AQ Tac Ops Cheek Pad, Multi-Camo, 
8B32L43������������������������������������������������������� 39.99

NEXT LEVEL TRAINING

Comfortable, strap-on cheek
pad helps you gain a positive
and consistent cheekweld on
buttstocks without an integral
cheekrest or raised comb. Felt-like, waterproof inner pad with
overlaid PVC shell cushions recoil and minimizes perceived
vibration, so your face takes less of a beating when firing large
caliber rifles or full automatic weapons. Outer covering of
heavyweight, 1000 Denier ballistic cloth resists abrasion and
perspiration. Three, extra-thick, hook-and-loop straps with
loops allow you to cinch it down tight on the stock for absolutely no movement under recoil. Installs and removes in just
seconds. Designed originally for the M14/M1A, but fits equally
well on sporting rifles and shotguns. a
b
SPECS: 1000 Denier nylon, black or tan. 1/2" (12.7mm) thick.
#851-200-500AQ Black Strap-On Cheek Pad, 
1E43Q53������������������������������������������������������� $ 59.99
#851-000-073AQ Tan Strap-On Cheek Pad, 1E55E60� 59.99

6D23P39 $ 29.99
6D23E39 $ 29.99

TACTICAL OPERATIONS

SIRT 110 PRO TRAINING PISTOL
Gives The Most
Realistic Training Experience
Short Of Live Fire
“Shot Indicating Resetting Trigger” training pistol simulates the
size, weight, and trigger function
of a Glock 17/22 pistol to provide an
exceptionally realistic supplement to live-fire training. Duallaser system gives the trainee detailed feedback on what the
muzzle is doing when the shot breaks and after. A red trigger
“take up” laser gives immediate feedback on the trigger pull,
while the green shot indicating laser gives a visual track of the
trainee’s follow-through. Auto-resetting trigger allows realistic
multiple strings of fire without having to rack the slide. Removable magazine can be adjusted to match the weight of various
ammo loads, from 10 rounds of 115 grain 9mm to 15 rounds of
180 grain .40 S&W. Take-up indicating laser can be shut off to
train only with the shot-indicating laser, and the red and green
laser output can be reversed. Purpose-built as a training device
that cannot fire a live, so no FFL required. a
b
SPECS: Molded polymer frame, black, with safety red aluminum slide.
Uses one CR-123 battery, included. Lasers are windage/elevation adjustable. Includes one training magazine, Allen wrenches, instructions, and
training DVD.
#100-009-647AQ SIRT Training Pistol, 5C439L99����� $ 439.99

From sandwiches to gun gear and
gunsmith supplies – discover the
story of how the three generations of
the Brownells family built “The
World’s Largest Supplier of
Firearms Accessories and
Gunsmithing Tools” at
www.brownells.com/aboutus

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

LASERLYTE

BLADE-TECH INDUSTRIES

TRAINING TYME KIT

LASER TRAINING CARTRIDGES

TRAINING BARREL for GLOCK®
Inert Barrel For Safe, Realistic Training & Function Testing

Realistic, Anywhere/Anytime
Practice Without Expending Ammo

Ideal for shooters of all
ages and experience levels
who want to practice sighting, trigger control, speed,
and accuracy. Trigger Tyme
compact pistol simulator
has the same size, weight, and balance of most semi-auto
pistols, plus a realistic 5 1/2 lb. trigger pull. The LT-Pro Trainer
fits inside the barrel and extends no more than 1/4" beyond the
muzzle, allowing you to practice drawing, presentation, and
holstering of the pistol. Interactive, Reaction Tyme laser target
features two modes: reaction and standard. Reaction mode
signals in intervals of three to seven seconds, standard mode
flashes and beeps when hit. Target has a 21/2" dia. shooting ring
with a range of 50 yards.
SPECS: Trigger Tyme Pistol - Glass filled nylon, blue. Full size, compact
pistol. 10.4 oz (295g) wt. LT-Pro - Anodized aluminum, red. 2" (5.3cm)
long. Uses three 377 batteries. 3,000 shot run time. Reaction Tyme Target - Plastic, black with red target. 1 ¼" (3.2cm) long, 3" (7.6cm) wide, 3
3
/4" (9.5cm) high. 2 1/2" (6.3cm) target ring. 4 ¼ oz. (120.5g) wt. Uses 3
AAA batteries.
#100-013-958AQ Training Tyme Kit, 1B174J49�����������$ 194.99

Innovative training system offers a
revolutionary way to train without going to the range or burning up ammo.
Simply insert the laser unit into the
chamber like an ordinary cartridge.
When you pull the trigger, the firing
pin activates a switch that turns on the bright red laser dot to indicate the “bullet” impact point. Activates for 100 milliseconds
each time the firing pin strikes. The housing is rimless, so the
LTS won’t be extracted and ejected when you rack the slide—
perfect for tap/rack/bang malfunction drills. The soft brass
housing is slightly smaller than an actual cartridge and is fitted
with two rubber O-rings to prevent damage to the chamber. a
b
SPECS: Brass, natural finish, rubber O-rings. Red laser dot. Runs on three
Type 377 button-cell batteries, included, good for approximately 3,000
shots. Instructions included.
#100-010-636AQ .380 Laser Cartridge, 1B89J89����������� $ 99.99
#100-006-951AQ 9mm Laser Trainer Cartridge, 
1B89I89�������������������������������������������������������� 99.99
#100-006-952AQ .40 S&W Laser Trainer Cartridge, 
1B89P89������������������������������������������������������� 99.99
#100-006-953AQ .45 ACP Laser Trainer, 1B89B89������� 99.99

Provide
realistic,
hands-on training with
this replacement barrel
that allows safe service
pistol use during classroom
demonstrations
and instruction. Converts a functional pistol
into a non-loading, nonfiring gun, so you can still
operate the slide and dry-fire the weapon during presentation
drills. Easily identifiable, bright yellow color indicates the gun is
safe for training. Constructed of high strength, polymer composite that’s resistant to solvents allowing a lifetime of use. a
b
SPECS: Polymer composite, bright yellow. TB001 fits Glock 17, 22, and
31; TB002 fits Glock 19, 23, and 32.
#098-000-052AQ TB001 Training Barrel, 8K10G09����� $ 11.99
#098-000-053AQ TB002 Training Barrel, 8K10C09����� 11.99

CSP

WOOLY SNAP CAPS
Prevents Firing Pin & Rust Damage

Ring’s Manufacturing

LASER TARGET &
PISTOL SIMULATORS

LASERLYTE

Spring-loaded primer plunger prevents firing pin
damage during dry-firing exercises. Treat the wool,
chamber mop with your favorite gun oil to help prevent
rusty chambers during storage. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum head, wool mop. 31/2" (8.8cm) long. Available
to fit 12 and 20 ga. Sold 2 per package.

FIREARMS SIMULATORS

Safely Practice Shooting Anywhere
Electronic laser system lets you
safely set up a handgun practice range
anywhere you want. Laser Target runs
on AA batteries, and records and displays hits from the laser module. Target
can be reset by merely shooting it again
with the laser. Trigger Tyme pistol simulator replicates size and feel of popular
handguns, and activates the laser module. Runs on 3 337 batteries. Available
in both the Pro that replicates full-size
Glock® and similar handguns and the
Full-Size
Compact Pro that replicates S&W Shield
and similar handguns. The LT-Pro Laser
Trainer laser module fits inside the pistol
simulator, and can be used in your own
firearm. It fits handguns with at least
2" barrels, from 380 ACP up to 45 ACP.
Compact
Make sure firearm is unloaded prior to
use. Bullseye Training Kit includes target,
full-size Trigger Tyme Pistol simulator and LT-PRO laser module. Trigger Tyme Pro Kit includes full-size pistol simulator and
laser module. Trigger Tyme Compact Pro Kit includes compact
pistol simulator and laser module. All batteries included. a
b
SPECS: Target - 9½" (24cm) 6¼" (15.8cm) 2" (5cm) thick. Useful range
50 yds. Pistol - 12¾ oz (363g) wt. LT-Pro - 2.1" (5.2cm) long. 3,000 shots
runtime.

#365-115-012AQ 12 Ga. Wooly Snap Caps, 5
 F18D20��� $ 20.99
 F18F20��� 20.99
#365-115-020AQ 20 Ga. Wooly Snap Caps, 5

Safe Alternative To Using Real Firearms For Training
A realistic, safe alternative to using real firearms for law
enforcement training exercises and weapons retention drills.
Molded from actual weapons for true-to-life detail. Strong,
polyurethane plastic has steel reinforcement to prevent bending and flexing; handles and balances like an actual firearm.
Safety blue color signifies this is a non-firing training aid. a
b
SPECS: Polyurethane, “safety” blue color. M4 simulator weighs 5 lbs. 3 oz.
(2.35kg). Handgun simulators weigh approximately 9-13 oz. (255-369g)
depending on model.
#100-002-556AQ M4 Carbine Simulator, 
3K164P99��������������������������������������������������� $ 164.99
#100-000-227AQ Remington 870 Shotgun
Simulator, 3K164N99��������������������������� 164.99
#100-000-664AQ 1911 Auto Simulator, 3K44M99������� 44.99
#100-000-666AQ Glock 17/22/31 Pistol Simulator, 
3K44N99 ��������������������������������������������������� 44.99
#100-000-667AQ Glock 19 Pistol Simulator, 
3K44I99 ����������������������������������������������������� 44.99

HANDGUN SAFETY TRAINER KIT
Dummy Ammo For
“Safe-Handling” Demos
Gives handgun safety trainers the most popular calibers for
the most common handguns; all
in one box and ready to use. SafT-Trainer rounds are a bright,
orange color to prevent confusion; readily recognizable as
dummy ammo. Kit contains ten rounds of each caliber, all
packed in one box .
SPECS: Polypropylene box, clear. 103/4" (27.3cm) x 7" (17.7cm) x 15/8"
(4.1cm). Orange plastic rounds. Contains (10 each) .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22
Mag., .25ACP, .32ACP, 7.62x25, .380ACP, 9mm Luger, 9mm Makarov,
.357 SIG, .38 SPL, .40S&W, 10mm, .44Mag, .45ACP.
#080-000-072AQ Handgun Safety Trainer Kit, 
8K53A48������������������������������������������������������� $ 61.99

CRTC

#100-014-359AQ Bullseye Training Kit, 1B247C79 ��� $ 274.99
#100-014-360AQ Trigger Tyme Pro Kit, 1B107J79����� 124.99
#100-014-361AQ Trigger Tyme Compact Pro Kit, 
1B107J79 ��������������������������������������������������� 124.99

MAGPUL .223/5.56

SAFETY MAG for GLOCK®
Duplicates the weight and feel of a loaded magazine; eliminates the fear of accidental discharge
during training. Ideal for creating safer, more realistic training in tactical reloads, dry firing, and
immediate response drills. International Inert Blue
color provides fast, easy identification. a
b
SPECS: Solid synthetic, blue. Fits Glock models chambered
in 9mm and .40 S&W.
#182-100-007AQ Glock Safety Magazine, 
2H14G49 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 17.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

DUMMY ROUNDS

For Testing & Dry-Firing An Unloaded Rifle

Weighted, Inert Magazines Enhance
Firearms Safety Training

Solid, inert, dummy rounds let you safely test
the feeding, extraction, and magazine function of
your rifle without the worry of accidental discharge.
Lets you dry fire without risking damage to the firing pin. Glass-fiber reinforced polymer material
can’t corrode or cause corrosion. Precision molded
to duplicate the Remington .223/5.56mm NATO
round in five critical dimensions, and can be cycled
and ejected the same as live ammunition. Sold in
5-Paks. a
b
SPECS: Fiberglass-reinforced injection-molded polymer,
black.

order on the web

brownells.com

SNAP-CAPS

Practice Loading, Unloading Dry Firing
Machined, aluminum body with synthetic, cushion
primer withstands repeated cycling and saves wear and
tear on your firing pin. Shaped like loaded rounds for
correct loading and feeding. Handgun shooters can
practice reloading and trigger squeeze. Competitive
shooters and hunters can improve rifle handling proficiency. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum, black, hard anodized finish.
STOCK #
#187-000-046AQ
#187-000-002AQ
#187-000-003AQ
#187-000-004AQ
#187-105-109AQ
#187-000-005AQ
#187-105-138AQ
#187-106-038AQ
#187-106-357AQ
#187-000-027AQ
#187-000-006AQ
#187-000-007AQ
#187-000-008AQ
#187-000-009AQ
#187-106-440AQ
#187-105-145AQ
#187-106-045AQ
#187-000-045AQ
#187-000-032AQ
#187-000-035AQ
#187-000-036AQ
#187-000-010AQ
#187-000-011AQ
#187-102-223AQ
#187-000-012AQ
#187-102-243AQ
#187-000-029AQ
#187-000-038AQ
#187-000-013AQ
#187-000-040AQ
#187-000-014AQ
#187-102-762AQ
#187-000-015AQ
#187-000-016AQ
#187-102-308AQ
#187-102-306AQ
#187-000-028AQ
#187-000-039AQ
#187-000-017AQ
#187-000-041AQ
#187-000-018AQ
#187-000-019AQ
#187-000-020AQ
#187-000-021AQ
#187-000-022AQ
#187-000-023AQ
#187-000-024AQ
#187-000-025AQ
#187-102-012AQ
#187-000-026AQ

FITS
PER PACK
.22 Hornet
2
.25 Auto
5
.32 Auto
5
.32 S&W Long
6
9mm
5
.380 Auto
5
.38 Super
5
.38 Spl.
6
.357 Mag.
6
.357 Sig.
5
.40 S&W
5
10mm Auto
5
.44 Spl.
6
.44 Mag.
6
.44-40
6
.45 ACP
5
.45 Colt
6
.45 GAP
5
.500 S&W
6
.17 Rem.
2
.204 Ruger
2
.220 Swift
2
.222 Rem.
2
.223 Rem.
2
.22-250
2
.243 Win.
2
.223 WSSM
2
.270 WSM
2
7x57 Mauser
2
7mm-08
2
7mm Mag.
2
7.62x39
2
.30 Carbine
2
.30-30
2
.308
2
.30-06
2
.300 Win. Mag.
2
.300 WSM
2
.300 Wthby Mag.
2
.300 RUM
2
8x57 Mauser
2
.338 Win Mag.
2
.375 H&H Mag.
2
.45-70
2
.410 Ga.
2
28 Ga.
2
20 Ga.
2
16 Ga.
2
12 Ga.
2
10 Ga.
2

PRICE
5K6P65 $ 10.99
5K12M65 $ 18.49
5K11A32 $ 18.49
5K14E65 $ 20.49
5K11I32 $ 18.49
5K11A32 $ 18.49
5K12E65 $ 18.49
5K13H32 $ 18.49
5K13E32 $ 18.49
5K11J32 $ 18.49
5K11A32 $ 18.49
5K11G32 $ 18.49
5K13B32 $ 18.49
5K13J32 $ 18.49
5K13G32 $ 18.49
5K11A32 $ 18.49
5K13N32 $ 18.49
5K12B65 $ 18.49
5K14Q65 $ 20.49
5K11N32 $ 18.49
5K6D65 $ 10.99
5K11F32 $ 18.49
5K6K65 $ 10.99
5K6N65 $ 10.99
5K6D65 $ 10.99
5K6B65 $ 10.99
5K11D32 $ 18.49
5K6C65 $ 10.99
5K9I32 $ 13.99
5K9E32 $ 13.99
5K6P65 $ 10.99
5K6H65 $ 10.99
5K6F65 $ 10.99
5K6B65 $ 10.99
5K6L65 $ 10.99
5K6G65 $ 10.99
5K6N65 $ 10.99
5K6A65 $ 10.99
5K11M32 $ 18.49
5K11K32 $ 18.49
5K6G65 $ 10.99
5K6C65 $ 10.99
5K9D32 $ 13.99
5K6N65 $ 10.99
5K7F00 $ 10.99
5K7L00 $ 10.99
5K7H00 $ 10.99
5K7J00 $ 10.99
5K7J00 $ 10.99
5K8F33 $ 10.99

#100-004-885AQ .223/5.56 Dummies, 5-Pak, 
3K4G15������������������������������������������������������������$ 4.70
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SAFETY & TRAINING AIDS

Hone Your Shooting Skills
Right In Your Living Room

A-ZOOM AMMO
Shooting Accessories

LASERLYTE

Shooting Accessories
SAFETY & TRAINING AIDS

CARLSON’S

SNAP CAPS

PRECISION GUN SPECIALTIES

TRADITIONS

CHAMBERSAFE

SAF-T-TRAINERS

TRAINING CARTRIDGES

CHAMBER BLOCKING DEVICE

Brightly Colored “Dummies”
For Training Exercises

Dry Fire Without Damaging Your Firearm
Snap caps are great for dry fire practice because they let you
concentrate on keeping the firearm steady during the trigger
pull, which helps eliminate flinch when using live ammo. Solid
aluminum Rimfire snap caps protect the breech face and will
last for hundreds of “shots”. Centerfire Pistol and Rifle caps have
a solid aluminum body and a spring-loaded brass “primer” that
absorbs firing pin impact to prevent damage to the tip of the
firing pin. Shotgun snap caps feature a wool chamber mop that
can be soaked with gun oil or preservative to prevent a rusty
chamber during long-term storage; available in your choice of
a brass or aluminum base.
SPECS: Rimfire – Aluminum body, fits .22 LR rifles and pistols. Pistol/
Rifle – Aluminum body, brass “primer.” Shotgun – Brass or aluminum
base, brass “primer” insert, wool mop, 2¾" (7cm) long.
STOCK #
#155-000-211AQ
#155-000-209AQ
#155-000-210AQ
#155-000-212AQ
#155-000-207AQ

CALIBER/GA.
.22 LR
9mm
.30-06
12 Ga. Brass Base
12 Ga. Aluminum Base

CAPS
PER PAK
6
5
2
2
2

PRICE
5E6Q30 $ 7.99
5E14C15 $ 15.99
5E8M15 $ 9.99
5E11A50 $ 13.99
5E10J95 $ 12.99

DELUXE SNAP CAP FOR
RIFLE/PISTOL/SHOTGUN

TRIPLE-K

Save Firing Pins - Shoot Better
With Safe, Dry-Fire Practice
The spring-loaded “primers” in
these snap caps act much like a live
primer and cushion the blow so firing
pin and bushing damage won’t occur.
Bright color and “different” feel to prevent mixing with live rounds or function-testing dummies. (Don’t use snap
caps as dummies - they don’t duplicate
loaded round weight/ balance). a
b
SPECS: Brass base, plastic body.
CAPS
STOCK #
CALIBER/GA. PER PAK
#055-801-012AQ
12 Ga
2
#055-815-016AQ
16 Ga
2
#055-802-020AQ
20 Ga
2
#055-803-410AQ
.410 Ga
2
#055-814-032AQ
.32 ACP
5
#055-813-380AQ
.380 Auto
5
#055-804-038AQ
.38 Special
6
#055-810-357AQ
.357 Mag
6
#055-818-040AQ
.40 S&W
5
#055-817-010AQ
10mm
5
#055-805-044AQ
.44
6
#055-806-045AQ
.45 ACP
5
#055-807-009AQ
9mm
5
#055-811-223AQ
.223 Rem
2
#055-816-243AQ
.243
2
#055-809-270AQ
.270 Win
2
#055-812-308AQ
.308 Win
2
#055-808-306AQ
.30-06
2
#486-000-012AQ
.30 Carbine
5

PRICE
6H6H47 $ 8.99
6H6L47 $ 8.99
6H5J49 $ 7.99
6H6P47 $ 8.99
6H15N95 $ 20.99
6H15D95 $ 20.99
6H13G90 $ 17.99
6H13C90 $ 17.99
6H14J06 $ 21.99
6H14M06 $ 21.99
6H14H06 $ 21.99
6H13D42 $ 16.99
6H13N90 $ 17.99
6H10I36 $ 15.99
6H10G36 $ 15.99
6H11E45 $ 14.99
6H11Q45 $ 14.99
6H11Q45 $ 14.99
6H13N15 $ 19.99
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Brightly colored plastic and a different
“feel” makes sure you won’t confuse these
for live rounds. Popular with many departments and agencies for use in Immediate
Action training for just that reason. These do
not duplicate weight and balance of loaded
rounds or function-testing dummies.
SPECS: Orange or yellow plastic. Rifle and Handgun calibers supplied 50
or 10 rounds per bag, Shotgun calibers supplied 25 or 10 rounds per bag.
9mm Makarov: (9mm Mak).
STOCK #
#729-000-070AQ
#729-000-071AQ
#729-000-064AQ
#729-050-022AQ
#729-000-065AQ
#729-000-066AQ
#729-000-054AQ
#729-000-050AQ
#729-000-055AQ
#729-000-080AQ
#729-000-087AQ
#729-050-380AQ
#729-000-037AQ
#729-051-009AQ
#729-000-047AQ
#729-050-009AQ
#729-000-038AQ
#729-000-052AQ
#729-000-053AQ
#729-051-357AQ
#729-000-042AQ
#729-050-038AQ
#729-000-039AQ
#729-051-040AQ
#729-000-043AQ
#729-050-040AQ
#729-000-044AQ
#729-000-056AQ
#729-050-045AQ
#729-000-040AQ
#729-000-088AQ
#729-050-223AQ
#729-000-045AQ
#729-050-739AQ
#729-000-033AQ
#729-050-308AQ
#729-000-034AQ
#729-000-059AQ

CAL./GA.
.17 HMR
.17 HMR
.17 Rem.
.22 LR
.22 Mag.
.22 Mag.
.25 ACP
7.62x25
.32 ACP
.32 H&R Mag
.38 Super
.380
.380
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm
9mm Mak
9mm Mak
.357 SIG
.357 SIG
.38 Spl.
.38 Spl.
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
.40 S&W
.44 Mag
.45 ACP
.45 ACP
.45 GAP
.223 Rem.
.223 Rem.
7.62x39
7.62x39
.308 Win.
.308 Win.
.30-30 Win

QTY.
50
10
10
50
50
10
10
10
10
10
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
10
50
10
10
50
10
50
10
50
10
10

COLOR
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Yellow
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Yellow
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange
Orange

PRICE
9B17G52 $ 21.90
9B4B50 $ 5.99
9B5J73 $ 6.99
9B9L58 $ 11.99
9B18P17 $ 22.99
9B8P27 $ 9.99
9B8D26 $ 9.99
9B8P26 $ 9.99
9B8E26 $ 9.99
9B4K29 $ 5.99
9B4N29 $ 5.99
9B18C17 $ 22.99
9B8K27 $ 9.99
9B18A17 $ 22.99
9B8E26 $ 9.99
9B18Q17 $ 22.99
9B8N27 $ 9.99
9B18J17 $ 22.99
9B8B26 $ 9.99
9B18Q17 $ 22.99
9B8A27 $ 9.99
9B18P17 $ 22.99
9B8D27 $ 9.99
9B18F17 $ 22.99
9B8N27 $ 9.99
9B18I17 $ 22.99
9B8G27 $ 9.99
9B8D19 $ 9.99
9B18G17 $ 22.99
9B8C27 $ 9.99
9B8A27 $ 9.99
9B25B80 $ 31.99
9B5F69 $ 6.99
9B25D80 $ 31.99
9B5G69 $ 6.99
9B25A80 $ 31.99
9B5Q70 $ 6.99
9B5B69 $ 6.99

SPEEDFEED REMINGTON 870

INTERNATIONAL ORANGE STOCK

Quick Identification
For Safety & Training

Highly visible International orange designates training guns for law enforcement; adds an extra amount
of visibility for hunters. Full dimensioned, includes hard rubber
recoil pad. Tenite® and fiberglass stock/forend set duplicates
weight and balance of factory wood stock. Resists chips, dents
and dings, won’t shrink or warp due to tough weather conditions. Pebble-grained wrist and short, deeply grooved law
enforcement forend for non-slip grip. Available as unmarked

Training Rounds Feel &
Cycle Like Real Ammo

High Visibility Confirmation
That Firearm Is Unloaded

Realistic training rounds are
weighted to feel and cycle like real
ammunition. Built to meet SAAMI
specifications, these training rounds
feature durable brass cases and rims
which will not become damaged
like plastic dummies. A hard rubber
“primer” allows the rounds to be used
as snap caps for dry firing tests. Various calibers and gauges are available for rifles, revolvers, semiauto pistols, and shotguns.
SPECS: Cartridges - Brass. Shotgun Shells - Brass base, plastic body. All
shells and cartridges include rubber snap cap inserts.
STOCK #
#100-013-301AQ
#100-013-313AQ
#100-013-302AQ
#100-013-303AQ
#100-013-304AQ
#100-013-305AQ
#100-013-306AQ
#100-013-308AQ
#100-013-309AQ
#100-013-323AQ
#100-013-310AQ
#100-013-311AQ
#100-013-314AQ
#100-013-322AQ
#100-013-324AQ
#100-013-325AQ
#100-013-300AQ
#100-013-326AQ
#100-013-321AQ
#100-013-327AQ

CARTRIDGE
.223 Remington
.22-250
.243 Winchester
.270 Winchester
.30-06 Springfield
.300 Win. Mag.
.308 Winchester
7.62x39
.380 ACP
9mm
.40 S&W
.45 ACP
.357 SIG
.38 Super
.38 SPL
.357 Mag.
12 Ga., 23/4"
12 Ga., 3"
20 Ga., 3”
20 Ga., 23/4”

CHAMBER-VIEW®
Models

QTY
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
2
2
2
2

PRICE
3Z5K75
3Z10Q00
3Z7C00
3Z5M75
3Z5M75
3Z7D00
3Z5B75
3Z5F75
3Z10B00
3Z10J00
3Z10B00
3Z10C00
3Z10H00
3Z10G00
3Z12K80
3Z12M80
3Z6K25
3Z6H25
3Z6M25
3Z6H25

$ 7.99
$ 13.99
$ 9.99
$ 7.99
$ 7.99
$ 9.99
$ 7.99
$ 7.99
$ 13.99
$ 13.99
$ 13.99
$ 13.99
$ 13.99
$ 13.99
$ 17.99
$ 17.99
$ 8.99
$ 8.99
$ 8.99
$ 8.99

SAFETY BLOCK

High-Visibility Indicator Of
Chamber Empty Status

Shotgun Block

Pistol Block

AR-15 Block

Bright orange silicone chamber blocks give instant visual
confirmation of an empty chamber. Silicone rubber will not
mar finish and the tapered shape helps the block fit easily into
the chamber. Bright hunter-orange color makes it easy to see,
and the block helps seal the chamber against water and debris.
Shotgun block fits most pump and semi-automatic shotguns
from 12 gauge down to .410 bore. Pistol block fits 9mm and
.40 caliber semi-auto pistols. AR-15 block fits AR-15/M16 rifles
and carbines. 3-Gun Safety Kit has one of each block and helps
the 3-Gun competitor show the RSO action open/firearm unloaded status.
#100-012-165AQ Safety Block, Shotgun, 1G8I59����������� $ 9.99
100-014-218AQ Safety Block, Pistol, 1G7I09����������������� 7.99
100-013-419AQ Safety Block, AR-15, 1G8D59��������������� 9.99
100-015-301AQ 3-Gun Safety Kit, 1G24K09����������������� 25.99
Orange or with Less Lethal marked on each side of buttstock. a
b
SPECS: Tenite, fiberglass composite, international orange. Duplicate factory length of pull. 1.6 lb. (720 g) wt. Fits 12 ga. only.
#838-000-007AQ Rem 870 Orange Stock, 6K84L24����� $ 99.99
#838-000-008AQ Rem 870 Less Lethal Orange Stock, 
6K84F24������������������������������������������������������� 99.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Bright orange chamber
blocker fits in the ejection port
and physically prevents chambering of a round to provide
positive visual confirmation that the firearm is unloaded. Removes instantly by pulling the large, easy-to-grasp ring to clear
the chamber and bring the weapon into operation. Use in any
situation that requires fast, visual verification of firearm status—law enforcement, military, gun shops, as well as hunting,
range, and competition applications. Fits semi- and full-auto
rifles and carbines with an extractor enclosed within the bolt,
including AR-15/M16/M4 and M14/M1A. Flexible, one-piece,
molded polymer construction stands up to years of insertion
and removal cycles. Tab on pull ring allows marking with individual weapon identification information. a
b
SPECS: Molded polymer, orange. Fits AR-15/M16, M14/M1A, and other
semi- and full-auto rifles and carbines with extractor enclosed within the
bolt. Should not be used on any firearm with an extractor that extends
forward from the bolt.
#100-003-782AQ Chamber Blocking Device, 
6B7D29������������������������������������������������������ $ 9.99

TAPCO

CHAMBER SAFETY TOOL

Bright Yellow Chamber Flag
With Two Handy Tool Functions
Bright yellow safety flag fits into
the chamber of a semi-auto pistol,
rifle, or shotgun to indicate the
weapon is unloaded and safe during storage or training. Durable,
flexible polymer composite won’t mar gun’s finish. End of
the flag can be used as a non-marring pin punch to push out
takedown/pivot pins on an AR-15/M16 or trigger pins on other
guns. The flat edge of the flag head can be used on scope windage and elevation knobs instead of a slot head screwdriver.
Multi-Pack contains six each of the pistol, rifle, and shotgun
tools. Pistol and Rifle models also sold separately in 6-paks. a
b
SPECS: Polymer, yellow. Pistol – 15/8" (4.1cm) long. Rifle – 3" (7.6cm) long,
Shotgun – 4" (10.2cm) long.
#100-006-076AQ Pistol Chamber Safety Tool, 6-Pak, 
5A6H99 ��������������������������������������������������������� $ 7.99
#100-006-078AQ Rifle Chamber Safety Tool, 6-Pak, 
5A6F99����������������������������������������������������������� 7.99
#100-006-079AQ Chamber Safety Tool, Multi-Pak, 
5A15Q99��������������������������������������������������������� 17.99

SAFETECH

SAF-T-ROUND

Visible Proof That Chamber Is Empty;
Firearm Is Safe
Bright, international orange tab gives
clear indication of weapon condition.
Provides the user, range safety officer and
bystander alike with a visual and physical
method of determining that a firearm is
safe. Machined, brass case head lets you
rapidly work the action and eject the Saf-T-Round. Molded
from heat-resistant nylon polymer to provide lasting durability; won’t deform after repeated use. a
b
SPECS: Polymer, international orange, brass head. Sold as one per pack.
STOCK #
#100-000-590AQ
#100-000-591AQ
#100-000-592AQ
#100-000-594AQ
#100-000-597AQ
#100-000-598AQ

FITS
.22 LR
9mm
.40 Cal.
.223
12 Ga. Pump
12 Ga. Auto

PRICE
6K7Q33 $ 10.70
6K7H33 $ 10.70
6K7A33 $ 10.70
6K7H67 $ 11.20
6K9M33 $ 13.75
6K9B33 $ 13.75

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

